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FOREWORD 

This report has been prepared as pari of a series of research projects dealine 
with techniques of industrial programming unocr the United Nations work pro- 
gramme on industrialization, approved by the Committee lor Industrial Develop- 
ment at its first session (E 3476 Rev.I) and the Economic and Social council in 
resolution 817 (XXXI). This report has been prepared by the Research and I valua- 
tion Division of the Centre for Industrial Development. Department of Economic 
and Social Affairs, and the basic part of the analysis involved has Ken carried 
out in collaboration with the Research Centre in Economic Growth of Stanford 
University. 
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2. The lerm "billion" signifies a thousand million; 
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Certain abbreviations have been used: GNP for gross national product; GDP for 
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INTRODUCTION 

Ripia industrial growth constitutes in the majority 
of cases the most potent dynamic Tactor in the process 
of accelerated economic growth. Industry is in itself a 
highly dynamic activity ; the incomes per person enraged 
are normally substantially higher in industry than in 
agriculture; also industry tends to exercise a dynamic 
impact on the other sectors of the economy, including 
agriculture, and upon the entire social and institutional 
climate, through its demand for skills and changes in 
the pattern of consumption and general patterns of 
living. It is for these reasons that Governments of devel- 
oping countries generally consider industrialization 
as synonymous with economic progress, and give 
the highest priority to industrialization in their strive 
for accelerated economic development. 

A relationship similar to that which exists between 
the general level of development of a country and the 
development of industry can be observed within the 
industrial sector itself, as regards the sequence of the 
emergence of certain industrial branches and their 
relative size. The conventional picture of the sequence 
of industrialization in under-developed countries in its 
earlier stages is as follows. The economic and institu- 
tional background is, in general, characterized by scarcity 
of capital, of managerial talent and technical skills, 
poor infrastructure, lack of external economies and, 
because of the low level of per capita income and inade- 
quate transportation facilities, limited markets for 
industrial goods. These conditions tend to favour, ¡ts 
can be expected, the types of industry that arc, as a 
rule, technologically relatively simple to operate, require 
less capital per unit of output, produce consumer goods 
in the category of the primary necessities, and can 
produce these economically at lower levels of output. 
Examples can be found in the food processing ar J textile 
industries. Gradually, as more favourable conditions set 
in, the structure tends to become more diversified through 
the development of other branches, from light chemi- 
cals, leather, pulp and paper, etc., up to steel production, 
heavy chemicals and other intermediaries, machine 
building, etc. 

The objective of the present study is to investigate 
to what extent the development referred to in tlie preced- 
ing paragraphs conforms to some pattern, in the sense 
that the level and composition of manufacturing industry 
in a given country could be related in some quantitative 
way to a certain number of general economic charac- 
teristics of that country. If this proved to be the case, 
the relationships obtained would provide a highly 
useful analytical tool, anJ would make it possible to 
determine a set of benchmarks regarding the level and 
composition of manufacturing industry in relation to 
the general l«*vel of economic development of the country 
in question. In ¿hose cases where actual production, 

either in loiul manufacturing or in specific branches, 
falls severely short of such benchmark s. i h is would then 
be indicative of existing possibility* lor the develop 
ment of the relevant vectors, which would deserve furthei 
exploration The relationships would also provide a 
first approximation of the general structural tendencies 
under a process of "autonomous" industrial growth 
that is, a process of growth that might be expected 
under conditions of "spontaneous" indiistriali/aiion 
associated with a given rate of growth of general economi., 
indicators taken as independent variables. It goes without 
saying that such a growth pattern need not be considered 
as having normative value; it corresponds to the statistical 
universe from which it is derived ami is thus conditioned 
by the economic and institutional characteristic's of the 
countries included in that universe. It is clear, for instance. 
that the existence of a strong element of government 
intervention in the process of industrialization »»fa given 
country will, as could be expected, profoundly affect its 
pattern. The point is discussed in some detail later on. 

The s:ope and significance of applications of the results 
of this study will be discussed in the section l sc «»I 
Results. It will be noted, however, at this stage, that the 
objective of the study is to provide a complement rather 
than a substitute for detailed analytical country studies 
which would determine the level and structure of indus- 
trialization of individual countries in the light of their 
particular needs, resources and policies. The relationships 
derived in this study are based on a simplified model 
which comprises a limited number of the most important 
explanatory variables. It may be expected that in each 
particular case other variables would come into play, 
which may substantially influence the individual pattern. 
Moreover, some of the factors whkh affect the rate and 
structure of industrial development, such as active govern- 
ment intervention, are not amenable to an lytical treat- 
ment within the framework of the present model altough. 
as will be seen later in part III ol this study, an attempt 
has been marie to explore the impact ol such variables. 

In (he following, manufacturing industry is taken to 
include all transforming industries and to esclude mining 
and power generation, lutai manufacturing is subdivided 
into thirteen industrial sectors.1 I he objective ol this 
analysis is to express the quantitative relations referred 
to above in the form of a set of equations m which the 
levels of total manufacturing output and ol outputs m 
each of ihe thirteen sectors both espresseti in value 
added¿ arc "explained"3 in terms >l a kw elei.tu' 
macro-economic \ ariables. 

'    n.lsCll Ol) I lie INK ' 2-dlglt et.l'.MllL.lll .'11,  'Alti     •>:! i   .. 'illil'i,! : 
ni   ..„tors. 

1 (ii'nss salue .il   Market pri^e- "I i mt|ui' nn   >i, msi « »t n..n  IMI 

und power used 
'    V will be eliseli    - ! I.ilei .">   ••„   M •      .   •.. HIM .1       ; .       1  . . .i 

1 



[ ne ha- . tuoi employed in the studs is multiple regres- 
sion anal\-i I v o types of regression analysis are used : 
cross-section icurcssions relaling (lie value added data 
dor total iiKiiistrs ami each one of the thirteen sectors) 
of the sample countries in a gnen year to the corrc- 
spoïKÎMi;: \alnes of the explanatory variables in the same 
year: -ceond. a time-scries analysis concerning similar 
iclat o   > A uhi:i countries o\er lmic. 

I he general analytical method ised in the present study 
is based upon a study published byC'hencry in I960.' The 

hcuiiüvrsitHiJ ;is mean i ig ¡hat I he equations imply a one-way causal 
relationship in the sense thai die concepts fur which I he explanatory 
variable stand are ihe''ca'i-c>''iliariie:ermiiie'' the product ion levels. 

' Holt s B. t henery, "Pallc:ns c f lr,üo-.t. ial Cirowlh", American 
I ioi:.'ti,,.   P. i:.». September !%(>. \.>'. II. No. 4, pp. 624-654. 

present study lias introduced a certain number of elabo- 
rations and refinements in the method; it has also made 
use of amplified basic data, especially as regards manu- 
facturing output.' 

The main text of the preseni study contains a general 
presentation of the methods used an J a discussion 
of the resuhs obtained. The technical details of the 
statistical analysis aie given in appendix I. and a 
description of the basic data us:d in the regressions in 
appendix II. 

1 Manufacturing output data were compiled for over fifty coun- 
tries on an internationally comparable basis by the United Nations 
Statistical Oftice and published in Patterns of Industrial Growth, 
1938-1958, Sales No. : 59.XVII.6. 



I. METHOD AND MODEL 

In this part are discussed the principles underlying the 
methods of analysis applied, the choice of the independent 
variables used in the relations, and the form of the equa- 
tions in which these relations are expressed. 

A. Regression analysis 

Two approaches can be used in the analysis. In the 
first approach, the cross-section analysis given a sample 
consisting of data for a certain number of countries, the 
variation in industrial output is studied as a function of 
the corresponding independent variable, regardless of 
the country from which these data originate. In the other 
approach, the time-series analysis, the variation in 
industrial output are examined for each country and,1 or 
for a group of countries as a function of the variations 
over time of the corresponding independent variables: 
to reach reliable conclusions in the latter approach, it is 
necessary that the analysis be carried out for a number of 
countries and over a sufficiently long period of time, so 
that the results can be standaridized with an acceptable 
degree of generality. 

The present study relies mainly on cross-section ana- 
lysis. A preliminary regression analysis which was 
carried out for the purpose of selection of the explanatory 
variables to be included in the equations was based on 
the I9S3 data for 53 countries, and the final analysis 
which resulted in what are later referred to as the "stan- 
dard" equations, were based on the same data plus those 
for 42 countries in 19S8. Time-series data on manufac- 
turing output and other relevant magnitudes are available 
on a comparable basis for a limited number of countries, 
and even for these countries World War II has produced 
a major break in all significant economic relations, so that 
only a very short period following the post-war recovery 
can be taken into consideration. The principal purpose of 
applying time-series analysis was to check the usefulness 
of the cross-section relations for projections. A general 
discussion of the model is presented in the light of the 
results obtained in the two approaches in part IV : "Over- 
time variation of industrial output". The problem of 
the applicability of the results for projections is discussed 
in pprt V: "Use of results". 

B.  VarteMct 

1. OUTPUT 

Industrial output was measured by value added ; it was 
considered that the latter constituted the most appro- 
priate measure of the relative importance of an industry 
both as compared with other industries and in the context 
of the national economy as a whole. It is also a measure 
of output for which there is the greatest degree of inter- 
national comparability since the publication of the recent 
United Nations study, Patterns of Industrial Growth I93H- 

W*. referred  to earlier,  which  provided  most  of the 
basic dala for the present an.il>sis. 

2. I \I*I \N\IOKY v \KI\HI is 

A priori n'iisiJi itin'••>.•» 

The level and composition of industrial production IM 
a given country is influenced b> factors on both the 
demand and the supply side. 

In a simplified économie system, the factors on the 
demand side will predominate heavily. Assume an eco- 
nomy in which there is no foreign traile, a constant 
technology, and a constant population. Hie level and 
composition of consumer demand will depend mainly on 
the level of income. Under the assumed absence of foreign 
trade this will determine the production levels of the 
individual consumer poods industries and with a given 
technology, determine in turn the pioduction levels of 
the intermediate industries. It will thus be possible to 
derive an equation for the output of each industry as a 
function of the income level alone, with lived parameters 
representing demand elasticities and technological rela- 
tions. 

It should be noted, however, that even under such 
simplifying assumptions the production functions for 
gi.en industries would not necessarily be identical among 
different countries having the same income level. This is 
due to the fact that, although there is evidence of con- 
siderable uniformity in consumer preferences lor a large 
group of commodities, there are significant differences in 
consumer patterns among countries having the same 
income level, not only because of climatic and national 
factors, but also due to differences in government policies 
which may allot varying proportions of total output to 
investment and to consumption; moreover, technologies, 
although assumed to be constant within each country, 
may differ among countries, and so do the endowments 
with natural resources. 

In an economy open to international trade the situation 
becomes more complex. A given demand pattern can 
now be partly satisfied by imports of some products that 
are paid for by exports of other products. I actors on 
the supply side will now play an important role involving 
the principle of comparative advantage. A further compli- 
cation will arise through the introduction into the svstem 
of the possibility of choice between alternative production 
techniques. In addition to the income level, the following 
factors may be relevant to the levels of industrial output, 
both over-all and by sector: 

(a) The si/e of the domestic market; 
(h) The availability of specific natural resources; 
(c) The availability of technical skills and entrepre- 

neurial talent ; 



id)  I he relative cost of capital and labour; 
(<•) (j»>\crnmcnt policy toward trade and industry. 

Camliitate variables 

A tentative set of quantitatively measurable "candidate 
variables" have been tirst selected that arc assumed to 
represent the factors which appear to be relevant on 
a priori grounds. The following variables have been 
included in the set. subject to further investigation. 

(i) Per t apila ineunte (y). As stated above, the level of 
income seems to be the most decisive factor for the level 
and composition of industrial output under a simplified 
assumption of an economy with no international trade 
and no choice of technology. Even when these simplifying 
conditions are dropped, the level of income still plays a 
sufficiently dominant role to overshadow many other 
elements responsible for the variation to be explained. 

As is well known, at higher income levais the proportion 
of personal income spent on food declines, and that 
spent on consumer durables and other commodities of 
higher income elasticity increases; this will tend to have 
a corresponding effect on the pattern of production. The 
distribution of total demand among investment, govern- 
ment consumption and private consumption, also tends 
to vary with the level of per capita income. On the supply 
side, the level of per capita income will tend to be cor- 
related with the relative costs of labour and capital and, 
to a certain extent, also with the availability of skills and 
technical knowledge; it will thus be indicative of the 
probable extension of industrial production into more 
capital intensive and technologically more complex 
lickls. 

(ii) Population (P). Population might be considered, 
as a first approximation, to have a proportional effect 
on the level of industrial production, since the demand for 
industrial products will, eeteris paribus, be proportional 
to population, and so will be the supply of industrial 
labour force. However, the proportionality may not 
strictly hold for all industrial branches, because certain 
industries cannot be operated economically below a 
certain minimum scale.8 Of course, the size of market is 
not independent of per capita income level within a 
country considered; neither is it independent of the 
possibilities of international trade. 

* The i wo explanatory variables considered thus far, y and P, 
determine together national income. The latter variable, however, 
cannot he taken to replace the former two. This may be illustrated 
by the following example. Two countries are compared, of which 
the tirsi one has a population of 10 million and a per capita income 
level of SI,000. and the second a population of 100 million and a 
per capita income level of Slut). For both countries the national 
income i-. $10 billion. Suppose that the demand function for com- 
modity i in country j takes the form: 

D„     C.YfP, 
in which l>, is the demand. C, a constant; and a, the income elasti- 
na of demand for commodity i, the population elasticity of demand 
is .isMiincd to equal one. If a, is, say, 1.5, then 

•> . » ,   11.Otti' ;,l (10» ' - -- _ll_ IO0»       t 16 
I» a « ,   |KH)'SI (100) 

m other words, the high-income country in the example will have 
a demand for commodity < more than three limes as large as that 
ol the low-ii:con',e countr>. even though their total income is the 
MlliC. 

(m) Kale of economic development. In addition to the 
level of economic development as expressed by per 
capita income—the rate of development may have an 
independent impact on the level and especially the 
composition of industrial demand, especially the 
demand for producer goods. The rate of increase in per 
capita income (r) and the percentage share of gross 
domestic capital formation in gross domestic product 
(l/Y) have thus been tentatively introduced as candidate 
variables subject to further testing. 

(iv) Government policy. Aside from direct investment, 
governments can exercise considerable influence on the 
level and composition of industrial production through 
such means as protective measures, tax policies, subsidies, 
and other direct or indirect incentives or disincentives. 
Most of these factors cannot be expressed quantitatively 
in the form of variables. On the other hand, the level of 
government expenditure—or consumption—may have 
a significant effect on the composition of total demand. 
The percentage share of government expenditure on 
current account in gross domestic product (G/Y) has 
been tentatively included in the set of candidate variables. 

(v) Natural resources. Natural resource endowments 
are likely to be important determinants of output in some 
industries—such as iron and steels, bask chemicals and 
foodstuffs. They are less important when the raw mate- 
rials are fairly ubiquitous—such as raw materials for 
brick and cement or synthetic chemical industries; or 
in industries where there is little weight loss in processing 
(e.g., textiles).7 Natural resources also play a minor role 
in industries based on substantial value added by skilled 
labour, unless the latter is considered as a natural resource. 
It is difficult to measure the resource endowment in 
general in terms of any single variable. As a possible 
candidate, the percentage share of primary exports in 
total (X„/X) has been included in the tentative set. 

(vi) Trading position. The relative importance of 
foreign trade in a country's economy, as expressed in the 
ratio of imports plus exports to gross domestic product 
(X + M)/Y, has also been investigated although on an 
a priori consideration it would seem that this impact 
would vary with the circumstances associated with the 
relative level of foreign trade. Thus, a high level of foreign 
trade may indicate that the marginal cost of securing 
foreign exchange is relatively low; this would be the case, 
for instance, when a country is endowed with rich resources 
of valuable minerals that can be mined at relatively low 
cost. It may then be advantageous for the country to 
import a substantial part of the requirements of industrial 
products, rather than to produce these locally. On the 
other hand, the reverse may be true in countries where a 
high level of foreign trade is related to a scarcity of 
resources. In such cases, since foreign exchange could not 
be obtained from exports of primary commodities to pay 
for imports of manufactured goods, these countries have 
developed strong industrial sectors based on exports of 
goods incorporating a high proportion of domestic value 

' This would also seem to apply to petroleum refining, but here 
the competition for domestic refining by the crude oil producing 
companies may play a role. 



added; these exports pay for imports of raw materials, 
including those consumed in their export industries." 

(vii) Technological factors. The economics of large- 
scale production and the extent to which capital can he 
economica ly substituted for labour (or vice versa) affect 
the choice between imports and domestic production. In 
smaller and less developed countries, where the domestic 
market, especially of producer goods, is small in relation 
to the economic size of plant, the ensuing lack oí econo- 
mies of scale will check the development of the corre- 
sponding industries. Such countries may often have, on 
the other hand, a cost advantage in producing such 
commodities as textiles, processed foods, simple metal 
manufactures and similar products, because of their 
relatively simple technology, limited scale requirements 
and large input of labour available at low cost. By the 
same token, economies of scale and high capital require- 
ments tend to favour high-income countries in the pro- 
duction of commodities such as steel and bask chemicals. 

Some of the variables previously introduced may bear 
on these aspects, in particular per capita income (y> and 
population (P). An additional variable has been tenta- 
tively introduced to indicate the degree of mechanization, 
namely, the horsepower capacity of installed power per 
worker in manufacturing industry (KL), 

(viii) Oikmr factors. Other faeton, such as availability 
of technical and entrepreneurial skills ai.d the relative 
costs of labour and capital are. in general, highly corre- 
lated with the level of per capita income. For this reason, 
no specific candidate variables have been introduced to 
account for these factors. 

The variables selected: per capita income ami population 

The selection of the most appropriate combination of 
explanatory variables among the above eight candidates 
was carried out applying the usual criteria of multiple 
regression analysis; the optimum combination of variables 
is chose« in such a way as to comprise the minimum 
number necessary for an adequate 'explanation" of the 
dependent variables.' 

Following a statistical test along these lines, only 
two candidates, per capita income (y) and population (P), 
were retained. All other variables proved to be significant 
in the explanation of only a few of the thirteen industrial 

sectors.1"   The   si.iiisiu.il   u-st   an.I   ilie   considerations 
leading to the linai ch.'uc .no men in appendix I.A. 

The rchiliu liul .>.' Hhliotfuilirati.-n 

A set of preliminary equation-, winch was d.-uved using 
the two selected explanatory variables did not prove 
to be sufficiently satisfactory for practical use An exami- 
nation of the residuals " troni these preliminary equations. 
computed for the sample countries, showed a noticeable 
degree of positive correlation among the different sectors 
within each country; in other words, when actual total 
industrial output in a given country is. for whatever 
reason, higher or lower than would correspond to the 
country's position as regards per capita income and popu- 
lation, the output levels in most of the industrial sectors 
will also tend to show residuals of the same sign, though 
to varying degrees. Moreover, when the countries in the 
sample were split into low-income and high-income 
groups, the regression coefficients obtained separately for 
the two groups showed substantial differences. 

For this reason, an additional explanatory variable. I), 
"the relative degree of industrialization", was introduced. 
The quantitative expression of this variable was assumed 
to be represented by the actual position of a country's 
total manufacturing output in relation to the value of the 
latter as derived from the preliminary regression equa- 
tions using per capita income (y) and population (P) 
alone; in other words, the value of L> was obtained for 
each country as the residual from that regression equa- 
tion.1* 

Obviously, the new variable. I).can be introduced only 
in the equations for the thirteen industrial sectors and 
not in the equation for total manufacturing As will be 
discussed later, the values of I) proved to be relatively 
stante for each country over time, at least in the short 
run. Its introduction in the sector equation, resulted in 
a substantially better   lit" of the equations." 

It is interesting to note that the introduction of I) as 
third independent variable left unchanged the values of 
the regression coefficients on the other two explanatory 
variables and also of the constant terms in the equation:'1 

it can thus be regarded as providing for a correction term 
that serves to distribute the over-all residual of total 
manufacturing output over the thirteen composite 
sectors. 

• Thb H particularly the esse of Japan, but applies abo to such 
traditional exporten of manufacturad goods as the United Kingdom, 
•datum, etc. 

* Concretely, this implies that a variable is retained in the Anal 
combination only when: 

(a) Its inclusion contributes materially to the "fit", while at the 
same time its regression coefficient is significantly different from 
aero; and 

(ft) The sign and size of its coefficient in the regression equations 
is consistent with its economic interpretation. (Thus, for example, 
the coefficient of I Y in ine regression equation for a capital-goods 
producing industry should be positive on a priori grounds If this 
coefficient turns out to be negative, further investigation would 
have to be carried out in order to determine whether I Y would 
have to be replaced by another variable related to the rate of develop- 
ment or be discarded). 

" In the present study, which purports to be an analysis of the 
pattern of industrialisation m genrrul. the model has been designed 
in such a way thai one and the same form of equation is applied for 
all sectors. 

" The term "residuals'" is used in the sense customary in this lypc 
of analysis i e., indicating the difference between the observed values 
of industrial output and the ••predicted" values, that is those 
calculated from the regression equations on the basis <>l observed 
values of the independent variables 

'» Total manufacturing itself cannot be- chosen as a third explana- 
tory variable, because of Us high correlation with the other explana- 
tory variables 

'» Sec appendix l.t(s). 
'« On condition that the regressions for different sectors ate 

carried out with thesame sample countries    see alsoapi>ciidn M ' ») 



C. The final form of régression equations 

A preliminary investigation suggests that the linear 
equations in the logarithmic value of the variables pro- 
vides for u better lit than any other more complicated 
form. 

The final regression equations are as follows: 

jor total manufacturing: 

•°g vo      *o      \ log V     vo l°g P (I) 

and for the individual set tors: 

logV,      a,      X log.i-      v, logP      ¿, iogD    (II) 
(/       1.2... 13) 

in which: 
V is value added, in millions of 1953 US dollars; 
y is per capita income in 1953 US dollars; 
P is size of population in millions; 

D is the ratio between the actual and the calculated value 
of V 16 

O« 

'* The objective of the equations is to "explain" the value added 
of total manufacturing and of ihe individual sectors in a given 
country in terms of the observed values of the explanatory variables 
in the same country. For such relations to be valid it is not necessary 
to assume that there exists a one-way causal relationship between 
the variables, in the sense that the factors for which the explanatory 
variables stand "determine" manufacturing output. The causal 
relationship may to some extent run the other way round : for 
instance, the level of manufacturing output will substantially 
contribute to determining the level of per capita income. The equa- 
tion« considered should thus be considered as being the expressions 
of the interdependence between the "to-be-explained" and the 
"explanatory" variables. 

as are constants and ¡i's, y's and 3's the partial elasticity 
coefficients on the respective explanatory variables." 

The above set of equations is estimated on the basis of 
cross-section data alone. As will be seen in appendix I.E. 
the application of the same form of equations to time-series 
data could not be expected to yield meaningful results. 

It should be observed that the linear form of the loga- 
rithmic equations precludes consistent compliance with 
the additivity condition; that is, the condition that the 
sum of the predicted values for the thirteen sectors in a 
given country should equal the value added of total 
manufacturing in the same country. This, however, does 
not materially affect the practical usefulness of the equa- 
tions, as is discussed in detail in the chapter -Use of 
Results". 

16 The value of D for country / is obtained with the formula: 

log D,     log V0/ 

log V0/ 

- log V„ 

^o'og.ij     v»log P,) 

in which «„ % and -,•„ arc the least-squares estimates of the para- 
meters in equation (I). 

" A partial elasticity coefficient indicates the quotient of the 
rate of change in value added and the rate of change of the given 
explanatory variable, the other explanatory variables remaining 
constant. Thus, ß, is equal to the per cent increase (or decrease) in 
value added of the f-th sector corresponding to one per cent increase 
(or decrease) in per capita income, other variables (P and D) remain- 
ing unchanged. In mathematical terms: 

3, *1 
V, 
li 1*1 
'il y 



II.   RESULTS OF CROSS-SECTION REGRESSIONS 

A. The regression équations 

The cross-section analysis has been carried out on the 
basis of data on value added, per capita income and 
population,8 for t!ie standard sample which included all 
the non-centrally-planned countries l9 for which sufficient 
data were available on a comparable basis. The sample 
thus covers countries with a wide range of levels of econo- 
mic development. The centrally-planned economies were 
not included in the standard sample, since a mixture of 
data derived from two institutionally different types of 
economy would increase the heterogeneity of the sample 
and give analytically inefficient results.* To examine the 
difference in the rate and structure of industrial growth 
between the centrally-planned and the non-centrally- 
planned economies a section of this study has been 

u For the reasons explained in appendix IL* the country data 
used in the regressions are weighted on the basis of per capita 
incomes. 

" With the exception of the United States The latter country 
stands, in many important respects, far apart from the other non- 
ccntrally-planned countries, and its inclusion would tend to distort 
the results. 

M There is the additional difficulty of the conceptual difference* 
in the data between the two types of economy, which reduces the 
comparability. 

devoted to an anal)sis of the delations from the 
"normal" pattern derived from the standard sample.11 

Initially, two separate cross-section répressions were 
carried out: one on a 195.1 sample comprising S3 countries 
and the other on a 1958 sample of 42 countries.--' The 
differences between the tv»o regressions proved to be 
negligible in almost all important respects; moreover, 
the five-year interval between the two sample years did 
not appear to be long enough to justify a meaningful 
isolation of the betweca-samplc (over-time) variation of 
industrial output as against the within-sample (cross- 
country) variation.2* Therefore, in the step, a standard 
cross-section pattern has been derived by combining the 
data of the two years. 

B. Prestatati«« of the results 

The standard regression equations thus obtained arc 
presented in table I. The inamte elasticity of output (['•) 
for total manufacturing is about 1.37; that is to say. 

" See HIB. 
" The samples used in the régressions relating to several of the 

sectors exclude some of the countries of the full samples. The lists 
of the countries used in the various regressions are given in the 
tables of appendix I where the results of these regressions arc given 
in their full firm. 

* Sec IV.I and abo appendix I.D. 

Table I 

RESULTS or CROSS-SECTION ANALYSIS : 1937 AND 1958 <<>MHIMI> SAMPIF 

MmifrrMrfef ttclor (ISK ctrntttfitMim > 

Total manufacturing (20-39)  tog V, 

Food, beverages, and tobacco (20-22)  log V, 
Textiles (23)  log V, 
Clothing and footwear (24)  tog Vj 
Wood products (23-26)  tog V, 
Paper and paper products (27»  tog Vs 
Printing and publishing (28)  log V, 
Leather products (29)  tog V, 
Rubber products (30)  tog V, 
Chemicals and petroleum coal products (31-32)  log V, 
Non-metallic muterai product*(33)  tog V,„ 
Basic metals (34)  log V,, 
Metal products (33-38)  tog Vl2 
Other manufacturing (39)  log V,, 

•Vfrr, 

1.637 .369 log j-       1.124 tog P 

1032 .978 tog v .862 log P KH4 log 1) 
2 549 1.205 log i 1.329 log P 964 log t) 
2.709 1 361 log v .962 log P X77 log I) 
.1.288 1.531 k>K >• 1.030 log P 1 008 tog 1) 
5.008 2.035 log y 1 116 log P 1 699 log 1) 
3.926 1.718 log y 1.041 log P X73 log l> 
2.160 .893 log y .857 log P 1 251 log t) 
4.176 1.582 log > 1.201 log P .2MI h.g n 
3 476 1.547 log y 1.395 lug P Til I04 l> 
2.258   • 1.157 lo;:.v 1 014 log P 1   116 log I) 
5.269 1.991 log y 1 649 log P 1 VI 5 log 1) 
4.175 1.984 log . MI2 log P 1  566 log 1) 
4872 1.847 log i 1.313 loti P 1 053 log I) 

N-*:~~ v* s are measured in millions of US dollars and > in US dollar» (both at '95Jprw.es) and Pin millions, the variable a d constant terms are 
expressed in common logarithms. Sec appendix I.D for the statistical details of the above estimations. (In appendi« I rc«rcs-. on equation. arc pre- 
sented with constant terms expressed in natural logarithms and   population   measured in thousands and not in m ,I\M 
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assuming that population IN constant, the value addai of 
total industry increases slightly over one-third more than 
proportionately with per capita income. As regards 
individual sectors, only "leather products" varies less 
than proportionally with per capita income, and "food, 
beverage and tobacco" approximately proportionally 
(JÌ, ï I). The response to income in "textiles" and "non- 
metallic minerals" is smaller than in total manufacturing, 
which means that, although production in these sectors 
tends to rise more than proportionally with income, 
their share in total manufacturing «ends to decline. In 
"clothing and footwear" the income elasticity of output 
is almost equal to the elasticity for total manufacturing; 
this sector tends to maintain its relative share in total 
manufacturing output at varying per capita income 
levels. For all other sectors the income elasticities are 
higher than for total manufacturing; thus, output in these 
sectors not only will increase more than proportionally 
with higher incomes, but so will their share in total manu- 
facturing rise. 

These results are illustrated in chart I, which gives a 
comparison of the results for two countries with per 
capita income levels of 1200 and $500, respectively, the 
same population (40 million) and the same relative degree 
of industrialization (unity).** It will be seen from the 
chart that for total manufacturing the ratio between the 
value added at $500 and at $200 per capita income levels 
is about 4.0." "Paper and products', "bask metals" 
and "metal products' show the highest ratios (6.2 to 6.4) 
in value added between the two income levels; these 
ratios indicate that at the $500 income level the sitare of 
these sectors in gross domestic product will be approxi- 
mately 2.5 times the corresponding share at the $200 
income level. 

The population elasticity (•;) for total manufacturing 
was found to be 1. 12. which means that between countries 
having the same per rapita income level, total manu- 
facturing value added varies approximately one-eight 
more than in proportion to the size of the population. CM* 
the individual sectors, "food, beverage arid tobacco" 
and "leather products" show elasticities on population 
smaller than one, indicating that at the same level of per 
capita income the per capita outputs in these sectors in 
larger countries tend to be slightly lower than in smaller 
countries. For "clothing and footwear", "wood pro- 
ducto", "printing and publishing", and "non-metallic 
minerals" the elasticities are approximately equal to unity, 
so that the aggregate levels of value added in these 

sector varv nui -hU i.t y opomoM 1,1 ine o • , p p A- 
lion. I he u-m mum' SCKK. Oi,n\ hu'uci pop..laiio:i 
elasticità ill.in total 111.11u1t.Ki1n in;' I IK- hieVe, ela>t'- 
ciliés aie in "cliemicaU il ;i)» .rid cs¡v. > ilK h.i~ , 
metals" il hM, ..vtor> w'we don.>mic> o: eile aie 
know 11 l'i ¡u'.iv .1 maioi  iole. 

Chart 2 illustrates the population ell . - on ulu~.ii 1,,I 
output along the lines of chart I I lie , >i¡i¡ . ;>ip.i'c- 
two countries having the sanie pei capii 1 ine une (SMKM 

and the same relative degree o\' nnlusiii.tli/aiion. K^WC ol 
which has a population ten limes laigei tli.m the other 
(40 million as against 4 millions) I he ehi't indieates 
that per capita manufacturing output in the laigei 
country will tend to be approximately one-thud higher 
than in the smallei one. Turning to the individual sectors. 
per capita output of "basic metals", which is highly 
responsive to size, proves to be almost 4 5 times higliei. 
and "chemicals and petroleum products", "metal pro- 
ducts", and "textiles" 2 to 2.5 times higher 111 the larger 
country than in the smaller country. 

As regards the elasticity of output with respect to the 
relative degree of industrialization (A), table I indicates 
that a given deviation from the "normal" for total manu- 
facturing will tend to have an approximately proportional 
impact on "textiles", "wood products", and "other" 
industries. Five other sectors — "basic metals", "metal 
products", "paper and paper products", "leather pro- 
ducts", and "non-metallic mineral products" lend to 
respond more than proportionately, the remaining live 
sectors less than proportionately. The greatest deviations 
are to be noted in "rubber products" on the lower end 
(with an elasticity of only 0.28) and. as could be expected, 
"basic metals" on the upper end (elasticity 1.91 ). 

Chart 3 again illustrates graphically those differences 
by sectors. 1he two countries compared have in this case 
the same per capita income ($500) and population ( I o mil- 
lion) but, whereas one country is "normal" as regards 
the over-all level of industrialization (I) I». the other 
shows a relatively high degree of industrialization 
(D 1.4). As can be seen in the chart, the output in 
"basic metals" is almost twice as high in the latter country 
as in the former, and the outputs in "paper and paper 
products" and "metal products" over one and a half 
times as high; on the other hand, for the typical con- 
sumer-goods industries, "food products" and "clothing", 
the differences are only 35 per cent, which is lower than 
the difference in total manufacturing output; and for 
"chemicals and petroleum products" and especially 
"rubber products" even lower (25 p-.-r cent and 10 per cent. 
respectively). 

M In the chart, the sectors are placed in the order of declining 
income elasticities. The width of each column is proportions! to the 
value added (the levels of which are calculated in per captas ternis) 
at the 1200 per capita income level. The step line thus indicete* for 
each sector the ratio of the values added at the two income levels 
and therefore the areas above the income level line I indicate the 
increments of value added in respective sectors corresponding to 
the 1 SO % increase in per capita income. 

** In the chart the high income line for total manufacturing is 
drawn at the level corresponding to the aggregate sector outputs. 
Because the calculated sector outputs are not adjusted to the additi- 
vity criterion, referred to earlier, this level is not exactly in accor- 
dance with the one that would be obtained on the basis of the income 
elasticity in the equation for "total manufacturing". 

C. ef the results 

I.   GlNtRAI. oaSFJIVMIONS 

As already mentioned, per capita incoine appears 
to be by far the most important factor in "explaining" 
the variation of per capita industrial output between 
countries. For total manufacturing outputs a comparison 
between charts I and 2 shows an aveiage incoili.- elasticity 
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of production» of 1.6. as compared with an average 
population elasticity of on]> 0.13 (      1.3 KM. 

A comparison between the three patterns of sequence- 
shown in charts I. 2 und 3 reveals, at first sight, a remark- 
able stability in the relative position of each sector. This 
Implies that the i'Tccts of the three explanatory variables 
on the output of a given sector are. on the whole, more 
or less comparable. This general implication is further 
elaborated in the following section in relation to the main 
characteristics of various sectors roughly classified into 
consumer- and producer-oriented industries. A close 
examination will reveal that certain sectors tend to 
respond more than others to certain particular factors; 
such cases will be discussed in relation to the "size 
factors (sec sections 3 and 4). 

The behaviour of the constant terms in the equations 
will be also briefly commented upon at this point. The 
magnitude of the constant terms in the equations follows. 
In general, a reverse pattern of that of the elasticities: 
• relatively high constant term in a sector equation tends 
to be associated with relatively low values of elasticities, 
and vice versa. The most pronounced examples of trie 
first case are found in "food, beverages and tobacco", 
"leather products".17 and also to some extent in "non- 
metallic mineral products"; this reflects the fact that, 
generally sneaking, at very early stages of industria- 
lization, these are the only manufacturing industries 
which exist often in the form of cottage industries; the 
progress of industrialization tends to impart to these 
industries only moderate paces of growth so that their 
relative importance gradually declines. The most pro- 
nounced case of the reverse pattern is found, again as 
might be expected, in "basic metals": here the value of 
output wiH be negligible at earlier stages »f development, 
but will rise steeply as induxtrwli/ation proceeds. 

2.   dmnmu- ***» «numi* «mit*IM> isitHsians 

There appear» to be m apprenante degree of ct»rre*pon- 
dence between the tendencies discussed in the previous 
section and the po*Ht**« of varkm* sectors in the so- 
called "vertical" sennet** of nwnufacturrog production 
processes. For wmptwitv s sake, the sectors wiU be 
grouped in two categ.*rtc consumer-oriented and pro- 
dtuvr-orienicd industrie«. In the former group are 
included   "food,   beverage  and   tobacco",   "textiles". 

* The average elasuwty » the qwitiffrt ut the two ratios: 0) 
rain» of the value added uf urtai manufacturing al the iwo levels (4.0» 
ami oil rath» of the corresponding per **P«M incomes <-*); «he total 
manufacturing value added m ih» particular example is measured 
as i he HH.li i>l the computed values for the thirteen %eett*r*. 

s? It »ill he noted in table I that the constant term for "food, 
beverage, ami tobacco ' is even higher than the constant term for 
'total inamil.whiring' This indicate« that the lower range ol 
applicability of the Mandarti equation» does not extend into the very 
>ow /ones of per capita income and popul.ilion. thus the formulae 
would give, for a per capita income level of les«, llun *4ß (in ll>Vt 
prices» and a population lower ih.m one million, a higher value 
added ligure lor "food, beverage, and tobacco" than for "total 
in.inut'aettirm«'. which is obviously ill. cical It will he observed 
that the magnitudes ol the constant terms deivnd on the particular 
units of measurement applicable to the vanahlcs. In table 2. Y 
(total national income) is measured in billions instead ol millions. 

"clothing and footwear", "wood produMs", "printing 
and publishing", and "leather products" that is, sectors 
which are either producing directly foe the consumer 
market or. in the case of "textiles and leather products", 
are only one step removed from final consumption. In 
the latter group arc included industries producing mainly 
capital goods and intermediate products; "paper pro- 
ducts", "rubber products", "chemicals", "basic metals", 
and "metal products". "Non-metallic minerals" and 
"other manufacturing" are left out of the subdivision, 
because the component industries of these sectors may 
vary from country to country. 

Il will be seen from table I that all consumer-oriented 
industries have, with only a few exceptions, higher 
constant terms in the regression equations than any of 
the producer-oriented industries and lower elasticities 
with respect to each of the explanatory variables. The 
income elasticities for the consumer-oriented industries 
range from 0.89 to 1.72. and for the producer-oriented 
industries from 1.55 to 2.03. Similarly, the population 
elasticities range, for the producer-oriented industries, 
from 1.12 to 1.65, while, for the consumer-oriented 
industries, they range from 0.86 to 1.33. There are 
two notable exceptions from the above pattern with 
respect to elasticities on D. in the case of "rubber pro- 
ducts" and "chemicals and petroleum products". 

3. "SIZE" EFFECTS 

The illustration in chart 2 indicates clearly the distinc- 
tion between industries that are responsive to the size of 
population — which is taken to indicate roughly the size 
of the national marketM — and those that are not re- 

•• ll will be noted that "population" is not by itself the most 
appropriate measure of "size". Indeed, the effective size of market 
•Ito depends on the level of per capita income. Therefore, it may be 
more appropriate to express the size factor in tern» of total national 
income, Y < t P). When the regression equations are correspond- 
ingly transformed, part of the "income effects" will have to be 
shifted to the "size effects", to avoid double counting. From the 
original form of equations: 

V.      A,>3.pv.D\    j '¿*{; ¿y ¿finition! 

where A, is the anti-log of i; in equations (I) and (II), the following 
forms of equation arc derived: 

V, - Atffc Y.YY.D«., (I -•= 0,1.... 13); (111) 
or, expressing the dependent variables in per capita terms, 

^       A,Y»' "" 'Y* lD*'Ui-- 0,1.... 13). lilla) 

In both (111) and (Ilia). «, the elasticity of value added with respect 
to the relative degree of industrialization remains the same as in 
the original form. In equation (Illa), Y — I represents the size-of- 
market elasticity of per capita value added; this elasticity is equal 
to the population elasticity of total output in the original form of the 
equations minus one; the example presented in chart 2, where value 
added is shown in per capita terms, is directly related to this elasti- 
citv In this type of formula, the effect of per capita income on per 
capita value added is smaller - by (7 I ) than the ¡i in the original 
form In equation (III), where value added is measured in aggregate 
terms, however, the elasticity coefficient on per capita income has 
to be further reduced by I to S — 7. This is due to the fact that in the 
derived equations above, the elasticity co-efficients on per capita 
income measure only the "residual" part of the income effects after 
the "si/e" effects have been accounted for; in other words, "per 
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sponsi\c to it. Flic former include "chemical;»", "textile»", 
"metal produce", and especially "basic metals". These 
are industries in which economies of scale are known 
to play an important role up to fairly high levels of 
operation so that a larger si/e of the market will tend 
materially to lower unit costs of production and exert 
a favourable effect upon their competitive position 
vis-à-vis foreign producers. "Other industries" also 
appear to belong to this group, while "rubber products" 
and "paper and products" hold intermediate positions. 
The remaining sectors show negligible responsiveness 
to size and the per capita output in "food, beverage, and 
tobacco" and "leather products" even tends tu decrease 
with larger aggregate size of market.1* It will be noted in 
this connexion that some industries, though not them- 
selves subject to economies of scale, may sell their pro- 
ducts to other industries that are highly responsive to 
the size factor, so that their production is indirectly 
affected by it. It is not always possible to separate this 
indirect effect from the direct effect; the observed results 
will reflect a combination of both. 

capita" income now stands only as an additional variable lo specify 
a certain qualitative aspect of a nation's economic potentiality, the 
latter being measured, in general, in terms of the nation's total 
national income. The effects of the market size and the economies 
of scale, which in the original form of the equations were assumed 
to be reflected in the population elasticities, are now associated with 
total national income-a concept which is generally regarded as 
defining most adequately a country's stage of development anil its 
growth potentialities. 

" The "size" effect, when measured in terms of size of population, 
is directly related to the size of domestic market rather than the 
market including exports. In most of the "advanced'' European 
countries, foreign trade possibilities constitute a significant clement 
in the size of market. A federation of several territories or a regional 
union of several countries would have a similar consequence. In 
the present analysis, the possible impact of such possibilities will be 
reflected in the value of D. 

4.   Till    "RI SI 1)1   \l    M I I i  is"   di    l'I K   I   Mil \   IS« OMI 

'Iable 2 presents ilio icsults of 'caiiaiiivnictil oi the 
estimated repression parameteis into the- I'oim tilla) V 
seen from this table, the per eapiia output of "total 
manuldcturinu" is now Minteci to the el.isiiutv of onlv 
1.245 with respect io per capila nuotilo |.is compared 
with l..t(i°. in the standard equation loi V„), because the 
remaining part of the full "income elli\t" is alic.ulv 
incorporated in the cl.tstieilv on total income (0.124). 
With this rearrangement, there anse coi lam changes in 
the sequence of various sectors m tonus of the lelative 
magnitude of percapita-income elasticities. Ibis is 
illustrated in chart 4. in winch two countricsatccompurcd 
with the same total income ($> billion) and the same 
relative degree of industrialization (I) I ), one of which 
has a per capita income ol $100 (and thus a population 
of 50 million) and the other ol $500 (and thus a population 
of 10 million). 

The new pattern of the sequence oí various sectors 
which is observed in this chart, is signilicantlv different 
from the pattern shown in chart I. An interesting devel- 
opment is the rise in he relative positions of "printing 
and publishing" and "clothing", in view of the well- 
known relatively high income elasticities of consumer 
demand for those products (I »gel's law). Although the 
factors on the supply sitie still play a role, the per capita 
income coefficients in the transformed equations seem 
to be more comparable (than the coefficients in the stan- 
dard equations) with the income elasticities that would 
ordinarily obtain from a regression analysis of consumer 
demand by major groups ol commodities correspondingly 
classified.** CM course, such comparison should be limited 
to predominantly consumer oriented products. 

:m Sec, lor example, ine eompaulive study of income cl.isiiuiin 
of consumer demand l'or a munivi olHuillines in II S Monili ik- 
ker, ' An Inierna lonal Compunson of Household I \|H-IHIIIIIIC 

Patterns", /HWINH    , <. iktok-r, l'is.7 

Tahk 2 
A DMUVAV7E  «»M OF (OUATIONS:   WITH IWWNDIVT  VARI Mil I s IXPHISslli  IN 

KR CAPITA  TERMS  AND "SIZE"   VARIABLE  IN TERMS Ol   Mil M   INiiiMI   (V        *  P) 

Mmim/a< luring tre lot (ISIC chulfit alimi i 

Total manufacturing (20-39) log<V(.'P) 

Food, beverages, and tobacco (20-22) |og(V,/Pi 
Textiles (23) log(V,'Pi 
Clothing and footwear (24)  logiV,/Pi 
Wood products (25-26) log(V,/P, 
Paper and paper products (27)  log<V4 Pi 
Printing and publishing (28)  U>giV,/P) 
Leather products (29)  log<VT P» 
Rubber producís (30)  'og<V„ P> 
Chemicals and petroleum and coal products (31-32'   logiV, p> 
Non-metallic mineral products (33)  l«g<Vl0 Pi 
Basic metals (34)  logiV,. Pi 
Metal prod, eis (35-38) log<V,,/Pi 
Other manuiicturing (39i  logiV,, P) 

* Derived from the regression equations in table I, here V,p and > arc mentir. 
prices)   constant terms (in common logarithms) are correspondingly «dju-aed 

lhrl„,l 

I 265  '   I 24S IOR v 124 I.-g Y 

1 446 1  116 log i UH log Y HX4 loK II 

1.562 876 In* v 12<í Ion Y •*64 lit* iï 

2.82.» 1  V.*9 lot; 1 IHK top Y K77 lo« Il 

3.198 1 Sill  IIIK r (HO lo« Y MKW log 1) 

4.660 1 «il1* lo« 1 116 inj? Y 1 '.'« lo» 1) 

3.K<).1 1.677 lo- i "MI IHM Y H7i IOK 1) 

2 5K9 1.0 Hi lo« I Milo« Y 1  2M   log 1) 
X <7t 1  IM lui; i 201   ¡OK V 2HI Ion 1» 

'    ?VJI 1.152 log > W |„„ Y 712 IOK 1» 
2 216 1  141 log v »Ml  'o« Y 1   ! 16 !<>K  |) 

1 t27 1   142 luit  y 6-J'l lot. Y 1  VIS 1 .|? l> 
1 2Vi 1 672 lo« y 112 IOK Y 1  566 loi' 1) 
l K71 Mil  In.'  > »I   lo«  Y 1 ».M :..„ |> 

.hd 1 l-llll .1  I s Il  ,ll   l'*SI 
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Another change in the relative positions of sectors in 
the "-.quence is the decline in the position of "basic 
metals", which may be attributable to the extremely high 
size effect for this sector. The position of "chemicals and 
petroleum and coal products" is now also found even 
below the line of total manufacturing; and "textiles" 
appear at the lower end of the sequence. The relatively 
low "residual income effects", as one might call the trans- 
formed income elasticities in these sectors, merely reflect 
the low \alues of the origril income coefficients (S) as 
comi ared to population cocllieicnis (• ). The reasons why 
they are so may K better explained by considering the 
relative importuno of "other lUlors" in paiticular. the 
elasticity coellicici ts on the third variable, I). 

5.   Rll.AIIVT    OltiRM   Of  INIMSIRIAII/AIION   ( D) 

This variable reflects, as was mentioned earlier, the 
combined effect of all factors, other than per capita 
income and population, on manufacturing output in 
the individual sectors. It might be useful to review 
some of the most important elements in this complex 
variable. 

(i) Extent of participation o/ countries in free trade 

The freeing of trade for instance, the establishment 
of the "common market" in Europe provides indivi- 
dual countries with substantially larger markets than 
those corresponding to their own levels of income and 
population. The "normal" structure of industry for 
these countries would thus correspond to considerably 
larger effective market areas. To the extent that this 
tends to raise the values of D for the countries considered, 
the introduction of this variable will adjust the "noimal " 
levels of sector outputs correspondingly. This is espe- 
cially the case for the relatively small European countries 
(Austria, Belgium. Netherlands. Norway, and Den- 
mark.) 

(ii) Effects of government policy 

In the centrally planned economies   - a discussion 
of which is given later in this study — government control 
of the composition of demand, the structure of national 
product, and the patterns of trade, seems to have led 
to a higher level of manufacturing for given par capita 
incomes. A considerable degree of government inter- 
vention in some of the "mixed" economies also appears 
to lead to a higher rate of industrialization. Govern- 
ment intervention often takes the form of strong preferen- 
tial treatment of some particular industries. Such "inten- 
tional" patterns of industrialization may ' ary not only 
anioni', different cot-ntries at a given  point  of lime, 
but very often also ove. successive phases of planning 
in a given country. The impact of such policies can thus 
hardly be "standardized" into a sectoral pattern. The 
relationship between the relative degree of inc'ustrializa- 
tiin and government intervention has to be interpreted 
in the light of these circumstances. 

(iii) Endowment in natural resources and their utilization 

The availability of foreign exchange through primary 
exports which provides the means of importing manu- 
factured goods appears to have reduced the need for 
some countries (e.g. Ceylon. Venezuela and Chile) to 
develop domestic industry; conversely, the lack of expor- 
table primary products has  led some other  countries 
(e.g. Japan and China-Taiwan) to develop their industria! 
output in excess of what would correspond to their 
income  and   population  levels.   The   development   of 
certain   manufacturing   industries   may   be   facilitated, 
on the other hand, by the availability of related domestic 
raw materials. As regards the cases referred to at the 
end of 11.4     "basic metal" and "textiles" in particular 
their relative positions in the sequence of sectors art- 
seen to be high with respect to the elasticity coefficients 
on D, as illustrated in chart 3. Of course, the impact of 
this resource factor     either positive or negative — upon 
import substitution in particular fields will be reflected 
in the value of D only to the extent that such impact is 
strong and pervasive enough to affect the over-all level 
of industrialization. In fact, "chemicals and petroleum 
products" appear to be relatively unresponsive to the 
"D" factor. This may possibly imply that certain indus- 
tries, especially oil-refining, happened to be favoured, 
more often then otherwise, in countries whose over-all 
industrialization was as yet below normal. 

In addition to those economic factors, the computed 
value of D for a country obviously comprises the errors 
of observations involved in the compiled data for the 
country,11 and also, as will be discussed below, the 
element of non-linearity in the "normal" relationships 
derived from cross-country data in particular. In spite 
of these statistical "impurities", the value of D, measured 
as the residual defined above, seems* to be a fairly good 
index of a given country's relative degree of indus- 
trialization, the variation of which is of a somewhat 
long-run nature.32 

6. NON-LINEARITY IN THE NORMAL RELATIONSHIP 

As was mentioned earlier, separate cross-section 
analyses for low-income (L-group) and high-income 
( H-group) countries reveal the existence of significant 
differences in the regression coefficients between the 
two groups (see table 1-5 in appendix 1-B). The reasons 
why. not with standing these differences, the "all-country" 
sample has been used in the present study to derive 
the standard set of equations, are as follows: 

(i) The sample size varies for different sectors, espe- 
cially for the L-group: inter-sectoral comparability is 
thus not sufficiently satisfactory to derive a reliable 
pattern for this group; 

(ii) The scatter around the normal of the observed 
pattern is generally high in the L-group: an analysis 
of time-series data (see appendix l-E) also confirms 
the relatively high variability of the growth pattern 
among low-income countries; 

" Sec the discussion in V.B. 
•" See the discussion in IV.D. 
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(iii) The dividing line of $200 between the two groups 
is in itself arbitrary; the inflexion lines which correspond 
to intersections between the regression surfaces oí 
L-group and the H-group \ary widely for different 
sectors; thus, it is difficult lo determine the normal 
pattern for countries with per capita income around 
$200 using a model based on two separate groups. 

On the other hand, the all-country cross-section 
regression analysis, which is limited to the two explanatory 
variables (per capita income and population), is heavily 
biased by the pattern of the H-group countries; this 
bias is further accentuated by applying weights propor- 
tionate to per capita incomes. The introduction of the 
relative degree of industrialization (D) as a third expla- 
natory variable in the sector equations results in a signifi- 

cant reduction of this bias. In tin» wuv it is possible to 
derive a set of equations based o\\ a l.invr and nunc 
reliable sample covering the full income   .IIHV.'-

1 

13
 Applying arbitrai ilv assumed levels and rales of increase «<f 

the luo variables, i .mil I*. to ilio sl.mil.iid Y„-ei|aaiion ¡¡.ib'c II 
and the I.-group \.,-equalion (table l-s m appendivi. H»pc Huh, 
ime could, derive the values ol I) that would indn.uc the position* 
of the hypolhelie.il eountnes on die I -gioup tcgicssion suilaees m 
relation to their "normal positions delincd in tenus >>i the standard 
equation. These values of I), which are vers lo« il a low meontc 
level, will gradually increase as incoine incicasc». appicachini; the 
value of unity around $200 per capita income level \ calculation 
shows lhat introducing those values of I) into the stand.iid sector 
equations generally results in a significant reduction of the gap» 
from the corresponding l.-group sector equations which would 
exist in case the variable I) were not introduced 
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ni. RESIDUAI S FROM THE REGRESSION EQUATIONS 

A. Introduction 

The residuals from the regression equations can be 
used to test the effects upon the structure of manufacturing 
industries of a \ariety of factors not specifically incor- 
porated in the standard equations, such as natural 
resource endowment, government policies, political 
and social factors, and other environmental conditions. 
Since the discrepancy between the observed and the 
predicted values of total manufacturing output in each 
country is treated as an additional explanatory variable 
in the sector equations, the analysis of the residuals 
concerns in this context not the level of output, but 
the sectoral composition of total output. In the following, 
1hc residuals are computed as the differences between 
the 1958 observed percentage composition of sectoral 
outputs and the corresponding "normal" composition. 34 

Although the algebraic sum of such differences for the 
thirteen sectors is obviously equal to zero, the sum of 
their absolute values may be considered as an indicator 
of the importance of these sectoral residuals as a whole. 
An analysis of the residuals from the cross-section 
equations as applied to over-time variations of industrial 
output is to be introduced later in part IV. 

The implications of the residual patterns can be 
studied meaningfully only on the basis of concrete 
and detailed information on each country's particular 
conditions. Moreover, the pattern of computed residuals 
is subject to errors of observations, especially those 
due to cross-country difference* in the structure of 
relative prices, which were assumed to be negligible 
in the conversion of national currency into United 
States dollars.*'' The residual patterns presented in the 
following are not adjusted for this type of error or for 
other sources of biases in the basic observations, such 
as variations in the coverage of manufacturing censuses 

and subsequent adjustments based on reasonable 
but more or less arbitrary assumptions — and conceptual 

•" In (he computation of the "normal" percentage composition, 
the "normal" lev el of each sectoral output is already adjusted to the 
observed level of total output, i.e.. 

A A, r''.P-IJ" 
where 

*   - V„ 11», A,.. ••P-'.D*. 
for each country; a better method will be suggested later to make 
allowance for the possible prediction biases by sector (see V.B.). The 
set of equations used in the above computation is the standard" 
one which i« based on the I95J and ls>58 combined sample ((able I). 

35 In processing the basic data, a unique exchange rate was 
applied to both income and value added (by sector! data for each 
country. Apart from the relative prices, the possible over or 
under evaluation of the applied exchange is also reflected in the 
estimated value of IV 

variations in available estimates of value added. As 
long as these diffkultities remain, the present study 
does not aim at providing a full analysis of its residual 
factors, but only a general evaluation of the results.1" 

It is focused at this stage upon the general validity 
of the standard equations as a descriptive model of a 
"normal" pattern, rather than a specific analysis of 
"unexplained" variations. 

B. Predominantly free-enterprise countries 
(sample countries) 

The residual patterns of the fifty-three sample coun- 
tries are presented in tables 3, 4 and 5 in summary 
forms.37 Without further processing of the residuals, 
it is difficult to detect systematic association with some 
specific factors; in particular as regards a government 
action aimed at promoting industrial development in 
the "semi-planned" mixed economies,38 the time- 
coverage of the available data is unfortunately not long 
enough to trace their impact upon the structure or 
manufacturing production. 

The results in tables 3, 4 and 5, lead to the following 
tentative conclusions: (a) first, the extremely large 
residuals for some under-developed countries can be 
associated with their "mono-crop" type of economy. 
The "normal" pattern implied in the standard equations 
thus seems to fit better to economies of a more diver- 
sified type; (/>) second, as far as regional patterns of 
residuals are concerned, the findings seem to conform 
to the general regional characteristics of the regions 
such as stage of industrial development and resource 
endowment; (c) finally, the pattern of the residuals for 
certain particular sectors (especially,  "food, beverage 

M Apart from errors of observation, account should also be 
taken of the conceptual aspects of the variable D which were 
discussed in detail in the preceding section; the connotation of this 
variabl may very from country to country. The residual pattern 
of individual countries thus depends on the extent to which all 
relevant "explanatory" factors other than per capita income and 
population are reflected in the computed values of D of respective 
countries. 

j; The calculation is based on 1958 data for countries for which 
these data were available; for the other countries the residuals arc 
assumed to be equal to those obtained on the basis of the I9S3 data. 

3" For this purpose, thirteen "semi-planned" economics were 
tentatively chosen out of the sample countries (Argentina, Chile, 
Denmark, France, India, Israel, Italy. Japan. Mexico, Netherlands, 
Norway, Sweden, and UAR) in view of the fact that those countries 
have had certain over-all economic plans w hich have been carried 
out more or less systematically. In general, however, uniformity in 
the behaviour of those countries during the 1950's proved to be not 
too convincing because of the very high cross-country variations. 
Isnecially in the newly-developing countries where vigorous govern- 
ment industrialization policies have not been initiated until very 
recently, the time coverage of the available data is insufficient to 
warrant any conclusions. 
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Table .? 
DFVUTIONS moM "NORMM" rutins    iiv i'orsiRN : I^K 

(.ouñi'r •TfMiIrt" at 
( i.'thmg" 

Asia 

Burma  -2.0 
t cylon  13.8 
China (Taiwan)  -3.3 
Indonesia  4.5 
Korea (Rep. of)  • M-4 
Pakistan  ' 5 ' 
Philippines      -12.9 
Thailand  -16-4 
India  15 3 
Israel  4.7 
Iraq  4.3 

Africa 

UAR  22.3 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland ... - 9.9 
South Africa  - 5.1 
Algeria  2.7 
Kenya  - 10.9 
Morocco  60 
Tunisia  —M 

Lmin America 

Argentina  4 3.4 
Brazil   -4.3 
Chile  -0.7 
Colombia  —4.1 
Mexico  -7.6 
Pero   5.9 
Costa Rica  —3.2 
Dominican Republic  —11.1 
Ecuador  3.0 
Guatemala  —2.8 
Honduru  0.4 
Paraguay   : '2.0 
Puerto Rico  7-7 

Venezuela  —3-5 

Europe (I) 

Turkey  H.4 
Portugal  • -'••* 
Greece  -'*-2 
Spain  '4.6 

Europe (2) 

Austria  -1.0 
Belgium and Luxembourg .. 1.3 
Denmark  —0.5 
Finland  15 
Prance  ; 1.4 
Germany (Fed. Rep. of)— -0.4 
Ireland  -7.3 
Italy  -4.6 
Netberlandt  —0.3 

Olhrr Hilll •(.!.'»" ihhrr A urn .•' 
lithl u«./   " \t< I.tl A.,i>» u.^i.'.'ufr 

manufiu tur tug* ft.   ./•<!   Il' •uin., u. ¡Hung* "' """'""* 

• 7.7 2 0 \ 7 48 •> 

-   31.2 I4.Í r l> >>t> 4 

4.0 1 S 5 S H (. 

-   21.0 12 2-1 ! X2.<< 

-   15.2 12 2d 4«. S 

13.7 4.4 r.)8 82 0 

32.5 10.5 'M 71.7 

23.5 26 •».5 58 7 

80 2 4 47 50 5 

20.4 49 108 48 7 

- 20.4 18 14.3 42 5 

16.6 10 67 57.3 

19.0 33 7 4.X 0V8 

10.0 168 1 7 38 1 

1.5 4.7 \ 5 23.5 

11.3 16.0 6 2 61.0 

10 1.5 - 8.5 350 

-7.6 8.4 0.3 354 

7.1 — 10.0 -0.5 26.1 

0.1 3 6 80 22 8 

16.4 20.3 - V2 580 

59 8 1 \M 32 v 

5.6 II < 1 46 5 

1.5 76 ì 2 27 0 

15.3 5.2 7.2 36.6 

27.9 9.6 7.2 64 3 

7.9 2.2 2.7 28.8 

2.1 47 'J 6 26 V 

0.0 • 3.7 4 1 \6 6 

17.7 4.8 10 5 68 V 

2.4 III 10 48 3 

-1.6 14 0 I'M 50 3 

2.0 18 II 2 38 6 

6.6 5.2 6.7 609 

17.1 2 4 -   .15 533 

-I.I 4.3 0 8 36.7 

-2.0 09 0.4 13.2 

- 9.8 43 4.2 36.4 

5.1 -   II 3.5 20.7 

— 13.6 12 10.9 45.6 

-4.5 3 4 0.3 186 

0.5 36 27 12 1 

- 43.3 02 68 194 

•• 2.4 2.3 4 5 206 

• 3.9 -  4 8 • 1.2 225 
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Table 3 (continued) 

Country 
If xlilit " and 

•• Clotting ' 

Olhrr 
light 

tnantilat lurinir • 

" Bu\U mtalt 
and " \f,tnl 

protlut l\ " 

Olhrr 

mumtfat luring " 

Sum of 
ab\olute 

drtititiont • 

Furipe (2) (continued) 

Norway  
Sweden   
Switzerland  
tinted Kingdom 

Others 

Australia  
New Zealand  
(anuda  
Japan  

2.0 
2.4 
0.6 

-0.1 

-1.1 
-0.7 
-3.4 

5.1 

7.5 
1.8 

-7.1 
1.7 

3.8 
1.2 
7.4 
7.7 

11.4 
3.4 

46 
3.5 
96 
7.8 

5.9 
0.8 
5.3 

-4.3 

0.3 
-4.0 

5.6 
5.0 

43.4 
21.0 
25.6 
18.9 

16.3 
16.8 
27.8 
31.2 

N.B. 11 tu re s indicate the differences (in percentage points) between the observed and the predicted percentage 
composition of manufacturing sectors, as in 1958. 

• Includes "food, beverages and tobacco", wood products", "printing and publishing", and "leather products". 
" Includes "paper and products", "rubber products", "chemicals and petroleum products", "non-metallic mineral 

products" and   other manufacturing".   

' Sumof the absolute vaincs of the deviations for the thirteen sectors I -/*'/ ) The countries shown above are all 

included in llie regression sample. Country residuals are computed from the standard set of regression equations obtained 
from the I9?J and 1958 combined sample (table I). 

and tobacco" and "non-metallic mineral products") 
seems to reflect a definite non-linearity of the observed 
relationships: this means that the descriptive validity 
of the "normal" relationships would be increased if a 
proper allowance for such non-linearity could be made, 
namely, that the partial elasticities are considered variable 
at certain levels of the corresponding explanatory 
variables.39 

To elaborate upon the above observations, it appears 
useful to examine the tables in a little more detail. 

Table 3 presents the residual pattern for each of the 
fifty-three sample countries. An association with primary 
exports would help lo explain for a given country the 
high residuals in some resource-oriented sectors. The 
most pronounced cases are found in the "basic metals" 
industries of Rhodesia and Nyasaland and Chile. The 
high positive deviations in "other heavy manufacturing" 
of countries like Indonesia, Iraq, and Venezuela seem 
to be closely related to their "petroleum products" (oil 
refining). Similar association may be applied, although 
to a somewhat lesser extent, to some of the crude- 
rubber producing countries as regards their "rubber 
products" sector (e.g. Ceylon,4" and Indonesia). High 
positive residuals in "textiles" are observed in Pakistan, 
India. UAR, and Turkey, which arc all net exporters 
of raw materials for textiles, and some net exporters 
of fabricated textiles." 

As regards the regional patterns of deviations shown 
in table 4, in a few cases both the weighted and unweighted 
residuals are significantly different from zero. In Africa, 
for example, the deviation in "metal products" is signifi- 
cantly positive, but Latin American countries show, 
on the whole, a strong positive bias in "chemicals and 
petroleum products" at the expense of "metal products" 
which still seems to be on a level substantially below 
normal. Among the four European less developed 
countries (Portugal. Spain, Greece and Turkey), a 
common feature is a positive deviation for "textiles" 
and negative deviations for "chemicals and petroleum 
products." The variation of residual patterns among 
the Asian countries is relatively high, with the only 
exception of " rubber products " reflecting presumably 
their pattern of resource endowments. 

When a number of countries are grouped together, 
the sum of absolute deviations tends to decrease signifi- 
cantly. This can be seen with the regional groupings of 
under-developed countries (table 4) and also when 
these countries are regrouped according to the size of 
total manufacturing output.4* Yet, a similar tendency 
appears to be much less pronounced whin the countries 
with lower per capita incomes alone are put together 
(table 5). If the sectoral residual patterns were significant 
for this particular group, this implies that the "normal" 
relationships should be modified with some allowance 

' :wc lootnole a. 
*• the high positive deviation in "rubber products" in Ceylon 

is partly compensated by negative deviations in sectors included in 
"other heavy manufacturing'. thus resulting in a moderate positive 
deviation of only 2.6 per cent points for the group as a whole, as 
indicated in table 3. 

" However, in countries producing abundant agricultural raw 
materials, such as rice, tea. sugar, fruit, and tobacco, the "food, 
beverage and tobacco" sector is barely above the "normal" level, 
and in many cases is below "normal" levels. 

'- I he thirty-six "under-developed" countries (as defined in 
table 4) are grouped into four classes in terms of their I9S8 total 
manufacturing value added: (I) more than $1,000 million 
(six countries), (2) between $1,000 million and $300 million 
(eight countries), (3) between $300 million and $200 million 
(ten countries) and (4) less than $200 million (twelve countries); the 
sums of absolute deviations for the thirteen sectors, computed in 
terms of weighted group averages (as in the case of table 4 or table 3), 
proved to be as low as (I) 9.5 (»/.), (2) 20.1 ('/.). (3) 214 (*/.) and (4) 
18.6 ("„), respectively. 
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Tabic 4 
AVIRV.I    1)1 MM ION   IKOM   "NOHMM    •  PMIFRNS nV RF(,I0N;   1958 

[   lw.,| l-l „...il [t.attn Amen, <i\ (/uritpc \l\\ 

hiunut.t, tuttng .tv tu 
n,„l,:,,l ln*.«ht-l W^ht.-.l (,,,,W.i./ H.-,«*l.-,/ (*»,.**<-./ Hi«*/.-,/       l«*,;thtr.t 

I onil. beverages and tobacco.. . . 3.5 
(    4.5) 

Textiles  "•'• 
(    3.4» 

I Uniting and footwear  ' 6 
( : I0> 

Wood products  °. ' 
( ! 14) 

Paper and products  1.0 • 
( : 0.3» 

Printing and publishing        O* 
,4 05) 

Leather products         -0.6 • 
< t0.3) 

Rubber products  2 J • 
( !0.6l 

Chemicals and petroleum products       - 8.1 • 
( -2.81 

Non-metallic mineral products.. 1.2* 
< • 0 6> 

Basic metals  0.J 
( ' 0.J) 

Metal products     • l-l 
( ! 1.6) 

()iher manufacturing  0.J 
( •• 0.5) 

8.6 
( • 5 6) 

26 
(    J.5) 

0 5 
( » 14 

2.7 
Iti.»» 

0.2 
<f 0.J) 

0.8 
(±09) 

-0.8» 
(±0.3) 

I.I» 
(±0.5) 

« 1.4 
(±3.4) 

—1.4 
( t 1.21 

0.2 
( : 0.3) 

2.1 
( ! 2.1) 

0.7 
( • 0.4) 

( 
7.5» 
2.6) 

- 0.8 
(    4.4) 

0.3 
( i 14) 

-0.8* 
( tO.4) 

-0.2 
( h0.3) 

—0.4 
( ±0.3) 

-0.3 
(±0.5) 

—0.1 
(±0.5) 

—1.7» 
(±0.5) 

1.4* 
t t 0.7) 

V7 
( i JO) 

9.0» 
( :2.l) 

0.0 
( ! 0.2) 

86* 
( : 3.3) 

0.8 
(±4.5i 

-09 
(i 1.8) 

—0.7 
(±0.6) 

-0.2 
(±0.3) 

t 0.2 
(±10) 

0.2 
(±10) 

-0.7 
(±0.3) 

—0.1 
(±12) 

—1.4 
( i 0 3) 

4.6 
( t 4.3) 

7.1» 
( ; 2.2) 

0 4 
( '- 0.2) 

3.7* 
(     1.6) 

0.6 
( : 2.6) 

0.9 
( ±0.6) 

-0.8 
(±0.4) 

-0.4» 
(±0.1) 

—0.1 
(±0.2) 

0.0 
(±01) 

0.2 
(±02) 

5.5» 
(±13) 

-0.6 
(±0.4) 

-0.7 
(    1.6) 

4.9 > 
(    1.3) 

0.5 
( • 0.3) 

( 
2.5 
3 6) 

0.2 
( H.Jl 

0.1 
( ±0.9) 

—0.3 
( ±0.9) 

—0.3 
( ±02) 

—0.8» 
( ±0.3) 

-0.2 
(±0.2) 

0.2 
( ;0.2) 

4.2» 
( t-.l .7) 

( 
1.4 
ID 

1.3 
( r2.0) 

-5.1 • 
( i 1.3) 

0.1 
( r0.5) 

-7.5 
(   3.6) 

6.7» 
<U0) 

t2.\ 
(±2-91 

+ 4.0 
(±2.1) 

-0.2 
(±0.5) 

-0.6 
( ±0.4) 

0.5 
(±0.4) 

0.6 
(±05) 

-3.3» 
(fll) 

1.5 
(±51) 

±1.7 
(±13) 

-4.5 
(Ì2.4) 

-0.8' 
(±0.3) 

-98 
I    4.8) 

8.6* 
(    2 2) 

4.6 
(    3.6) 

3.9 
( i 2.9) 

—0.2 
(-0.2) 

—0.8 
(±0.5) 

0.0 
(±04) 

0.0 
(±0.5) 

—3.2» 
(±16) 

( 
-1.4 
1.9) 

; 0.2 
(¿1.6) 

—1.5 
(±2.6» 

-0.5 
( i 0.4) 

Sum of absolute deviations  31.9 23.1 26.0 265 18.6 16.4 33.9 34.7 

V ».   Regional mean values of the deviation, by sector: each country's deviation * •«h«ed.^\°^ 
m parentheses indicate the standard errors of means; only asteriskedI««««tS^^J îA mttJST «MiHltnce 
level. For countries included in the respective regions, tee table J; the above excludes [Europe (2)| and pUkm]. 

lor the 
levels «* 

Variation in income elasticities at varying income    non-linearity in the retauonship» for   food, **?*£# 
» In fact, there seems to be a rather distinctive    and tobacco" and "non-raetaflfc mineral products 

in both cases, the constant terms in the regression equa- 
  tions are relatively high, while their elasticity coefficients 
• Tabk 5 (column J» shows that the weighted mean deviations    are relatively low. Out of the thirty-six "under-developed 
  i ... w., „¡_¡<L«..iiu       *_:_       ,.....>., tu.»      «krau      tuiaatisM      deviation by sector for the low-income group happen to be significantly 

different from ¿ero in nine out of the thirteen cases, whereas the 
unweighted mean deviations are significant only in "food, beverage 
and tobacco", "basic metals" and "other manufacturing". A closer 
examination reveals, however, that the weighted residual pattern 
in this particular case is too strongly affected by sor.icwhat uncertain 
data for India which weighs as much as 60 out of It» in this group 
(the insufficient coverage of the Indian census data resulted in 
different sets of manufacturing data which contradict one another. 
F specialty high gaps are in the relative share of "textile*" and 
clothing" industries in the total Indian manufacturing output. Sec 

appendix II) 

countries, twenty-two show negative deviations 
in "food, beverages and tobacco" and the absolute 
values of those negative deviations are on the average 
much larger than the absolute values of positive devia- 
tions; in the case of "non-metallic mineral products", 
as many as twenty-seven out of the thirty-six countries 
show negative deviations.*4 

" Somewhat higher income elasticities combined with lower 
constant terms would thus se*-m to reduce the tendency of over 
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C. Centrally planned economie» 

The uiial\sis of the residuals from the cross-section 
equation lias been extended to the industrial structure 

prediction of these sector» fur low-income countries. The reverse 
i> to some estent true fur the sectors the regression equations of 
which are characterized by high elasticity coefficients and low 
constant terms. An examination of many examples has revealed, 
on the other hand, that the adjustment factor, K, introduced earlier, 
tends to be larger than unity for low values of independent variables, 
especially of per capita income: this implies that the computed 
'normal" patterns for lower-income countries are likely to involve 
upward biases for such sectors as "food, beverage« and tobacco" 
and "non-metallic mineral products". It might be assumed that 
such biases follow a general pattern ; as a rule of thumb, the most 
reasonable approximation of this pattern could be obtained by 
treating the adjustment factor, K, as if it were an additional variable 
for the sector equations whose characteristics are very closely 
related to D. This method is suggested later in the context part V.B: 
Use of Results. 

ol '.ho se»en centrali) planned economies, which were 
not included in the refusion sample.'•' I he results 
are summarized in table <>. 

I he lack, oí strict comparabili!) o! ihe basic dala 
between the centrali) planned countries and those in 
the regression sample should be taken into account 
in interpreting the results. I irsi it is not certain to what 
extent the concept of net "material" produci corresponds 
to the concepts of national income or \alue added used 
in the present study; there are also problems .»I conver- 
sion of the data expressed in national currency into 
US dollars. The estimated values of the "relative degree 

" These countries are: Albania. Bulgaria. Czechoslovakia 
Eastern Germany, Hungary. Poland, and Yugoslavia USSR is 
excluded from the analysis for the same reasons as USA is excluded 
An application of similar analysis to these two big countries results 
in rather peculiar residual patterns, part of which seem« to be caused 
by non-linearity in the "normal" relationships. 

Tabic S 

AVtRAOE  DEVIATION! PROM "NORMAL"  PATTERNS FOR  THÏ  TOTAL OROtJP Or "UNDKR-DEVtUMVIi' 
COUNTRIES AND THt  HWM-INCOME  AND  LOW-INCOME SUi-OROliPS, 1958 

Mmwfacturimt tenor 
Tomi 

" Vnder-deiehpnr' 
Comnlrlrt »Uh umirt 

91 SO per i apila Iñromt 
Olhrr 

"Vmtfrtkveloped" 

Weighted Unweighted Weighted        Vnwetght,,!        H.ightid        I'nwrightrJ 

Food, beverages and tobacco        —I.I 
(±1.7» 

Textiles  3.5 • 

< i 14) 

Clothing and footwear  —.4 
( + .V) 

Wood produca  j .2 

<± 6» 
Paper and products  • .0 

11.11 
Printing and pt»Wishirg  —.3 

( : 2) 
Leather products  —.1 

(! I) 
Rubber products  t .g • 

(±2) 

Chemical and petroleum products.. —.0 
(±16) 

Non-metallic mineral products  —.5 
(±4) 

Basic metals  t .4 

(±1) 
Metal products        —1.9* 

(±11) 
Other manufacturing  —.5 • 

(> .2) 

Sum of absolute deviations  9.7 

-4.7» 
( ! 2.5» 

30» 
( : 13» 

•4 .2 

<:.«> 

-1.8 

(±.l) 
.1 

( ill 

-.1 
(±4) 
- .3 

<L2) 

• .2 
( i -2) 

• 1.6 
(±13) 
-1.4* 
(±5) 
±13 

(i I 2» 

(±12» 

• .3 
( ! 2» 

—7.3» 
(LI.8) 

12.9» 
( ! 2.4» 
— 1.4 
< !  8) 
—.5 

(t 10» 
t 10» 
(-!  2» 
--.6 

( !  4» 

-.5* 
< :   3» 

2 0* 
( : .5» 
—6.1» 

( i 3.5) 
-1.2» 
(±5) 

1.0 
(iJ2) 

1.9» 
(Í 10) 

—.6» 
( + .3) 

11.9* 
Í.1.2.9) 

i 3.7 
( : 2.4) 

9 
( i  6) 

1.7 
( í 13) 

.2 
(     I) 

9 
( : .7» 

.4 
( •  5) 

• .4 

(Í 4) 

•! 3.0 
( : 2.3) 

- 1.4» 
í t .7) 

14 
(•! I«) 

• 2.9» 

(±16) 
• .4 

(f 2) 

14.1 37.7 290 

. 10 
(.1.2. J) 

i .3 
l : 1.2* 

I 
( !  8) 

• .4 
(     7) 

3» 
( ;   I) 

.2 
( !  2) 

0 
( \   I) 

. .3 
(     2) 

2.3 
( : 1.4) 

.3 
( 1  6) 

. .2 
f - 1.2) 

3.2» 
( : 1.6) 

.4» 
Í •   I» 

9 1 

19 
( i 3 3) 

.8 
( ! 1.2) 

9 
(     1.2) 

4 
< '   V) 

3» 
(     2) 

1.0» 
( !  2) 

2 
(f.2) 

I 
(i   3) 

.3 
(    I 3| 

1.5» 
( 1,7) 

1.3 
( í I 5) 

2.7 

( 1.16) 
i .2 

( '  4) 

IM 

V.Ä. Sec the note in table 4 for the method of weighting. 
The countries shown in table 3 other than those in |l urope (2)1 and (Other*) arc ircaied here at    under -developed 

countries. Out of a total number of 36. the following coumrie«. had in 1958 a per capita income of It.   than II Mi Un I9< » 
prices): Burma, Ceylon. China (Taiwan). Indonesia, Korea (Rep. of), Pakistan. Thailand. Indu. Iiaq. Khodevia and 
Nyasaland. Kenya, Tunisia. UAR, Peru, hcuador. Guatemala and Paraguay. 

• Means significantly different from «ero at more than 90"„ confidence level 
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ol" industrialization" (I)) may thus be subject to a signifi- 
cant margin of error. Moreover, the industrial classifica- 
tion involved in the available data does not strictly 
conform with the ISIC; for example, "publishing^ 
is excluded from manufacturing in all cases; "mining" 
is included in l'.ic related manufacturing sectors in Poland 
and Yugoslavia: and there are extensive discrepancies 
in the classilication of ISIC 3-digil level. 

In spite of these qualifications, the data presented 
in tabic 6 appear to lend themselves to some highly 
interesting observations. The most striking feature is 
the high value of D in all seven countries, ranging from 1.5 
in Poland and Yugoslavia to 2.0 in Czechoslovakia 
and 2.4 in Albania, which would indicate that the relative 
share of industry in total income tends to be 50 to 100 
or even 140% higher than the "normal" defined in 
relation to the non-centrally-planned economics. 

As regards the sector distribution, the most pertinent 
features are the negative values of the deviation for 
"food, beverages and tobacco", in all seven countries. 
On the other hand, "textiles" and "wood products", 
which belong as much to the category of producer 
goods as that of consumer goods, seem to have developed 
more or less parallel to heavy-industrial sectors. "Rubber 
products", "chemicals and petroleum products", "basic 
metals" and "metal products" account together for 
48.8% of total manufacturing output of the group as 

a whole, which is very close to the corresponding 
"normal" of 47.7; for non-centrally-planned econo- 
mics, but it should be kept in mind that the above figure 
relates to the composition of manufacturing output at 
the high level of D. Since a high value of D tends generally 
to favour the heavy, producer-oriented industries, the 
smallness of the residuals is an additional corrobora- 
tion of the fact that these countries are, on the average, 
substantially more developed in those sectors than 
would be "normal" in countries of comparable per 
capita income and population. 

The average pattern above presents a wide range of 
dispersion over the individual countries reflecting signifi- 
cant differences among the seven countries. The last 
row in table 6 indicates that the total residuals, as 
expressed by the sums of absolute residuals for all 
sectors, turn out to be larger for the relatively less devel- 
oped countries, such as Albania and Bulgaria, than for 
the more advanced countries in this group. It may be 
recalled that a similar tendency was observed in the 
pattern of the residuals for the non<entrally-planned 
economies. Some of the factors underlying this tendency 
in newly developing economies — in particular, those 
responsible for the considerable fluidity of the industrial 
structure on both the demand and supply side—would 
seem to apply also in this case, although at a much 
higher level of the relative degree of industrialization 

Table 6 

CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES: RELATIVE DEOREE OF INDUSTRIALIZATION 

AND DEVIATIONS FROM THE "NOIlMAL•, COMPOSITION OF MANUFACTURING  INDUSTRIES 

Athanla       binata        c/"î" «"*">        Hungary       Palami       Yugoslav,«  7 tornir!,, Albania       mwar.a       timakia       Germa«? "   ' 
1957 I9S7 191t total m» wt> IV}» 1957 

11.8 
12.9 

I 0.6 

Value.>JI>  I-'.«I l'-»l I--"J ;,JI           "•*'            "•,i 

Deviations Irom the normal percentage composition 

.Food, beverages and tobacco... -18.5 —14.8 —4.5 —10.0 
Tcxliles | !'-4 -!7-5 l3° 
Cloihing and footwear i • I8.Î < 5g ì       5J j   _j 0  J 
Leather produci»  ' ' ' ' 
Rubber product»  0.3 +0.I 0.1 (       2Q 

Chemical* and petroleum products i 3.4 i 9.3 - 1.9 ) 
Non-mctallic mineral   products 2.0 —0.4 4.7 ' 1.0 
Basic meláis  0.8 -i 4.4 >       72 —2.0 
Melai produci»  —8.6 —3-2 \ '80 

Wood producís  101 ; 8.5 2.6 0.5 
Paper and paper products  —2.7 —1.8 —2.7 —1.5 
Pruning, excluding publishing.. —2.1 1.8 -2.3 —2.0       —2.1   | 
Other manufacturing  0.8 — —1.5 2.0        - 4.7   ( 

IMI 11.72)      Percentage compositum of 
tolalt 

(Observed)    (Sormml) 

+ 0.1   i 
-2.4   j 
rO.l 
+5.0 
+ 7.» 
—2.1 
—2.8 
—2.1 

—4.6 
+ 1.8   / 

,-2.4   i 

—1.2 

+ 3.4 
0.7 

+ 1.3 
+ 1.1 
—1.8 

—3.1 

-11.8 

-0.9   , 

-0.1 | 
—2.5 » 
-}3.5 
+ 5.6 | 
+ 19 s 
+6.1 
— 1.8 
—0.1 » 

0.2 » 

-7.7 

+ 5.5 

(t0.4) 

(20.0) 

—06 (8.7) 

f!9 (8.4) 

+ 1.7 (40.1) 

+ 2.1 
—2.1 

(7.0) 
(1.7) 

—1.7 (3.7) 

(18.1) 

(14.5) 

(9.3) 

(5.5) 

(38.4) 

(4.9) 
(3.8) 

(5.4) 

(Sum of absolute deviations» ... (67.6)      (55.5)       (40.3)       (33.0)       (42.4)       (21.4)       (34.5)      (24.3) 

V«. Sec ihc notes in tables 3 »ml 4. 
the rcMJiul pattern tor "7 countries tour is the weighted" average — i.e., refers to the composition of the groyp sums of outputs. 
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IV. OVER-TIME VARIATION OF INDUSTRIAL Ol'TPUT 

A. Introduction 

As mentioned earlier (in part II) the "standard" 
cross-section equations, which have been adopted as 
the key element of the model in the present study, are 
based on a combined sample for two different years. 
This procedure is justified by the evidence presented in 
detail in appendix I.D. In short, the differences between 
the two separate cross-section regressions for 1953 
and 1958 fall in general within a margin of error accep- 
table for this type of analysis; hence, the cross-section 
relationship appears to be fairly stable over time — at 
least over the five-year interval between the two sample 
years. This, however, does not offer a sufficient justifi- 
cation for applying the cross-section regression equa- 
tions to the study of industrial growth over time. The 
analysis has to be supplemented by a direct study of 
the over-time variation. 

The over-time (between-sample) variations involved 
in the combined sample for the "standard" regressions 
could not be isolated as such for a direct analysts, because 
part of the countries included in the 1953 sample were 
not included from the 19S8 sample.* Instead, annual 
time series data were analysed for a somewhat longer 
period (1950-1957). 

The study of long-run industrial growth could be 
carried out by extending the regression analysis back- 
wards to the pre-war period. Since the pre-war data 
compiled on a comparable basis are available only for 
a small number of countries, the test was carried out 
only in terms of the errors of projection for the period 
1938 to 1953, the projection being based on the standard 
cross-section equations. 

Apart from these explorations, attention will be 
directed to other methods of projection, especially 
those which have recently been undertaken by various 
government and international planning agencies, or 
related bodies. Compared to those ad hoc projections, 
most of which are based on detailed and concrete informa- 
tion specifically relevant to individual countries, the 
present study is severely simplified as regards both 
information and methodology. Nevertheless, a com- 
parison of the "normal" pattern (or "reference" pattern 
as it might be more exactly designated) with these ad hoc 
projections may reveal some interesting indications 
from the point of view of the practical application 
of the results of the present study. The discussion of 
that aspect of the problem is presented in part V. Use 
of Results. 

B. Regression analysis of short-run time »crie* 

The methods applied in this test and the results obtained 
arc described in appendix I.E. The shortness of the 
time-period under investigation and certain technical 
difficulties inherent in the handling of time scries data 
represent serious statistical handicaps. In the analysis 
of year-to-year behaviour, one of the most serious 
difficulties arises from the problem of leads and lags, 
the pattern of which can hardly be standardized for 
different countries. Moreover, such (actors as market 
size and resource endowments are basically long-run 
variables, which are better treated as constant in the 
short-run. The same applies to the variable I). On the 
other hand, some of the factors which arc considered 
as constants in cross-section relationships are no longer 
constants, but variables in over-time relationships. 

In general, however, the growth patterns revealed 
from a few tentative analyses of time series do not 
seem to contradict the "normal" pattern implied in 
the standard cross-section equations. In fact, when the 
analysis is reduced to simple regressions of manufacturing 
output in per capita income alone, the resulting estimates 
of income elasticities prove to be reasonably comparable 
with the corresponding estimates derived from cross- 
section data.*7 

In addition, the time series data for individual coun- 
tries indicate that countries with very low per capita 
incomes (e.g. less than $100) tend to have rather erratic 
patterns as compared with countries with higher per 
capita incomes. This observation is in accordance with 
that found in cross-section data; namely, that the regres- 
sion fit is significantly for a sample composed of low- 
income countries only.** Another similarity between 
the cross-section and time-series patterns is that the 
elasticities for low-income countries tend to be on the 
average higher than those for higher-income countries. 
Such tendency appear, particularly in sectors such as 
"foods, beverages and tobacco", " textiles", "leather 
products", and also "non-metallic mineral products", 
which consist of industries operating with relatively 
simple technologies. This may explain why in the corre- 

** An analysis of the variations in the values of D between 1953 
and 1958 »ill be given in section IV.D below. 

" See appendi* I ». table 1-14. These simple regressions involve 
many simplifying assumptions of a rather drastic nature, namely, 
(i) that there is no si« effect discernible in the short-run; (n) that 
the "autonomous" trend in expansion of industrial oulpul is 
negligible, or cannot be isolated from income «Meets, (no that the 
relative degree of industrialization ff>) is, hy definition. .• constant 
for each country for the time period under consideration; and 
(iv) that possible leud-and-lag relationships arc ol sudi a Mot hast« 
nature that a hypothesis of no time lag is better than any other, 
»hen the time-series regression-, lor individual emitidles are com- 

bined, i i     i 11 
* Sec appendix I BU), tabic 1-5, and appendix  I I , table l-l '. 
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sponding cross-section estimules the growth of these 
industries at the earlier stage of industriali/ation tends 
to relatively high values of regression constants at 
the expense of the regression coefficients on income 
and or population. 

C. Errors of projection, 1938-1953 
(for selected countries) 

Tabic 7 shows the errors of the projections for the 
15-year period from 1938 to 1953, which result from the 
application of the standard equations to each of the 
seventeen countries for which relevant data were avai- 
lable. The projections relate only to the increase between 
the two points of time, 1938 and 1953. The predicted 
increase for each sector is measured from the 1938 
"normal" to the 1953 "normal", and hence does not 
lake into account any gaps between the observed and 
Ine normal patterns that may exist in the base year.4» 
To give an equal weight to every country, the resulting 
deviations of the predicted levels in 1953 from the 
actual data are expressed in terms of ratios to (or per- 
centages of) the predicted levels for 1953. 

One notable feature of the results is that the computed 
changes in the values of the relative degree of industriali- 
zation (D) for these seventeen countries are relatively 
small, hardly exceeding 25 per cent during the fifteen- 
year period; in almost all cases in which the values of D 
decreased, the initial positions were above normal 
D > I in 1938), while the countries whose initial posi- 
tions were significantly below normal tended to show 
increases in D. 

The pattern of projection deviations shows à wide 
variance among countries; the average variation among 
sectors is even higher.«» This implies that, although 
the countries show a rather uniform tendency in their 
growth patterns (as defined by the behaviour of the 
three variables), there appear certain particular diver- 
gences from those predicted by the cross-section equa- 
tions. Only in four out of the thirteen sectors, however, 
the mean deviations appear to be significantly different 
from zero. Those sectors are "chemicals and petroleum 

products",  for  which  the equation  shows  a tendency 
of   undcr-prediction:   and   "clothing",   "printing   anil 
publishing", and  "basic metals",  for which the"equa- 
tions appear to  over-predict. The   undcr-prediction  in 
"chemicals and petroleum products" probably reflects 
the trends in the industrial history during the period 
considered   which   witnessed   notable   development   of 
new chemical products (such as plastics) as well as a steep 
increase in the use of refined petroleum as fuel in auto- 
mobile  transport.   The  over-prediction   in   "clothing" 
and "printing and publishing" may be attributed  ni 
the fact that in the advanced European countries these 
industries were already highly developed in 1938. The 
strong and systematic over-prediction in "basic metals" 
may be related to the fact that the countries in question 
fall largely within the high-income group. The income 
elasticity for basic metals in this group has been found 
to be 1.16, substantially lower than that in the low- 
income group (2.98), and in the two groups combined 
(1.99)." The high value of this error thus does not 
appear to affect the applicability of the standard cross- 
section equation for "basic metals" to the growth pattern 
in the newly developing (low-income) countries. 

In other words, the computations deal with index numbers 
of value added by sector which are equal to 100 for 19« both 
lor the observed and normal levels. Another method of projection, 
winch lakes into account the base year patterns of deviations, will 
be discussed later. 

50 An analysis of variance gives the following results: 
With D 

.,_ Variali»» 
iiCTWeen-sevior        31 14g 1 
WiUiin-><u..r     l)0JM.b 

df. 
12 

19J 

A tram variation 
2.679.0 

677.9 

TtiTU    ld:.>»87.0       205 

This indicates that ihe bet»em-sector variation relative to the 
withm-sector (between-country) variation is quite significant at 
ihe »>S per cent confidence level. 

When the prediction is made without involving D, the prediction 
errors show a slightly lower average between-sector variation 
hut a siBn,i,eantly hither average within-sector (between-country) 
vai 1.mon: ' 
Irlllu'ilt   lì 

tUiwccn-stxt.' 
Wlllllll   MX I,   I 

D. Over-tiaM clasps la "idatto  degree 
of uriuttriallzark»" 

In order that the variable D can be meaningful as an 
expression of the relative degree of industrialization, 
it has to be reasonably stable at least in the short run 
and its variation over time over longer periods should, 
for individual countries, follow more or less predictable 
patterns. The compliance with these criteria will be 
investigated in the present section. 

In chart 5 are plotted the computed values of D of 
sample countries for the two years, 1953 and 1958. It 
will be observed that the country points arc, on the 
whole, grouped around a 45-degree line. This indicates 
a remarkable stability over this five-year period in the 
value of D within each country. There are a few cases 
where significant deviations are observed, such as Korea 
(Rep. of), Pakistan and Brazil," but in general, the 
deviations from normal seem to reflect underlying 
structural conditions that change only slowly over time. 
It will be observed, furthermore, that there is a slightly 
higher concentration of country points at the left hand 
upper side of the 45-degree line than at the other side. 
This would be in accordance with the plausible assump- 
tion of a moderate time trend towards more industriali- 
zation, irrespective of the variations in income and 
population ; the five year interval on which the comparison 
is based would seem too short, however, to justify any 
quantitative estimate of this trend. 

It will further be investigated whether there is any 
appreciable tendency for lagging countries (i.e., countries 
with relatively low value of D) to approach the "normal" 
level (D        I). The data presented in table 7 on the 

Itil-MlHW ,1 f. Mian uirtalion 
24. U'i.5 12 2.02«í.| 

    2IM.'I:>II7 I'M 1.1 14 4 

24.I.2H« : .an 

1 Sec tuble 1.5 and appendix I.B and table I in the text. 
•" The exceptionally high deviation from the 4?-degrcc line for 

the Republic of Korea may be explained bv (lie disturbances of 
the Korean War. which siili heavily affected the 195* position of 
this country"s eeoi.onn. 
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Pood, hivir.igcs ,tnd tobacco 

TexnVs   

( lothing .ind foolvve;ir  

Wood products  

Paper poduus 

Priming .ml publihirg  

Leather products  

Rubber products  

( nemici\ and petroleum products 

Non-metallic m neral product«  

Basic meta I«     

Metal product«  

Other manufacturing  

Value« of D 
1938. 

/  1953 

Auitraha 

01 

-13.5 

-32 6 

8 8 

N. A. 

-34.4 

122 

-14.6 

170 

-14.8 

-3   6 

,   9.3 

-32.4 

.75 

.81 

Beigli 

— 11.5 

- 5.3 

-21.3 

12.8 

-13.9 

N. A. 

37.2 

44.5 

8.4 

N. A. 

0.2 

3.6 

N. A. 

1.21 

1.15 

• Mean error not significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level. 

Canada 

7.3 

-30.1 

—31.2 

—16.4 

-19.5 

—35.7 

-18.7 

—31.8 

0.1 

71.9 

—45.0 

— 2.9 

9.9 

1.04 

.93 

Denmark 

9.4 

8.5 

-108 

163 

-14.8 

40 

N. A. 

5.6 

7.7 

0.0 

-22.7 

-12.2 

- 7.1 

1.02 

1.28 

Table 

ERRORS OF PROJECTION, 1938- 

Fmtand 

53.4 

— 44 

— 11.6 

-30.4 

3.6 

— 2.4 

— 9.3 

73.2 

2.3 

— 3.7 

7.4 

—29.4 

1.09 

1.18 

- 18.4 

- 24.8 

- 28.6 

- 3.7 

—47.2       - 24.0 

-23.7 

- 33.7 

17.4 

19.7 

•    5.7 

- 11.7 

• 18.0 

N. A. 

.81 

80 

Germany 
(Fed. Rep. of 

• 106 

4.6 

404 

— 9.7 

— 11.6 

21.9 

—38.4 

— 15.6 

33.1 

— 2.7 

—40.3 

— 1.6 

— 3.9 

1.12 

I 38 

within-country \uriation of D between 1938 and 1953 
seem to point, as was discussed in the previous section, 
in this direction, and so does the presentation in chart 5. 
In chart o die relevant data are presented in a different 
way » hielt reveals even more clearly the tendency 
referred lo above In this chart the changes in D from 
1953 lo I95S are correlated with the 1953 values of D. 
Il will be observed, in fact, that ihc greater proportion 
of the points on the left-hand side of the vertical axis 
is found in the second (positive) quadrant, which indi- 
cates thai a country with a relatively low level of indus- 
trialization tends to show an increase in D, in other 
words, a hither pace of industrialization than the normal. 

On the right-hand side of the vertical axis, the scatter 
is too indefinite to discern a tendency in any particular 
direction. For the thirty-six "under-developed" countries 
in the sample (as shown in table 3), the weighted average 
value of JM was seen to increase from .89 in 1953 
to .96 in 1958. 

Using total manufacturing value added of respective countries 
as weights. For the remaining seventeen countries (more or less 
advanced"), the increase in the similarly computed average was 

less pronounced: 1.04 to 1.07. Since the 1958 data are mostly 
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1953  (IN  PERCÏNTAOI  POINTS) 

Ireland Italy *. Sït her lands 2 r alanti .w.„, .SV..J,« 

5 5 

tmhj 

1.5 

i i„..i 

I'M 

<',lh      „,..,„ 

H .4 • 5.7 —55 — 10.1 20.8 • 1.7 3.3 \  \* 

34.8 -24.7 —405 -2.1 • 51.1 5.8 162 21 8 27 1 20 8 
I    4 1) 

?.4* 

—26 5 —40.1 -37.9 -37.8 37.4 18.8 -10.5 194 2S 5 568 
( • 5 7l 

17 5 

-33.6 6 5 83.0 54 3 — 18.0 - 10 24 8 14.2 18.5 39 8 
<     6 5) 

« 2» 

- 9 9 -320 67.0 - 7.7 69 1 -23 0 32.3 183 15.5 47.7 
( | 7t,) 

101» 

—25.2 N. A. 1.5 -12.7 —J6.9 -18.1 18 4 6 |6.| 43 9 
<    *>2) 

14 H 

44.4 -39.2 5.2 43.9 166 0 3 • 5.1 • 11.2 31.2 44 5 
(¡ 44) 

7.3« 

N. A. ^ 13.0 34.7 28.9 N. A. -126 130.0 20.4 20 22 
( i 74) 

;   IM» 

—0.5 f6l.i —3.7 : 23.6 —6.7 -t 37.8 "»2.3 02 28.2 200 
( : 100) 

i 23 1 

91.2 f 6.3 —1.3 —II.1 —20.4 t 43.3 0.2 11.2 18.3 13 4 
í Í 6 2) 

i 13 3» 

N. A. -26.2 — 1.2 3.7 N. A. -364 340 13 9.1 21.6 
( ! 7 6) 

188 

-12.0 -7.0 27.4 + 12.0 — 13.« -7.1 3.8 14 02 32 0 
( ! 4 4) 

2 5» 

N. A. N. A. 10.9 N. A. N. A. -25.4 15.7 8 5 1.6 27 6 
( 1 3 3| 

9.0» 
( ! 5.2) 

.75 .97 1.14 1.20 .71 1.20 .71 1.26 1.08 .57 

.91 1.14 1.17 1.26 .82 1.31 .97 III 94 60 

As regards the behaviour of low-income countries, 
it will be remembered that V0 equation estimated for the 
low-income group alone involved a somewhat higher 
income elasticity than the standard V„ equation. The 
difference between the two equations is such that, for a 
low-income country with a per capita income growth 
of 2 per cent per annum, the pace of industrialization 

extrapolated from the 1953 censuses according lo available indexes 
of industrial production, it can be expected that the "observed 
rates of increase generally involve a positive bias. 

along the former equation results in an increase in I), 
roughly of the order of I per cent per annum.44 

Apart from such a general tendency, however, long- 
run changes in D in individual countries will depend 
on the existing possibilities for industrialization and the 
intensiveness of the effort!» made by these countries to 
exploit these possibilities. 

44 See tabic I in the test ami table I 5 m appendix IB; the differ- 
ence between the two V, equations ¡s: 

*lt\ 1.178       .500 log i-      005 log I*. 
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V. I SE OF RESULTS 

A. Introduction 

In this part of the study, some suggestions arc made 
with respect to the u:.„• of the equations for determining 
the "normal" level and pattern of a country's manufac- 
turing industry in analysis and projection. As was noted 
earlier, this term "normal" is an empirical concept 
derived from a ystematic investigation of observed 
facts, and thus has no intrinsic normative value; it 
refers to what could be anticipated on the average on 
the basis of the available information. By the same 
token, the model based on the standard equations is 
not intended to be used as a coin-in-the-slot machine 
which would turn out projected output levels by mecha- 
nical computation. To make a justified estimate of these 
levels in a given country, it is necessary to take into 
account all the information available on the country's 
specific economic, institutional and other pertinent 
characteristics, which are only partly reflected in the 
explanatory variables of the equations. Even less could 
the model be used as a substitute for planning, since, 
in addition to the pertinent characteristics referred 
to above, activity of the public sector and government 
intervention provided for in the plan may significantly 
influence the pace and pattern of development — which is 
exactly the objective of development planning. 

In the following some technical problems will be 
discussed which are to be encountered in the practical 
application of the standard equations, including certain 
adjustment procedures involved in the computation 
of a "normal" pattern and its application for projec- 
tions. An attempt is also made to compare the projec- 
tions derived from the standard equations with those 
based on other methods, especially the input-output 
approach. 

B. Coasaatatiea of the "BonaaT patterà 

The computation of the "normal" pattern of industrial 
output on the basis of the standard equations involves 
various steps and adjustments. 

In applying the standard equations of table I, care 
will be taken to express the variables in the appropriate 
units which are indicated in the footnote of the table: 
per capita income is to be expressed in 1953 US dollars 
and population to br measured in millions; the equa- 
tions will then yield value added in millions of 1953 US 
dollars. The choice of the appropriate exchange rate 
for the conversion of national value units of a given 
year into US dollars is a vital factor in the calculation; 
the choice of the exchange rate will affect not only the 
absolute levels of value added obtained in applying the 
equations, but also the corresponding percentage compo- 
sition of manufacturing industry. 

The follow ini: calculations arc carnei out on ine 
basis of the data oi\ Peru given in .\n ICI \ stiuK 
The general data and the value added ligures bv scctois 
arc presented at the top and in column 11) of table s. 
respectively. The "normal" level of value added proves 
as indicated in table 8. to be $;N.\> million Since Un- 
observed level of value added is S.U7.4 million, iln- 
rclative degree of industrialization equals I ?77 | he 
"normal"  value added b>  sectors  is obtained in  two 
consecutive steps: first, an unadjusted set of value added 

* 
figures, V,. is calculated by applying the standard sectoi 
equations of table I to the same given levels of per 
capita income and population and the value of I) obtained 
in the previous step; the results are presented in column 
(2) of table 8. These figures have to be adjusted It» satisfy 
the adding-up condition; that is. the sum of the "noimal" 
value-added levels by sectors should equal the observed 
value added V„ of total manufacturing. 

Two alternative methods may be proposed for this 
adjustment. The simplest method designated as the 
k-method in table 8 is to use one and the same adjust- 
ment factor, which is equal to the rata» of the observed 

level of total manufacturing output (V„     V„I>» tu ||)C 

sum of computed sector outputs (I, , V,).1* In the 
other method which is designated as I)-method 
the gap "k" is reintroduced in the sector equations 
as if it were an additional value of I). As seen in the 
example presented in table X (column 4), this procedure 
results in a considerable narrowing down, although 
not an elimination of the gap in its first application. 
by reiterating the procedure a few tunes in (practice 
at most twice) a quite satisfactory approximation <>l 
the identity is obtained.17 In a sense, this I) -method 
can be said to take advantage of the conceptual couipk-xn v 
of the D variable discussed earlier, and to lend to reduce 
the magnitude of the residuals from "normal' for t host- 
sectors with regression coefficients on log I) s^niticantly 
different from unity.6* 

45 Analysis and Pro/irlÜHU of l.nmmnU Hevtlo/'iium ! / Ihr 
Industrial Devehpmtnl of Peru It mted Nations nuhheaiion 
Sales No: W.U.O 2) 

'* See III.A. footnote 34. 
" for the particular example shown in tabic X. ih- pfupot- 

tionality factor (A) equals 1.22.17, whn.li is, ol L. i.ic, «in.il i > 
the fir»t round value of I)' in the !>'-meihod lit dilli remis 
between the two alternative "normal levels ol ^0,1 output-, ,uc 
not very serious; the sector residuals KIP,un with \\ . \.u,m signs 
in almost all cases no n,aller which ' n<ir:.ul levels n. r. lie taken. 
and the difference in ihe over-sector sirn, <>i iU-i n idu.il > is 
only about 2"„ of the t< tal output the over- tarn \u:;> ot u ,¡<Ju.il., 
is presented here separately for positive a id iie^ain-.- iis.ili ,1 
numerically, this sum c^ial-. one-half 'of ihe u • • i „• ,,'n, s, dut-, 
of tie same sector residuai 

^ Sec discussion in II! II, l.Mtfu'_ :i 
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Table 8 

EXAMPLE OF COMPUTATION OF NORMAL PATTERN 

OVER-ALL DATA (GIVEN) » 

National income  $ 1,482 million 
Population  $ 8,941 thousand 
Per capita income  9 165.7 
Total value added by manufacturing.. $377.4 million 

VAI UE ADDED »y MANUFACTURING RY SECTOR ($ MILLION) : 

Calculation of " normal " pattern " Residuali 

Adjustment by D-method 

Actual 
pattern • 

(I) 

Dirtct 

éautions (X*,¡ 

(2) 

Adjustment 
by 

k-metnod 

(3) 

fini 
round 

<<> 

Second 
round Final 

(*) 
("H J) 

(7) 

Dir.tihoi 
(IH« 

(•) 

Food, beverages and tobacco.... 150.9 112.8 138.0 134.4 133.4 133.6 +12.9 +173 
Textiles  57.0              31.1 38.1 37.6 37.4 37.4 II.» +19.6 
Clothing and footwear  30.9              20.9 23.6 24.8 24.7 24.7 +13 -6.2 
Wood products  13.6             15.7 19.2 19.2 19.1 19.1 —3.3 -S3 
Paper and products  3.6                5.6 6.9 7.9 7.6 7.7 —3.3 -4.1 
Printing and publishing  8.0               9.3 11.4 II.I 11.0 11.0 —3.4 —3.0 
I eather and products  5.3               3.9 7.2 7.5 7.3 7.3 —1.9 -2Ä 
Rubber products  3.8               3.2 3.9 3.4 3.4 3.4 -0.1 +0.4 
Chemical and petroleum products. 49.1              22.9 28.0 26.4 26.3 26.3 +21.1 +22.1 
Non-metallic mineral products ... 13.9             24.7 30.2 30.8 30.6 30.6 —14.3 —14.7 
Basic metals  4.3               8.4 10.3 12.2 11.9 12.0 -6.0 -7.7 
Metal products  28.4             43.9 33.7 39.9 39.2 39.3 -23.3 -30.9 
Oiher  6.6               4.0 4.9 3.0 3.0 3.0 +1.7 +1.6 

Tor AI, manufacturing  377.4 308.4 377.4 310.2 376.» 377.4 +39.» +67.» 

by V, équation :       295.5 
D                   1.277 

V 0. All dollar values aro in 1953 prices. 
• The data correspond io (how for the Peruvian economy, 1953, 

«Inch are presented in Untied Nations: Analyses and Projections of 
Ktonomic Development, VI, op, cit.; the original data (in Peruvian 
currency at 1955 price«) are converted into 1953 U.S. dollars by 
using a unique exchange rate (S7.56 per sol) and a unique price index 
(implicit price deflator of (¡DP); relative prices of manufactured goods 
;trc ihm assumed to bo unchanged between 195) and 1955; " chemicali 

and petroleum and coal products" excludes "electricity", whkh is inclu- 
ded in the original (ECLA's) data of this sector; 

h Based on the above data and the standard equations in table I : 
Col. (J): k (unique proportionality factor) =  1.22)7. 
Col. (4): after application of DÌ - 1.2237. 
Col. (3): after application of D» (     0.9926). 
Col. (6): after application of D, (     1.0012). 

C. Projectioa of Ik« " relative 
of 

It is clear that for projection purposes a "target" 
level of "total" manufacturing output (V„) and hence 
the value of D implicit in that level should be given 
before the corresponding "normal" composition of 
sector outputs can be derived. In this connexion, it 
will be useful to examine the "intentional" rate« of 
industrialization expressed in various Governments' 
development plans or the rates derived from ad hoc country 
studies, in order to have an idea about the range of 
variation of the projected increases in the value of D. 
Table 9 presents the results of such illustrative study 
of 18 cases, s Inch were selected arbitrarily. As explained 

in the footnote on the table. R,, denctcs the percentage 
rate of chance in D over the period considered which 

is implicit in each autonomous projection. Since the de- 
gree of realism and precision, as well as the time periods, 
of these projections vary to a considerable extent from 
case to case, the comparisons made in the following 
are not intended to lead to any generalizations or to 
any critical appraisal of these projections. 

In 10 out of the 18 cases, the implicit changes in D 
are almost negligible, hardly exceeding one percentage 
point per annum. Most of these cases concern not 
"intentional" data, but are based on country projec- 
tions, which have been carried out independently of the 
present study. The "intentional" rates of industrializa- 
tion involved in governments' planning data are generally 

e 
high relative to the normal (Rv ), especially in countries 

which showed very low values of D in 1958 (countries 
I. J, and X). In one case (country P) the declining D 
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Table V 

IMPLICIT CIIANKIFS IN D IN •• 01 in I\L *' PROJICTIONS OI KM M  MWI I M I I KIN , m i v. i ;i,« i >IK » n. . \ 

Country 

A . 
B . 

C . 
D. 

E . 
F 
G. 
H. 
I.. 
J.. 
K. 
L. 
M. 
N. 
O. 
P. 

Period for 
profct lion 

( \umhi-r of years 

1955—1967   (12) 
1955—1967   (12) 

1954—1962 (8) 
1953—1965 (12) 

1961—1970 (9) 
1955—1965 (10) 
1955-1965 (10) 
1960-1966 (5) 
1957-196« (ID 
I960— I96S (3) 
1960-1965 (3) 
1954—1961 (7) 
1939—1963 (6> 
1931—1963 (5) 
1956 58—1970 (13) 
1960-1965 (5) 

- Olh, i ''" r ' '""' /•,   ..,   .•; 

R. *, «V. i'.. 
/. i. 

Air-- « 

M>    at 
f.'-    m.ig.- 

(1) <2> (1> t«> Is' r- ->iii 

77 40 107 107 0 

a   60 28 86 1 \    SO 8  i \        * 
¿>   70 36 122 » 1         >><! :(> » '   1 S 

42 17 58 54 \ <-. 
a 120 68 213 » t 175 14  , >   10 

b ei 38 146 ) 1 110 17  i '   1.2 
61 29 76 82 t     )3 t     1.2 
to 36 101 109 (    )4 (     |4 
71 33 97 95 1 1 
20 10 38 26 10 IS 

90 43 239 122 M 1 •: 

20 9 45 26 16 2 s 

40 26 87 54 21 2.6 
24 II 60 30 23 II 
41 25 66 55 7 II 

34 28 54 48 4 II 

167 138 352 282 18 18 

71 61 81 105 l     III (    >3 1 

I it) 

SS 

1 20 

! •»' 

HS 

100 
1 25 

90 

.35 

.75 

60 
..»5 

90 

140 
1 30 

1 50 

Col. (I) to (5): ptfOMitaf* increase wer bate-year level; 
Col. (4): derived fron the V, equation in table I, applying the 

cial" ratet of increaac in total income and in per capita income shown in 
cob.(I)and(2): i.e.: 

! + <». = <! + Rv)Y"(l + R,)9,  Y* 
Col. (3): derived a»: 

I + ko - (I + RT.)/(I + áv.); 
Col. (6): increment of D oar annum (expressed in percentage point»), 

approximately calculated asttg the level indicated in col. (7); 
Col. (7): values of D based on the data mod for regrettions. 

Countries ami »omet» 
A. Argentina; UN (ECLA): Analyses and Protections of economic 

Development, vol. V (talea No.: 39.II.G.J). 
B. Bolivia; UN (ECLA): Economic Bulletin for Latin America, vol. II. 

No. 2, Oct. I9S7. 
C. Brazil ; UN (ECLA) : Analyses and Projections of Economic Develop- 

ment, vol. II (Salea No. : S6.II.0.2). 
O. Colombia; UN (ECLA): Analyses and Projection of Economie 

Development, vol. Ill (Salía No.: S7.II.G.3). 
E. Chile; Corporación de Fomento de  la Producción, Program» 

Nocional aV ÙttmrroUo Económico 1961-1970. 
F. Ecuador; lauta Nacional de Planificación y Coordinación Econó- 

mica. Jai» y Directivas Par« Programar el Desarrollo liomímico Je 
Ecuador U<lS$). 

G. Peru; UN (ECLA): Analysa ami Projections of Economie Develop- 
ment, vol. VI (Salen No.: 59.II.CJ 2). 

H. Burma; Ministry of National Planning: Second lour ),<ir Plan lue 
the Union of Burma (1961-62 to 1964-651. 

I.    Ceylon; National Planning Cimimi. The leu )ear Plan (1959). 
J. Pakistan; Planning Commission. The Seioml live-Year Plan 

(1960-65). 
K. LIAR; National Planning Committee, i ietterai I ranu- of The 

hive-Year Plan for Economic and Social Development (July I960-June 
1965). 

L. Ethiopia; Imperial Ethiopian Government, live tear Develop 
meni Plan, 1957-61. 

M. Morocco; Ministère de l'Economie nationale. l'Imi i/uim/uamol. 
1960-1964. 

N. Greece; Ministry of Co-ordination, Prelmnnarx lite )ear Pro- 
gramme for the Economic Development of Urea e (l**59(. 

O. Japan; Economic Planning Agency, Vp» long Hange Economi! 
Plan of Japan (1961-70)      Ihmhlmg Naitonul Income Plan II9M» 

P. Yugoslavia; Secretarial tor Information 'if the lederai I »emine 
Council, The hire-Year Plan of honumii Iteclopment of t'ngoslatia, 
1961-1963. 

may be considered as a prima facie case of declining 
income elasticity associated with a high degree of indus* 
trialization; it reflects a certain slow-down in the rate 
of increase in the share of manufacturing in total national 
product which was exceptionally high in preceding 
years.1* 

The value of R derived from an "intentional ' rate 

u The »hare of manufacturing product in total national product 
in Yugoslavia is nearly 43 per cent in 1958; by using a somewhat 
lower exchange rate for dollar conversion the value of D goes up 
as high at 2.00, whk-h might be a mora plausible estimate for this 
country than the one shown in table 9. Apart from this case, a 
short-period plan with declining D might sometimes be reasonable, 

of industrialization provides a quick check of a country's 
plan in terms of inter-country comparison. If the target 
rate happens to be set on the basis of some arbitrary 
assumptions without a sufficient realistic background, 

Rn provides a useful indication of the effort which 
would be required to achieve the set targets, against 
which some other, perhaps more realistic, alternatives 
may be explored. 

especially in case there K an acute need of structural readjust- 
ments ensuing after highly concentrattve etlorts of fostering manufac- 
turing industries. 
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Table  Kl 

l'XAMPM   <U   PKOJK TIO\ 

(»WK-\I i   mu' 

National income  $ 2.527   million 

Population  $ 11,464   thousand 

Per capita income  $ 220.4 
Total value added hy manufacturing : $ 750.8 million 

TAKGFI   YEA*  MM'HMAKKS  I OR  MANUI AC1 I/NINO  VALUE  ADDED BY SECTOR (S  MILLION; 

Normal • 
Itttlt 

i ariani IA 

Valut freauhtattf 

(2) <J> 

AOiusltd Ititi 

Vmrlmml It 

Valu 

<«> 

(mUkmlt) 

VtUml II 

Valu* 

t«> 

irtudmli) 

Food, beverages and tobacco  221.6 238.9 (+17.3) 256.0 (+34.4) 257.1 ( + 35.5) 
Textile»           74.3 93.9 (+19.6) 113.3 (+39.0) 116.6 (+413) 
Clothing and footwear  46.9 53.1 ( + 6.2) 59.2 (+12.3) 60.1 (+13.2) 
Wood product»           38.7 33.2 (—5.5) 27.1 (—Í0.9) 28.5 (—10.2) 
Paper and products           18.9 14.8 (—4.1) 10.7 (—8.2) 9.3 (—9.6) 
Printing and publishing  23.6 20.6 (—3.0) 17.6 (—6.0) 17.7 (—5.9) 
Leather and products           12.2 10.2 (—2.0) 8.2 (—4.0) 8.9 (—3.3) 
Rubber products             7.2 7.6 (+0.4) 8.0 (+0.8) 8.2 (+1.0) 
Chemicals and petroleum product»  S8.3 81.1 ( + 22.8) 103.7 (+45.4) 111.4 (+53.1) 
Non-metallic mineral product»  SS.7 41.0 (—14.7) 26.5 (—29.2) 29.9 (—25.8) 
Basic metals  33.1 25.4 (—7.7) 17.8 (—15.3) 12.3 (—20.8) 
Metal product»  148.5 117 6 ( -30.9) 87.0 (-«1.5) 74.3 (—74.2) 
Other  11.8 13.4 (+1.6) 15.0 (+3.2) 16.5 (+4.7) 

TOTAL, manufacturing   750.8 750.8 (±67.9) 

by V, equation : 377.5 
D 1.300 

750.8    (±135.1) 750.8    (±149.8) 

Vfl. All dollar values are in 1953 prices. 
1 Over-all data correspond to the data for the Peruvian economy. 

I¥M. projected hy LILA in United Nations: Analyttt ami Projections. 
fit-.: I.CLA's own projections of manufacturing output by sector 
are shown in table 11. 

Col. (I): computed by D -method on the basis of the above data; 

Col. (2): assumes the same values and distribution of sector re ¡duals 
(as shown in col. (3)) as in I95S (see table 9, col. (•)); 

Col. (4): assumes that all sector residuals grow (with unchanged signs) 
at the same rate as total manufacturing output grows; 

Col. (6): assumes that sector outputs grow at respective "normal rates" 
derived directly from the standard equations ; the results involve the 
adjustment to additivity by D'- method. 

D. Project»«» of 
wkk the 

sectoral patter« MMJ theftr 

Given an independent projection of "total" manu- 
facturing output, it is easy to compute the corresponding 
"normal" levels of sector outputs, thus providing a 
set of benchmarks Tor sectoral planning. As has been 
repeatedly emphasized in this study, the "normal" 
pattern as such may or may not be construed as a "target" 
pattern. Even at this stage of computation, it is desirable 
at least to take into account the pattern of deviations 
from "normal" in the base year, since sectors which 
have shown significant deviations in the base year arc 
likely lo maintain to some extent their leads or lags 
relative lo normal in the projection period. In the follow- 
ing, some of the procedures of adjusting the "normal" 
pattern for the base year position are illustrated. There 
arc several variants to be considered: variant IA assumes 
that the absolute value of each sector residual remains 

unchanged, so that the residual declines in relation to 
the level of output as the latter increases (see column (3) 
in table 10); variant IB assumes that all the sector resi- 
duals increase — with their signs unchanged — at the 
same rate as that of mal manufacturing output; the 
sum of sector residuals in relation to total manufacturing 
output, as well as their distribution over sectors, remains 
in this case unchanged (see column (5) in table 10); 
variant II assumes that the residuals grow at the same 
rate as the output in the respective sectors, so that not 
only the pattern of the residuals change, but also the 
over-all deviations from the normal pattern tend to 
increase with an increasing rate of industrialization 
(see column (7) in table 10). 

Of course, the choice of the most appropriate assump- 
tion for carrying out the residual adjustments will 
have to be made in each case in the light of particular 
circumstances. Available information would, however, 
seem to provide some evidence, though not quite general, 
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t. OMPVRISON   Willi   H   I   \   l'HH'll   IIOSs 

lili  /•'"/•• " 

o,/,/,-,/ j/«V      I 
/Mftl \   /iti        ' 

(I» I-'» 

K>oJ, beverages und tubaevo             245.1 ( 102.4i 
Textiles           110.6 (I94.0i 
Clothing and footwear            65.9 (213.3) 
Wood products            26.3 ( 193.4» 
Paper and products             9 8 (272 2i 
Printing and publishing            15.7 (1%.3» 
Leather and products            11.1 (209.4) 
Rubber products            10.8 (284.2) 
Chemical and petroleum products...          99.8 (203.2) 
Non-metallic mineral products           36.8 (231.4) 
task metals                15.7 (365.1) 
Metal products           91.7 (322.9) 
Other            11.5 (174.2) 

TOTAL, manufacturing          750.8 ( 198.9)                123.9 

mu! •' 1 wuinl   1 1 

<> (II 

23.5 6 2 
36 3 16.7 
19 0 12.8 
12 4 6.9 
9.1 50 
7.9 4.9 
II 0 9 
3.6 3.2 

41.5 • 187 
18 9 -4.2 
17.4 9.7 
56.8 25.9 
43.3 1.9 

58 5 

10 9 
2.7 
6 7 
I 5 
09 
I 9 
29 
2.8 
V9 

10.3 
2.1 
4.7 
3.5 

271 

12 0 
i.O 

5.8 

0.* 
2.0 

2.6 
116 
69 
3.4 

174 
5.0 

38 8 

N.B. Numbers in all columns except col. (2) arc in 
millions of 1953 US dollars. 

Cols. (I) and (2): derived from United Nations: 
Aitalyi''' aid Projection!, rtt. ; I »5 S levels are shown in 
table 9; 

Col. (3): the 1965 "normal'   levels ire vliown in table 
10, col. (I>; 

Cob. (4). (5) and (6): nee luhk 10. cob. (2). (4) and «>l 

TaNr 12 

INCREASES IN MANUFACTURING VAI tu AMWI> BV rursrs (KU HHM*CTIONS) 

(it 

Oar lu bu-mie In final tlemaml 

I J) Ol (4) (<> 

Pue h* tmrvme m 
i<tí -rmetttau uw 

Total •  
ln% reuma 

I9S) lo Tnlnl       Cxporlt      Consumi).    Internum      I,•lui 
Itti Ik» 

,fc, 

for 
mannfm- 

I*"** 

ih 

lor 

rminu/ti - 

lmtu\ltu f 

(»I 

Hue la Imparl \uh\liiutuws 

I..lui 

I'M 

In hnul Inter- 
demand        medial* 

prihtui lum 

(10) III) 

Food, beverages unJ tobuco. 94.2 83.3          10.0 
Textiles  53 6 37.4           3.1 
Clothing and footwear  35.0 33.S            — 
Wood products  12.7 7.6           0.3 
Paper and products  6.3 1.2 
Printing and publishing  7.7 4.7 
Leather and products  5.8 0.2 
Rubber products  7.0 5.S 
Chemical and petroleum 

products  30.7 18.6  ( 
Non-metallic mineral products 20.9 IS.8  ( 
Basic metals  11.4 9.2 
Metal products  63.3 53.3 
Other  4.» 4.4           — 

TOTAL, manufacturing  373.4 276.6         11 6 

--> 10.2 
-) 0.1 

8.5 

73.2 
344 
33.5 

3.5 
1.2 
46 
02 
0.2 

28.7 
2.7 

ISO 
4.4 

0.1 

53 

0.1 
13.1 
0.7 

40.3 

10.9 
16.2 

1.5 
5.1 
5.1 
3.0 
36 
1.5 

32.1 
3 1 
2.2 
8.0 
05 

107 
145 

1.5 
50 
4.9 
2.8 
5.6 
1.4 

25.3 
4.3 
2.2 
7.0 
0.5 

203 6 614      96.8 859 

0 2 
17 

0.1 
0 2 
0.2 

0.1 

6.6 
0.8 

10 

10.9 

l()8 
9 5 
3.2 
1.6 
2.7 
04 

06 

18.8 
40 
1.3 

32.8 

74.1 

>28 
94 
2.9 
15 
0.9 

0.5 

0.6 
3 0 
0.7 

28.0 

453 

14 
(II 
0 1 
0.1 
18 
0.4 

0 1 

8.2 
10 
0.6 
4.8 

2H8 

N.B. All values in millions of 1953 US I. 
Derived from the input-output tables for Peru, 1955 and 1965; see 

United Nations: Aaalytei ami Projtctiotu. 
Col. (I) =. Cols. (2) + (6); 
Col. (2) • Cols. (3) f- (4) + (5); value-added components or the 

increments of final bills of foods (domestically produced): 
Col. (6) =-- Cols. (7) + (8); value-added components of the increases in 

indirect production requirements: col. (8) is derived from the increase in 
production requirements of manufacturing industries for non-manu- 
facturing production: 

Col. (9) Colv(IO) • (II), to.. (10) i% derived from the merca« m 
the domestic production of good» for linai ine over and above the 
increase proportional total final derrand for prod ut tv of each of the 
thirteen sectors: col. (II) n derived from the mtrcasc m indiretl pro 
duct ion requirements (with the increase, in linai demand given in col. <2|> 
due to the changes in input coefficients during the period (See footnote 
to text on the minor underestimation involved in the above cMimatc ol 
total import substitution cffei" ! 
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that when a country deviates considerably from the 
"normal" output pattern, lagging sectors are likely to 
grow faster and leading sectors more slowly than "nor- 
mal", so that the general industrial output pattern 
tends relatively to approach "normal"."" This would 
provide some indication in favour of variant IA (which 
assumes a relative over-all approach to "normal") as 
against variant IB or II where the relative significance 
of the deviations from normal remains constant or tends 
to increase. It should be noted, however, that the variants 
presented above are only a few arbitrary examples among 
a variety of methods for carrying out such adjustments. 

For illustrative purposes, the 1965 projections for 
the Peruvian economy presented in table 10, which 
were carried out which the standard equations of the 
present study, are compared with ECLA's own projec- 
tions. The ECLA projections of sector outputs are given 
in the document on the Peruvian economy referred to 
earlier. Thay are presented in column (I) of table II 
and the deviations from the "normal" pattern — in 
the sense defined above — in column (3). 

A comparison between these deviations for the target 
year and those in column (8) in table 8 representing 
the deviations from "normal" in the base year implies 
that in almost all sectors ECLA has assumed the devia- 
tions from "normal" to persist in the same direction 
and to increase, not only in absolute terms, but even 
more or less proportionate to the projected increases 
in output.*1 Indeed, "food, beverages and tobacco" 
(with an actual level substantially higher than "normal") 
and "non-metallic mineral products" (which is substan- 
tially below "normal") show in the ECLA projections 
a relative decrease — and yet an increase in absolute 
terms — over the ten-year period in the deviation from 
"normal". But in most of the lagging producer-oriented 
industries, such as "paper and products", "basic metals" 
and "metal products". ECLA turns out to foresee 
even a persistent widening of the gap.82 

The deviations from the ECLA projections of the 
benchmarks derived by the equations are presented 
in columns (4) - (6) of table 11. As could be expected 
under the circumstances referred to above, the pattern 

•* Such a tendency will be especially observed at earlier stages 
of industrialization when high deviations from "normal" reflect 
quite frequently a structural imbalance of the economy owing 
to its immaturity. 

*' It should be noted that this is at variance with the conjectural 
hypothesis of a gradual approach to "normal" referred to above. 
It is then open to question whether the deviations from "normal" 
in ECLA's projections should be the kind that could be related 
to intrinsic factors in the Peruvian economy rather than to random 
developments. An investigation along this line is beyond the scope 
of the present study. 

M According to ECLA's projection, the supply of the products 
of those sectors in the target year is assumed to be still highly 
dependent on imports from abroad: for example, the percentage 
of imports in total supply is 36" '„ in "paper and products", 68% 
in "metal products" and 44",, in "iron and steel"; even in "chemicals 
and petroleum products ", "chemicals" alone (excluding "petroleum 
and coal products") considerably depend on imports (34°,, of 
total supply in 1965); "iron and steel", which is a new industry 
und almost non-existent in the base year in this country, weighs 
only 8"„ or so in the total production of "basic metals" even in 
the tarnet year, the rest of the latter being composed of non-ferrous 
metal industries (mainly copper), as much as 85",, of which is 
exported abroad. 

adjusted in accordance with variant IB appears on the 
whole to be closest to the F.CLA projections while the 
one based on variant IA differs most from the ECLA 
figures. 

It will be noted that the differences between the equa- 
tion projections, especially those adjusted according 
to variant IB, and the LCLA projections are very small: 
the sector sum of the deviations in column (5) of table 11 
amounts to less than 4% of the projected total manu- 
facturing output given in column (I). 

As a further step in the comparative analysis, it is 
useful to break down the increases in sector outputs 
by sources of origins. In terms of input-output analysis, 
which is the basic tool in the ECLA projection,*13 the 
increase in each sector's output can be attributed to: 
(1) projected increase in final bill of goods, and (2) pro- 
jected increase in the intermediate use of the products 
produced by this sector. Table 12 presents the results 
of breaking down the total increment of output (value 
added) in each sector according to these two main 
categories. The first category is further ¡»uSdivided into 
three types of demand: consumption, investment, and 
exports. The increase in intermediate requirements 
stems not only from the final demand for manufactured 
goods, but also from non-manufacturing production 
requirements, which, in turn, are related to both final 
demand for non-manufactured products and non- 
manufacturing production induced by manufacturing; 
the increase in the intermediate use of manufactured 
products is thus subdivided into intermediate use in 
manufacturing industries ** and that in non-manufacturing 
industries. This analysis indicates that a greater part of 
the intermediate demand for manufactured products 
arises from the manufacturing industries themselves. 

Among the thirteen sectors, those which devote an 
extremely high proportion of their products to interme- 
diate use in other industries are: "paper and products", 
"leather and products", "chemicals and petroleum 
products"; then follow "wood products", "printing 
and publishing" and "textile"; "bask metals' is no 
exception, but because of the very large exports of this 
sector — primarily in the form of non-ferrous metals — 
the deliveries to other domestic industries appear rela- 
tively small to total output. 

In ECLA's projection, the input-output coefficients 
are assumed to change only slightly over the period 
considered. The result of the change in these coefficients, 

** The Peruvian input-output table considered here should, as 
indicated in the ECLA study referred to earlier, be regarded as 
only of a very preliminary nature. The basic data were supplied 
mainly by a sample survey of manufacturing enterprises and not 
by an industrial census of the whole economy. Also, the inter- 
industry relationships covered by the matrix are restricted to 
manufacturing industries, other important sectors of the economy 
not being fully covered. The matrix consisted of seventeen manu- 
facturing sectors, but only three non-manufacturing sectors — 
"agricultural activities", "extractive industries" and "services"; 
"services" is especially poor, its explicit transactions being restricted 

to sales to other sectors with no purchases by this sector from 
other sectors. 

M This obtains by assuming that any increase in the demand for 
non-manufacturing products over the base year level was met by 
imports from abroad with no increase in domestic production. 
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which can be considered in thi> particular case primarily 
due to import substitutions in the sector of intermediate 
products, is an extra increase in manufacturing value 
added of $28.8 million: this stems, as will be noted 
in column (II) of table 12. mostly from the develop- 
ment of new chemical industries and metal-working 
industries. 

Inter-sectoral consistency is again an important factor 
in the projection for sectors such as "non-metallic 
mineral products", "metal products" and "rubber 
products"; the projections for their sectors depend on 
the projections of demand for investment goods, which 
in turn depend on the projection of the industrializa- 
tion pattern us a whole. Import substitution in the area 
of final bills of goods may be defined quantitatively 
as an increase in domestic production of goods for 
final use which is more than proportionate to the increase 
of total final demand. Applying this definition to each 
sector's projection, levels of import substitution in final 
demand are obtained as indicated in column (10) of 
table 12 of a total of 45.3 million. It is especially in 
"metal products" and "textiles" that a significant contri- 
bution of this type is foreseen. Total import substitution 
by sectors, comprising both categories considered above, 
is obtained as the sum of columns ( 10) and ( 11 ) in table 12 ; 
the corresponding figures are given in column (9);"0 

they amount to $74.1 million which represents about 
20% of the total projected increase in output. 

E. FIMI murks 

It is clear that a systematic analysis of the differences 
between ECLA projections of sector outputs and the 
projections based on the standard equations would 
greatly contribute to improving the insight into the 
former in the light of the particular circumstances and 
historical conditions of the Peruvian economy; in such 
an analysis a breakdown by origin of the discrepancies 
along the lines of the presentation in table 12 would 
provide a useful starting point. It is beyond the scope 
of the present study to analyse the discrepancies them- 
selves in this particular example. An extension of the 
above type of comparative analysis to a number of other 
cases would also be highly useful to clarify the merits 
and demerits of the present study in relation to its 
practical applications. 

Indeed, the projection technique using the standard 

•* Column (10) does not include the value added component 
of indirect production requirements that are induced by the import 
substitution in the final bills of goods; since column (II) includes 
only that part of the increases in indirect production requirements 
that are caused by the changes in input coefficients, the indirect 
requirements induced by import substitution in Anal demand 
without the changes in input coefficients do not appear in any of 
the columns. A rough computation would show, however, that 
the undcr-estimation of the effect of import substitution due to 
this factor hardly exceeds 15% of the total of column (10). 

equations is quite simple; the onh variables that have 
to be estimated independentU arc national income. 
population and total mamitacuirmj: output. It ¡ves 
without saying, however, that the 'normal-pattern" 
approach of this particular type docs not provide com- 
plete insight into the mechanism of iiuli'isinali/ation. 
For example, the analysis of the "normar* pattern of 
industrial growth in output should he accompanied 
by that of the corresponding "normal" pattern of import 
substitution and of foreign trade in general which is 
contained in the present model only in implicit form."1" 
On the other hand, a reformulation of normal-pattern 
approach in terms of the input-output concepts, which 
is certainly a desirable work-programme for the future, 
would require a considerable amount of work in obtaining 
the relevant data on internationally comparable basis. 
Apart from such new lines of work, it should be remem- 
bered that the present study is susceptible of further 
refinement within its own analytical framework; in 
particular, it would be desirable to encage in a more 
extensive analysis of over-time variations. This may be 
feasible in the future as comparable times-series data 
become available for a sufficiently large number of 
countries and over a reasonably long period of time. 

It is, however, believed that even with these short- 
comings the present study, limited to the cross-section 
regressions, will be useful in providing a first approaih 
to the study of the structure of manufacturing industry 
in developing countries and a means of projection of 
the general trends in this sector of the economy. As far 
as the former is concerned, the "normal" pattern derived 
from the equations constitutes a convenient set of 
benchmarks against which the existing pattern can be 
measured and analysed; for projection purposes, the 
present method provides a tentative sectoral pattern 
that could serve as a starting point for a more detailed 
analysis taking into account to the fullest possible 
extent the characteristics of the particular economy 
under consideration. 

" Although it is believed thai the degree of interdependence 
among industries lends to increase in the course of industrializa- 
tion, it remains to be investigated whether n is possible to establish 
any systematic or "normal' pattern of changes in interindustry 
relations, expressed in terms of an inpui-eoellkient matrix oí 
a standardized form. A study in this direction has already been 
advanced to a considerable extent, especially by II II ( hencry 
& T. Wataaabe: see "International Comparisons of the Structure 
of Production", Cronométrica. October 1958; and also some of 
their later works carried out in connexion with Stanford Project 
for Quantitative Research in I conomic Development in Stanford 
University, California, such as "An Interindustry Analysis of 
Growth Patterns" ( 19«), mimeographed). Because of the scarcity 
and inadequacy of relevant data, th' <e studies are still in a preli- 
minary stage both in the quality of standardization of input-output 
tables involved and in the number of countries covered in compara- 
tive analysis. Recommendations for speeding up the compilation 
of interindustry tables in under-developed countries have been 
made on many occasion: see, for example. Report of the Second 
Group of Experts on Programming Techniques for the hist session 
of the Conference of Asian economic Planners, Sepleinbcr-iKiober 
1961, New Delhi. India. 
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Appendix I. Methods of statistical analysis 

A. Test of significance of various candidate variables 

(I) The candidate variables which were chosen to explain manu- 
facturing value ad'Jed by sector (V|s, /      0, 1  13; in millions of 
I95J US dollars) are: 

y. per capita national income in 1953 US 8; 
P: size of population in thousands; 

K/L: capacity of installed power-equipment per employee 
in horsepower; 

r: annual average rate of growth (in percentage) in per 
capita national income at constant prices during 
the period 1950-57; 

l/Y : percentage share of gross domestic capital formation 
in grosj domestic product; 

G/Y: percentage   share  of  government   (consumption) 
expenditure in gross domestic product; 

(X  I  M)/Y: ratio (in percentage) of exports plus imports of 
goods and services to gross domestic product; 

X,/X : percentage share of primary exports in total experts- 

All variables relate to 1953. The variables in absolute value (Vjs, 
P, y, and K/L) were introduced in the form of their logarithms; * 
those in the form of ratios (r, 1/ V, Ci/Y, (X      M)/Y and X,/X) In 
natural values. 

The relative significance of those candidate explanatory variantes 
was tested mainly by an iterative procedure of linear multiple 
regressions based on cross-section data for a considerable number 
of countries (see footnotes on tables l-l and 2). Owingto the hete- 
roskedasticity involved in the cross-country data and the variation 
of the sample sac for different sectors, the observations for each 
country were weighted in proportion to its relative level of per 
capita income (see appendix IB for the significance of the weighting 
system employed in this analysis). 

(2) Table arc shows the list of the variables whose regression 
coefficients significantly differed from zero when all the eight expla- 
natory variables were included in the multi-linear relationships. The 
niulti-collincarity is tolerably low in general, though not quite 
negligible in some cases. Table 1-2 gives the matrix of simple correla- 
tion coefficients for the eight variables considered. For the fifty- 
four country sample as a whole, there appears to be an appreciable 
degree of intercorrclation among t>, O/Y and K/L, and also between 
P and X„/X and between P and (X  !  M)/Y. 

I Itere are a great number of possible combinations of variables for 
each of the thirteen sectors. For the sake of convenience, tabi« 1-1 
was used to get the initially significant subset of explanatory 
variables, and trials and errors tests were then conducted by making 
all possible combinations of this subset with the rest of the variables. 
Only a few variables were found in the end statistically significant 
and. when so, for only a few sectors. Table 1-3 presents the regression 
equations with the best selected variables for the respective sectors. 

(3) The size factor, P. showed an explanatory significance for 
most of the heavy industrial sectors when other subsidiary variables 
were left out. The growth rate (r) appeared to be significant (at 
more than 95",, confidence level) only in two sectors ("chemicals 
and petroleum products" and "non-metallic mineral products"). 
The investment ra;io (l/Y) was not quite significant in three out of 

• Natural logarithm». The constant  terms in the regression equa- 
tions presented in this appendix arc all in natural logarithms. 

the five cases where this variable has been retained; the other two 
cases where its coefficients appeared to be significant arc wood 
products" and "printing and publishing"; the economic interpreta- 
tion of this is not clear, however. It is interesting to note that the 
variable representative of the relative importance of primary exports 
(X„/X) turned out to be significant, with negative coefficients, in 
the case of "textiles" and "basic metals". On the other hand, the 
significance of foreign trade in the national economy represented 
by (X f M)/Y appeared to be high for only "printing and publish- 
ing" which is again difficult to interpret in economic terms. The 
variable measuring capital intensity (K/L) remained only in "leather 
and products" though at a low level of statistical significance. 

(4) Although the method used for the choice of variables is by 
no means an ideal one, one might suspect that the rejected variables 
which were measured in more or I«:, conventional ways did not 
represent very accurately the underlying theoretical concepts. 
Table 1-4 indicates that the set of only two explanatory variables, 
y and P, yields almost as good an explanation as larger sets of 
variables. For the analysis of some particular sectors, it is possible 
that an improvement in the quantitative measurement of some of 
the rejected variables would yield a more satisfactory compromise 
between statistical significance and economic meaningfulness. For 
the analysis of the industrialization pattern in general, which is the 
object of the present study, a further exploration was made to 
obtain a less onerous and cumbersome way which would take into 
account the effects of variables other than income and population. 
The concept of "relative degree oí industrialization" (D) was intro- 
duced for this purpose. The statistical characteristics of this third 
variable are examined in more detail in appendix I.C. 

B. HslMwksdsMttcHy mi m ihJWlag of wamstet» 

(1) The results of the regression have been found to vary signifi- 
cantly for various subsets of data. Table 1-5 presents one of such 
examples. The total sample was divided into a "high-income group" 
and a "low-income group", using the median per capita income 
$200 as in 1933 as the dividing line. The same form of equation sets 
resulted for the two groups in significant differences in the regression 
coefficients as well as in the goodness of "fit". 

The random term in all-country regression equations should thus 
be somewhat heteroskedastic: in other words, it can not be consi- 
dered as being constant, but as varying rather systematically with 
the magnitude of per capita income or some other related variables. 
Especially since the sample size varies for different sectors, it is 
preferable to transform the raw data so as to keep the resulting 
regression estimates free from sampling biases, stable and com- 
parable, without an unnecessary loss in degree of freedom. 

(2) The appropriate regression weights should be proportional 
to the relative reliability of the observed data for various countries: 
in other words, inversely proportional to the variance of the expected 
value of the variables considered. There arc not enough data, 
however, to estimate the variance for each country. Intuitively, the 
variability of observed variables seems to be higher Tor less developed 
(lower-income) countries, or for smaller-sized countries—especially 
when the variables are considered in their logarithmic values. In 
the present study, all the regression estimates have thus been derived 
from observations weighted according to each country's relative 
level of per capita income as of 1953. The effects of such weighting 
are illustrated in relation to the "total manufacturing" equation in 
table 1-6. 
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Table II 

THE   VARIAMES   APPIARINQ   SMTISflrALLV   SIGNIHlAM    IN    III)    Mllll-IIVXR    RfliKI SSIOSS   IS   »    XvRUnilS 

i.-s r 
i 0 

0 Total manufacturing  ••• 

1 Food, beverages and tobaco    ••• 
2 Textiles  ••• 
3 Clothing and footwear  ••• 
4 Wood products  ••• 
5 Paper and products  »•• 

* Printing and publishing  »*• 
7 Leather products  ••• 

8 Rubber products  ••• 

9 Chemicals and petroleum products .... ••* 
10 Non-metallic  ••• 
11 Basic metals  ••• 

12 Metal products  ••• 
13 Others  ••• 

••• 
»•• • •• 
• •• 

(   1 *• 

( ) *•• •• • •• 
• •• ••» 

(   >' 

••• coefficient significant at higher than 95 "„ confidence level 
•• coefficient significant at 95-90 "„ confidence level. 
• coefficient significant at 90-80 "-. confidence level. 
( — ) coefficient negative signed. 
In  the above, the ' t"  test wus applied  to the difference of each 

log V, .-, 6M f b„ log y t bu los p      b, /'. J 
Y 

b>, 

regression   coefficient   from  /ero  \alue   in   .il1 u 
coefficient on log P, in which taso ilio critical x.ilu 
the dependentvanubles are all expressed in aggregate 
per capita terms. 

The multi-linear regression equation« arc 

''«i     v      •   »ri    —•      '   '',   log 

jw>   ii  . •t    loi   ihr 
0   t\   s. '   .1! l.ll-H    Mili." 

(late l,r .i ut not it 

Regret sion samples: 
The above preliminary tests include the following thirty-nine countries 

United Sutes, Canada, Argentina, Brai.l.» Chile, Colombia.» Costa 
Rica. Dominican Republic,* Eeuadori» Guatemala,« Honduras,* 
Mexico, Peru,» UAR,» Turkey. Australia, New Zealand, Japan.» Korea 
<K*P-.oO.» China (Taiwan).» Ceylon.» Pakistan.» Philippines.» United 
Kingdom, Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland. France, Germany (Fed 

I 
li     o. I. i ». 

Rep. oD, Italy, Norway. Sweden. Switzerland, dren. .• Iu-l.ui.I   I'm 
tugal,» Netherlands, and South Africa 

Later the following fifteen countries arc added   Kliodcsi.i .ml Nv.isj 
land.» Kenya.» Algeria.* Morocco.' Iraq.» Israel, i ugoslavia * Spam. 
Puerto Rico. Venezuela. Paraguay.» Burma.« India.* Indonesia.» and 
Thailand.» (The asterisked countries are referred in j,    In» HKUM«. 
countries in tables 1-2 and IV) 

Table 1-2 

SIMPLE CORRELATION co-ETFicitNTs AMONC: INDI PI NIKNT VARIAMI«. 

(i) All-country cross section (1953) 

/ r i. >• ,v St)  > \r \ k i 

y       '•«>              -33              22              .37               64              .01                05 8? 
r        I 00               II                II               (12              01                29 21 
P        1.00              .20               4«              r»2                SI 20 

[/.*          I«»             .1*              44               II Vb 
°/y           1.00              .06                54 .61 
(X   î   M)/Y        IQQ                |2 m 

*'X     1-00 -.43 
*'L  100 

(ii) Low-income countries croas section (1953) 

/ r t¡ r 'X    Mi y .»i- \ h i 

y       "00              .21          -.li              M              .21               16               24 0 4 

'        I«»             .14              .07               03               12               42 02 
p        1.00              .004            .02               14                »7 45 
'/Y          1.00              .42              .73                »2 22 

°/Y         1.00              42                22 (*9 
(X + M)/Y        I ()0                io tt 
X»'X  I 00 If. 

*/*-         I (10 
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Table 1-2 (continued) 

(iii) High-income countries cross-section (195.1) 

y 

1 00 16 
1 00 

/• 

',7 

II 
1 00 

/ r <, i v     M  r .V|. X A L 

V . . . . 09 
- .09 

.12 
1.00 

.55 

.12 

.67 

100 

.23 

.08 

.69 
.11 

—.12 
1.00 

— 14 
— .39 
— .56 

.14 
—.61 

20 
1.00 

.76 
—.14 

., .20 

I.Y. 

(X 
X,. X 
K 1 

.32 

.36 

.04 
-.32 

1.00 

The dividing line between low income' and high income groups is $200 per capita income as in 
195.1. which splits the total sample into the two equal-sued sub-samples, each consisting of twenty-seven 
countries. Sec the footnote in table l-l. 

Table IS 

RtliRtHION  EQUA I IONS  Willi   tHt   BEST SELECTED VAWABLfS 

log v; 

is 1.34 log i' 
(.069) 

110 log P      0 14 1, Y 
t.040)             (.0097) 

|R» - .9731 ; d. f. =- 43] 

log V, 9.38 
(.079) 

1.08 log v 
(.070) 

.90 log P 
(.043) 

|R« = .9414; d. f. = 51) 

logVî»* 8 68 
(.30) 

.77 log y  • 
(Ml 

1.032 logP  - .0122 X/X 
(.OSS)              (0035) 

|R» - .9235 ; d. f. - 35l 

log Vf fc 10.87 
(.145) 

1.42 log > 
(114) 

.972 log P 
(.067) 

|R»^ .9031 ; d. f. =  39) 

logVj 13.98 
(.112) 

1 42 log.v 
1.108) 

.969 log P       032 l/Y 
(.063)             (.025) 

|R» ^ .9295; d. f. «= 43) 

log VI- « 19775 
(.1951 

1 92 log y 
(.180) 

1.12   log P      .047 1 Y 
(.104)              (.025) 

[I* .8834; d. f. =   38] 

logVJ 16 66 I.3S log > 1.21 log P      0.043   IY      .0066 (X      M)/Y |RS .9214; d. f. =  42j 

(127) (.124) (092)              (018)                  (.0015) 

logV» 15 06 
(.123) 

1.42 log v 
(.19) 

1.02 log P      .52 log K 1- 
(.065)                (0 30) 

|R4 .9019 d. f. « 45] 

log v; 6.5 
(.124) 

1.55 log >• 
(.110) 

1.17 logP 
(.067) 

]RS .9298 d. f. = 46] 

lo|V, 15.54 
(097) 

1.46 log ,v 
(094) 

.095.-       1.19 log P 
(.029)         (054) 

]R* .9377 d. f.  - 50] 

l"i v„ 13 66 
(0.94) 

1.36 log .v 
(.090) 

,   .064 y       Sm log P 
(.028)         (.052) 

|RS .9379 d. f.      50] 

log V„ 12.65 
(.246) 

1.04 log » - 
(.287) 

- .16   v       1.31 log P       .026 X„X 
(.081)          (.148)             (.0073) 

|Rä .8510 , d. f. ••-• 38] 

lot Vî, 18.04 1.86 log.» 1.23 log P      .036 IY IR* .9268 d. f.      43] 

(.148) (.14) (.083)           (.020) 

log Vf, 19.12 
(.140) 

1.77 log y 
(.131) 

0.64-,        123 log P 
(.043)         (.077) 

|RS .9184 d. f.      49] 

Number« in parentheses below regression coefficients indicate their 
si.iiiilard errors. 

K-. coeHicient of determination adjusted for the degree of freedom 
iivo up in the estimation of regression coefficients: 

N 
R- i (I - *•) 

i 
d. r. 

Regresan* samplet total 54countries (including USA): sec the fjol- 
note io table l-l. 

' Excluding Paraguay, India, Indonesia, Pakistan, Thailaad, 
Yugoslavia and Kenya. 

» Excluding Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Spain, Algeria, Morocco, and 
Iraq. 

•' Excluding Puerto Rico, Venezuela and Israel. 
• Excluding Guatemala. Honduras, Paraguay, Crylon and Portugal. 
' Excluding Honduras. Pakistan. Austria, Ireland, and Morocco. 
' Excluding Costa Rica. Dominican Republic, Ecuador. Guatemala. 

Honduras, Paraguay, Ceylon, Philippines, Indonesia, Ireland and Kenya. 
< Excluding Dominican Republic and Austria. 
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Table  l-t 

1953  CROSS-SFOTION   RlURfSSlONS WITH THF TWO l\f\ XVSTORY V XKIXRI TS 

Manu/. 
ieclor Regresiion t quattoni 

.971 0 logV, 11.2.1 1.373 log y 1.077 log P 51 
(.059) (.036) 

1 logV, 9. .19 1.075 log.» 
(.069) 

.898 log P 
(.042) 

.942 5i 

2 logV, 12.97 1.070 lop » 
(.123) 

1.187 log P 
(.075) 

.881 51 

3 log V3 13.34 1.419 log v 
(.103) 

.970 log P 
(.063) 

.911 51 

4 logV4 13.25 1.417 log »• 
( .095) 

. 945 log P 
(.0581 

.921 51 

5» logV, 18.71 1.990 log.» 
(.181) 

1.060 log P 
(.103) 

.803 19 

6 logV, 13.96 1.296 log i 
(.122) 

1 .088 log P 
(075) 

.884 51 

i logV. 13 50 1.070 log > 
(.119) 

1.020 log P 
(.073) 

.865 51 

8 log V, 17.58 1.550 log v 
(.107) 

I.I71 log P 
(.066) 

.9.12 4*. 

9» log V, 15.01 1.350 log y 
(.094) 

1 . 226 log P 
(.058) 

. 939 M 

10 log V„ 13.19 1.282 log.» 
(.088) 

1.021 log P 
(054) 

.9.11 51 

II' logV,, 20.52 1.622 log i 
(.247) 

1.550 log P 
(.146) 

.806 40 

12 log V„ -17.33   - 1.911 log » 
(122) 

1.1% log P 
(.075) 

.923 51 

13« log Via 1871 1.699 log» 
(.124) 

1.249 log P 
(.076) 

.917 49 

RtgreiiioH ¡ampli-   tolal fifty-four countries (including USA): sec the footnote in luhle II 
• Excluding India. Indonesia. Pakistan. Ihailand, Yugoslavia. Kenya. Guatemala, Honduras 

Paraguay, Ceylon and Portugal; 
6 Excluding Honduras. Pakistan. Austria, Ireland and Morocco; 
' Excluding Costa Rica, Dominican Republic. Ecuador, Guatemala, Honduras i'ar.;gn.'\ < cylon 

Philippines, Indonesia. Ireland an.I Kenya; 
J Excluding Dominican Republic and Austria. 

The adopted weights may not be the ideal ones, since they tend 
to over-correct the heteroskedasticity in the raw data. However, 
the difference in the weighted variance of the residuals between the 
two income groups becomes somewhat less significant than the 
difference in the unweighted variance.' 

With (his type of weight, the stability of the regression coeffi- 
cients seems to be increased significantly, since most of the missing 
countries — in the samples for certain sectors and also in the 1958 
samples -— happen to be low-income countries. The same weights 
were also applied to the regressions on the 1958 cross section and 
the 1950-57 combined time series data, too. 

(3) The exclusion of USA may be justified by the fact that the 
country, with its total manufacturing output occupying a little more 
than a half of the world total (excluding the "centrally planned" 
economies) is big enough to deserve special treatment. It is also 
known from the study of Gilbert and Kravis that the ordinary 
dollar-co.ivcrsion rates tend to over-estimate the real income of 

USA relative to those of o'iier countries' The exclusion of USA 
does not affect very muc't the regression coetlicicnis for 'total 
manufacturing", but results in higher coefficients loi some sectors 
rather significantly, especially in "textiles", "wood products" 
"printing and publishing", "chemicals and petroleum products ', 
and in lower coefficients for ' food, beverage, and tobacco" and 
"leather products" in particular This can be seen by comparing 
table 1-4 and table l-H 

(4) The stability of the weighted" c tímales of the icgrcssion 
parameters is illustrated with the few va<Aing samples for "total 
manufacturing" in table 1-7. In all-country regressions, the exclusion 
of almost a doren of countries did not significantly affect tiie results, 
for the excluded countries happen to be rcla'ivcK !• • -»eight 
countries. Similar stability is observed even with tin ions 
for low-income countries alone   However,  the ililfcti I the 
low-income equal ion from the all-country i<iu.tt! > .inj i.n . n> be 
somewhat significant as regards income loefltcxns 

" Values of F at the .05 and .01 points of I- distribution for «, 24, 
and », - 24 are 1.984 and 2.659. respectively. Hence the ditference 
in the residuals between the two groups is significant when unweighted 
and not significant when weighted at the 95*„ confidence level Similar 
effects of weighting appear to be even more pronounced «lien t!ic 
United States is excluded from the high income gruup. 

See   t y .   M   Gilvrr  A   I    krj.:s     in   h.-/ tmiii.ni.i    '•< input lion 
ul   \alnnfnl Prmlit. ¡ um! ihr Puri haiim; ni  < iimmt.\   Olli    , Paris, 
f*54   1 he same reasoning may lead In Hit exclusion ni < añada d\ well 
in the present  -lui >    lume.er, the final  results nl  t ! te regression" .m- 
presented fur the sample excludiiic I  S\    MI' 
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Tables 1-5 

SL'H-SWIPI F rsriMUfs OP inr PARAMETERS OE THE REGRESSION FQUVTIONS 

IN  TWIN    1-4       LOW-INCOME GROUP  (I.I  AND  HIGH-INCOME  GROUP  (Hi   :   1951 

S>< ;,i 

; 

-14.28 

natural !"H 

II 

10 75 

/. 

curtlit n'Iti 

H 

Population ueflu ¡ml R' a f 

'1 

I. H / H 

0 1 89 1.30 1.13 1.08 .904 (24) .972 (24) 

(.25) (12) (.07) (.05) 

1 12 18 8 94 1.72 
(33) 

.97 
(13) 

.86 
(10) 

(93) 
(05) 

.758 (24) .953 (24) 

1 —21 28 10.80 2.12 
(.58) 

.75 
(.22) 

1.51 
(18) 

1.19 
(0.9) 

.737 (24) .910 (24) 

3 -16.31 -12.37 1.95 
(63) 

1.25 
(.16) 

1.00 
(20) 

.99 
(06) 

.525 (24) .948 (24) 

4 -16.56 13.37 1.71 
(47) 

1.51 
(18) 

1.16 
(15) 

.90 
(07) 

.713 (24) .933 (24) 

5» -27.24 17.48 2.36 
(66) 

1.86 
(31) 

1.78 
(.21) 

1.02 
(.12) 

.799 (13) .152 (24) 

6 16 17 15.69 1.24 
(.65) 

1.64 
(21) 

1.14 
(20) 

1.03 
(09) 

.543 (24) .923 (24) 

7 -17.89 -12.82 2.01 
(77) 

.91 
(.16) 

.99 
(.24) 

1.06 
(.06) 

.420 (24) .941 (24) 

8'- -21.30 16.87 1.94 
(54) 

1.46 
(20) 

1.37 
(17) 

1.16 
(08) 

.749 (21) .939 (22) 

9 17.26 13.72 1.80 
(.41) 

1.12 
(19) 

1.22 
(13) 

1.26 
(08) 

.792 (24) .945 (24) 

10 -20.37 -12.24 2.37 
(36) 

1.14 
(17) 

1.21 
(II) 

1.02 
(07) 

.836 (24) .938 (24) 

II   « -29.14 17.98 2.98 
(1.06) 

1.16 
(45) 

1.70 
(43) 

1.61 
(18) 

.513(15) .821 (22) 

12 20.42 16.86 2.23 
(.46) 

1.87 
(.27) 

1.36 
(.14) 

1.18 
(ID 

.793 (24) .908 (24) 

IV» 21.97 19.35 2.05 
(.32) 

1.85 
(29) 

1.38 
(.10) 

1.21 
(.12) 

.888 (23) .899 (23) 

Reçri-Miun »limpie  sec the foninole on table l-l. 
» L:  excluding Paraguay,  Indu. Indonesia, Pakistan. 

Thailand. Yugoslavia. Kcn>a, Guatemala, Ho. Ju- 
ras, Ceylon, and Portugal. 

" I :  excluding Honduras, Pakistan and Morocco. 
H   excluding Ireland and Austria. 

• I    excluding Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guate- 

•      mala, Honduras, Paraguay, Ceylon, Philippines. 
Indonesia and Kenya. 

H: excluding Costa Rica and Ireland. 
d L: excluding Dominican Republic. 

H : excluding Austria. 
For  the  low-income   group regressions with   the   D 

variable, see footnote " in appendix I.C. 

Table 1-6 

F.FtBcn or PER CAPITA INCOME WEIOHTS 

Number of countries  

Sum of weights  

Inweightcd variance of residuals»  

WcighteJ variance of residuals*  

group : with 
lut than t KM) 

per capila Imitine 

High-Income 
group : with 
otee I AW 

per capila Inamt 

Nigh-Income 
group: 

excluding USA 

27 27 (26) 

18.9325 93.9051 (83.9)13) 

1.2021 .4714 (.4428) 

.7381) 1.2334 (1.0229) 

• Country   residuals are  calculated from  the   1953  all-country cross-section regression equation 
(unweighted) for "total manufacturing": 

log   V„ 11.736«) 1.467 log,r, 
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Tabic l-~ 

CuOSS-UrilON   RK ¡RISSIONS  !OR "miAl    MAM I \i Tl RIM."      Willi \.»R\|Nl,   X\MH IS      !')S; 

Sample 
(:T Im,**:,- Ä «• 

A. All countries 

1.   S3 countries 11.6863 1 . 3<>46 1.1204 1 <J68J) 

2.   48 countries 11.6176 1.3849 1.1185 (.9705) 

3.   47 countries -11.5229 1.3850 1.1096 t.9690» 

4.   42 countries -11.4360 1.3657 1.1142 t   %V») 

B. Low-incom* countries 

1.   27 countries 14 2814 1.8943 1.1292 (.MlfW) 

2.   24 countries - 13.9583 1.9121 1.0890 1.9056» 

3.   18 countries -13.7705 1.8200 1.1188 (.87801 

Sample countries 
A-1 : see the note on table I -8 : 
A-2   countries in the »ample for V, equation in table 1-8; 
AJ   countries in the sample for V, equation in tabic 1-8; 
A-4: countries in the sample for V„ equation in table 1-8; 
B-l ; see the note on table I-1 ; 
B-2: countries in the low-income »ample for V, equations in tabic IV 
B-3: countries in the low-income sample for V„ equation in table 1-5 

statistical poverties of "D" 

(I) The bosk feature of the regression equations in the present 
study is that a set of "aggregative" variables has been chosen to 
explain the behaviour of less aggregative variables, and also that, 
for the purpose of general analysis, the same form of equation is 
applied to both "total manufacturing" and its 13 constituent 
sectors. The trial-and-error tests of various candidate variables, as 
discussed in appendix I.A. have not produced an appropriate 
method of isolating the effects of possibly important factors other 
than y and P. It has been found, however, that there are some signi- 
ficant correlations between the residuals from the regression equa- 
tion for "total manufacturing" and those from the sectoral regression 
equations, both equations having the same set of explanatory 
variables, y and P (see table 1-4). Since the actual level of valu-. 
added by "total manufacturing" is known for each of the sample 
countries, its difference from the estimated level (in logarithmic 
form), log D, can be introduced as a new additional variable in the 
sector equations: namely, 
log V,   - a,  ' ¡Ì, logy i Yi log P • 8, log D  - u„ (/     1 13) 

where, fot each /-country, 

tant clement of this complexity, especially for countries with very 
low, or very high, per capita incomes. On the other hand, for 
D to be a meaningful economic variable, relalablc as such, not 
to the pure concept of random error, but lo the process of economic 
«'.cvelopmcnt where essential changes refer to long-run variables. 
a test should be made as regards the short-run stability in I he value 
of D for a given country. A discussion n those conceptual properties 
of D is given in the lest.' 

(3) One peculiar statistical character .c of I) should he noted; 
namely, that the introduction of this additional variable docs not 
affect the estimated regression coellicicnls on other sanables ( i and 
P) nor the constant terms if a proper adjustment is m.ule for the 
différence of the sample si/c among sectors. I his piopcity derives 
¡"rom the fact that the variable I) is delined as the residii.il troni the 
V„ equation: the sample estimates of the parameter in this equation 
have such characteristics as for the mean values of the variables, 

av. (logV„)      -/,, av. (log i)      •,, ,iv i log IM, 

logD, log V» 

log V„ 

log VM 

¡i8 logy,  • v.logP/ 

(2) D i thus a statistically specified variable, though it is not 
quite specifiable in economic terms, except that it may be regarded 
as measuring the "relative degree of industrialization", the causal 
determinants of which themselves are complex and unspecified. The 
non-linearity in the observed relationship of "total manufacturing" 
which is mentioned in the preceding section is, however, an impor- 

and hence the mean value of log I) equals zero whether it is normally 
distributed or not. 

In practice, some countries are missing from the sample, for 
certain sectors. The above-mentioned properly of I) can thus be 
utilized only if some of the samples for the sector equations are 
extrapolated so that the observations for all the countries which 

J As shown in table 1-3, I Y appears significant in V, equation. 
But this does not have to be included in determining D,, since the same 
variable does not commonly appear significant in sector equations 
and also because D, can, in its nature, represent the complex of whatever 
other unspecified variables. 

'   See discussioni in pari II and pari IV. 

' The introduction of lotf l> in the regression equation for e.nh 
sector requires the compiti, muri of, iikliliiin.il moments M,o. MIL. MI.II. 
and M voi I where i, f, I), .in,I V, sland lor the lo^ar nlisn K vulucsul (lie 
"espcctive variables»: Ihe tirsi two moments turn oui, however, lu be 
always equal lo /ero, provided ih.it the „i e euiiniiitr. ¿ire involved 
in ail the samples lor the sccli.r regressions   I luis, the le^'cssmn inetli 

cicnts on log Dean lit tlenved without allccting .., .mil ,, -.imply as 
he r.:llos ot W\,u in \1i,(.. lii;llierinoie. .like .istradi 'log l>) is zero, 

II -   constant Icnm are .il,o unattested t'y the introtliielion  of lo¿ I) 
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Table 1-8 

1953  CROSS-SECTION   REGRtSSIONS 

Hithaul   I) 

\lum,f 
Wr/.rr . . • H' V 

in lut oinrrui//<m* "• fc, 
" 

!'• '1 [«*] 

0 53 11.6863 1.3946 
(.0542) 

1.1204 
(.0413) 

.9669 
1.9320] 

| M 8.3995 0.9977 0.8531 0.8676 .9392 .8927 

(.0564) (.0429) (.1514) [8782] [.7974] 

1 53 15.9948 1.2941 1.3735 1.0339 .9162 .8905 

(.0983) (0.748) (.2639) (.8139] 17570] 

1 53 13.4509 1.4200 0.9859 0 9165 .9238 .8965 

(.0809) (0616) (.2173) 1.8684] [8213) 

4 53 14.9226 1.5634 1.0351 0.9266 .9210 .8972 

(.0888) (.0675) (.2383) 1.8758] [8289] 

5 47» 20.5303 2.1164 1.1907 1.8171 .9105 .8413 

(.1207) (.0919) (.3241) [8852] [7964] 

6 53 16.4646 1.7250 1.0562 0 7940 .9598 .9434 

(.0660) (.0503) (.1773) [9387] [9084] 

7 <->h 12.7388 1.0137 0.9826 1.2346 .8620 .8002 

(.0981) (0.747) (.2635) [7192] [5934] 

8 48'' 18.4189 1.6041 1.2352 0.4328 .9118 .9101 

(.1022) (.0778) (.2748) [8392] [8358] 

9 53 17.3069 1.5433 1.3564 0.7017 .9444 .9339 

(.0831) (.0633) (2231) [8939] [8670] 

1 ) 53 12.9349 1.2423 1.0294 1.1694 9305 .8814 

(.0781) (.0567) (.1998) [8712] [7678] 

II 42.1 24.6444 1.9258 1.7983 2.1579 .8278 .7491 

(.1992) (.1527) (.5351) [7188] [5902] 

12 53 - 19.0922 2.0177 1.3311 1.4977 .9644 .9241 

(.0757) (.0576) (.2033) [.9457] [.8774] 

13 5lp -20.3910 1.8587 1.3238 0.9756 .9057 .8905 

(.1195) (.0910) (.3211) [8437] [8188] 

Ihc tifiv-thrcc countries arc: Burma. Ceylon. China (Taiwan), india. Indonesia. Japan. Korea 
(Rep. oil. Pakistan. Philippines. Thailand. Rhodesia and Nyasaland, South Africa, LIAR..¿Jier ». 
Kenya. Morocco. Israel. Iraq. Turkey. Portugal. Greece, Spain. Argentina. Brawl, Chile Colombia. 
Mexico. Peru, COM» Pica, Dominican RcpublM:. Ecuador. üuatem.U. Hondura«, Paragu^, Puerto Rico. 
Venezuela. Austria. Belgium, Denmark, Finland. France, Germany (Fed. Rep. of), Ireland, Italy. Nether- 
lands. Norway. Sweden. Switzerland. United Kingdom. Australia, New Zealand, Canada. Yugoslavia. 

The estimate of regression coefficients involve Ihc theoretical estimates of V, s based on me hr¡.t- 
round regression equations for the missing countries, which are: 

• Ceylon, Portugal, Costa Rica, Guatemala, Honduras, Paraguay. 
'' Rhodesia and Nyasaland. 
'   Pakistan, Morocco, Honduras, Austria, Ireland.   
' Ceylon, Indonesia, Philippine», Kenya, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Guatemala. 

Honduras, Paraguay. Ireland. 
• Dominican Republic, Austria. • • 

make up the sample of "total manufacturing" are available for all 
the regressions.* 

(4) The extrapolation °f ,hc «ample icquires iterative regressions. 
First. D, is re-defined by re-cstimating the V„ equation with a given 
reduced sample, from which the countries not represented in the 
particular sectoral sample have been eliminated, and a first-round 
estimation .>l" the V, equation (with the three explanatory variables) 
is run on this reduced sample. A second-round regression is then 

• 
run on a complete sample in which the theoretical estimates of V, 

« The procedure, though not quite necessary, is justified in view 
ol the principle inai ine influence of the sampling variation is negligible 
enough to maintain the estimates for dill'erent sectors comparable io 
one another; in fact, the weighting of the regressions helped io salisi* 
ttm principle, as shown in appendix IB. In ans eise, once the sample 
extrapolation is done, ihc computation of ihe regression coefficients 
on log O can be done easily without actually computing the value» of 
l),'s as espiarne! in the preceding footnote. 

derived from the first-round regression equation have been intro- 
duced for the missing countries. 

The coefficients (and constants) shown in tables 1-8, 1-9 and M0 
were obtained in the second-round regressions where the sector 
sample si» is smaller than that for "total manufacturing". However, 
the R"'«s (adjusted to the degree of freedom for respective samples) 
were assumed to be identical with those obtained in the first-round 
regression equations, since ihe inclusion of the theoretical estimates 
in the enlarged samples makes the regression "fit" illusively high. 
This assumption necessitates a corresponding adjustment in the 
computation of the standard errors of regression coefficients. 

(5) The last two columns in tables 1-8 and 1-9 show the gain in 
the coefficients or determination <RJ) arising from the inclusion of 
ihe additional variable (D) The bracketed coefficients of determina- 
tion [R'] represent a further adjustment io 'lie critical value of 
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papulation coellicients which is equal to unity at /ero "si/c effect": 

illese arc the coefficients that would obtain if the dependent variable-. 
were expressed in per capita terms which would result ili a coi re- 

sponding change of the population coefficients to -, I. the 
other regression coellicients and their standard errors being 

unaffected. An analysis of variance indicates that the gain in the 
explained variaiv:: due to the introduction of the third explanatory 
variable I) was significant using both 1953 and 1958 all-country 

data. The "rubber products" sector appears to be the only exception 
«ith a regression coefficient tin D not significantly different from 
zero. 

When a similar analysis is undertaken with the sample of "low- 

income" countries (IW) (measuring D, from this group's own 
V0-equation). the regression coefficients on D turn out to be insigni- 

ficant in the case of two more sectors: "printing and publishing" 
(sector 6) and 'other manufacturing" (sector 13), in addition to 
"rubber products" (sector 8).* 

D. Teat of two croi! MCUM 

I 19» 
1953 

(1) The significance of the difference between the regression 
equations for the two separate years, 1953 and 1958 (ace tables 1-8 
and 1-9) has been tested by means of analysis of variance. The 
test involves the estimation of "combined" regression equations. 
The procedure involves the assumption that the same set of coeffi- 
cients (elasticities) are applicable for both years, although the 
constant terms may vary between the years. The test consists in 
examining whether this assumption of "parallelism" is valid or 
not.' In this test, the "first-round" regression equations (with 
no sample extrapolations) are used. The over-alt differences between 
the regression coefficients of the two samples have been found to 
be statistically insignificant in all the cases, and hence the assump- 
tion of parallelism in the combined regression equations is justi- 
fiable. A more detailed test for the regression coefficient on each 
explanatory variable has confirmed this assumption, except in 
the case of the population coefficient in "leather products".' 

(2) Table 1-10 shows the full results of the "combined" cross- 
section regressions, which are now based on the enlarged samples 
as indicated in tables 1-8 and 1-9. As mentioned above, the combined 
regressions involve two sets of constant terms which apply to the 
1953 and 1958 data separately. However, those differences in the 
constant terms appear to be statistically insignificant. Indeed, 
the difference between the constant terms might be interpreted 
as being due to (a) the effects of the "time" factor, which is indepen- 
dent of all the other specified explanatory variables, and (A) the 
fact that the two samples, for 1953 and 1958, do not comprise 
exactly the same countries. In other words it would reflect the 
''over-time" variations as well as the sampling bias. Moreover, 
the over-time variations during a short time-period of only five 
years must be considered far too small, relative to the cross-country 
variations, to generate differences in the regression positions of a 
statistically significant order.' 

Since the differences between the two sample estimates have thus 
proved to be generally insignificant, a standard set of equations 
can now be derived, preferably from a newly defined set of over- 
all regressions, in which the observations for the two years are 
ct nbined into a single "cross-section" sample. The standard set 
o* equations, thus obtained, is presented in table I-l I. The regression 
coefficients in this over-all cross section are generally higher than 
those in the combined cross-section when the constant terms in 
the latter increase as between 1953 and 1958, and vice versa, though 
the changes are rather of negligible magnitude either way. The 
coefficients of determination (IP) and standard errors are almost 
the same as those in the combined cross-section shown in 
table I-10. 

¥..   Analysis   of  time-series  dala 

(I) As mentioned in the text till i. IIK'IC ne animivi oi ICIM'H. 

why it is difficult to expect a Miatiihtloiwaul ar.i.vmcn! between 
the cross-section and the Imie-senes appio.tJie-. I lie chilien tes 

can easily he tlliistiated by the ICMIMN Oí tiie tn-t mal i<n the com- 
parative study ol "between count i v ' vai talion and «it hin eounttx 
variation, which was earned out neco;dui;: to ine follow in,• lo'- 
mulas." 

* The introduction ot the l> variatile in the l'isi | „w menni, 
Ciroup regression equations (in table Ml nave the lollowme. V.IIIK . ,.i 
coefficients on li and corresponding gams in the eoet'teicnts ol detenni 
nation. 

fat turing 
ni c,;-m. 

I Stun./, 
icnt on /> 

mill  t> 
|NL„,,. 

i 27 .7920 (.2278) .8350 |6827| .75X8   1.5239) 
i 27 1.2886 (.4125) 8074 1.54621 .7 WO  1.38041 
3 27 1.362t» (.4552) .6440 I42III .5246   | 2292| 
4 27 1 3423 (.2913, .8507 I6I85| 7128   | 2965| 
5 27 .5085 (.4990)* .5X41 I.0K42I M <2   |t)827| 
6 27 1.7708 (.5361) .5886 (4075) 4200  [K>U| 
7 24 .3742 (.4430)* .7461 127961 .74X5   (.2921| 
8 27 .7641 (.306?) .8289 (.51731 .791 (,  1.41221 
9 27 .9718 1.2341) .9024 1.7661) .8 »60  |M)77| 

10 18 .22743 (.7520) .6844 (.5340) .5132  (29481 
II 27 .9732 (.3306) .8434 |.6077| .7928  |.4825| 
12 26 .5614 (.2375) .9084 (.7066| 8879  |650l| 

•... coefficient« not lignMcantly different from tero at the '»V., confklemc 
level. Coefficients on y and P and comían« same »s shown in tunic l-V Seeior 
S (paper and products) M  omitted  because   of the low degrees of trentuni. 

1 The " combined " regression estimates are derived by adding the 
product moments (taken as deviation» from the mean for each s.. tuple I 
for the two samples together; such » regression is similar to »IMI 
is termed the "cell-mean corrected' regression m the analysis ol 
covariance. 

To lest the significance of the difference of regressions, the analyst*. 
of variance takes the following form : 

Sum of Hjuam IVI. 
(I) Combined regression ; 

The variation  explained  by combined 
regression 

(II) Difference of regressions : 
The sum of the variations explained by 

two separate   regressions (1953  and 
1958) mintt.i the sum of squares of til 

(III) Combined residuals: 
The sum of the variations noi explained 

by the Iwo separale regressions (I95J 
and 1958). 

Total within samples: 
The sum of the total variations in the two 

separate samples (1953 and i'^SS). 

«i (equal to number 
of explanatory vari- 
ables) 

(2      II», 

(N ¿t 

i 2 (where N i-. 
the total numhei 
of observations) 

< In terms of F test, which compares, for each explanatory variable, 
the sum of squares of the deviations of the coefficients fiom their weighted 
mean with the combined residuals, the weights arc the reciprocals of 
the standard errors (in square) of the regression coellicients considered 

k Although the differences are not sufficiently large to i>e statistically 
significant, their pattern as such looks rather interesting if they are 
interpretable as reflecting the "time" effects. It will be noted that the 
conttant terms are larger in 1958 than in 1953 for "total manufacturing ' 
and for the eight sectors and smaller in the remaining sectors. 

1 i designates manufacturing sector (i     0,  I,   ...   Ml, / country 
(j     1 42 (maximum) and / year (1950 to 1957). Variables capped 
with bars stand for their geometric means over time fur each country 
when suffixed with j. and the grand means over time and over country 
when not suffixed with j. The two regression equations are developed 
by decomposing the total variation in such »ay that 

logV.,— logV.      doe V.„ — log V\.)  •  (logV.,      log V., 
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mmm^mammg 

Talile 1-9 

1958 TKOSS-SLCNON  REGRESSIONS 

Munti- \„mh,: * K: Huh».! n 
Uh turine ../ «( li. y o. [R**] k' 

ri'illT Wti(in\ 1« '•] 

0 42 •- 11.2287 1.3256 
(.0613) 

1.1239 
(.0461) 

-- — .9652 
[9268] 

i 42 -8.1754 0.94620 0.86915 0.91157 .9268 .8813 
(.0693) (.0522) (.1885) [8492] [7554] 

•> 42 13.9340 1.10172 1.27614 0.88123 .9004 .8789 
(.1097) (.0825) (.2983) [.7734] 17029] 

3 36» -12.1823 1.29078 0.93282 0 83603 .9386 .9167 
(.0750) (.0564) (.2039) [.8859] [.8454] 

4 40h — 14.4337 1.4960 1.0242 1.1456 .9324 .8986 
(.0896) (.0674) (.2436) [.8852] [.8278] 

5 38 ' —17.1361 1.8845 1.00S2 1.4643 .8672 .7950 
(.1455) (.1095) (.3958) (.8408] [7326] 

6 34,1 -15.7333 1.6870 1.0148 0.9565 .9727 .9557 
(.0592) (.0445) (1608) [9334] [9248] 

7 39 « —8.6262 0.7488 0.7058 1.2817 .6849 .6098 
(.1388) (1045) (.3733) [4881] [36591 

8 37' —17.0299 I.S29I 1.1488 0.0288 .8971 .9001 
(.1155) (.0169) (3141) [8214] (.8267) 

9 42 -17.8427 1.5323 1.4332 0.7062 .9460 .9362 
(.0947) (.0712) (.2575) [8964] (.8678) 

IO 42 —10.9807 1.0229 0.9823 0.9769 .9110 .8698 
(.0854) (0643) (.2323) 1.8206] [71681 

11 34« —21.4693 1.9959 1.4429 1.5707 .6712 .5928 
(.2919) (2195) (.7939) [.5083] [4398] 

12 38" -18.0031 1.9267 1.2825 1.66S8 .9724 .9391 
(.0719) (0541) (1955) [W22] [8838] 

13 301 -20.5609 1.8441 I.346S 1.2094 .9188 .9006 
(.1255) (0944) (.3412) [.87182] [.8431] 

The forty-two countries are: Burma. Ceylon. 
China (Taiwan), India. Japan, Korea (Rep. of), 
Philippines, South Africa, UAR, Algeria, Kenya. 
Morocco, Itrael, Portugal, Greece, Spain, Argen- 
tina. Brazil, Chile, Colombia, Mexico, Peru, 
bcuador, Guatemala, Venezuela. Austria, Belgium. 
Denmark. Finland. France, Germany (Fed. Rep. of) 
Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Sweden, 
Switzerland, United Kingdom, Australia. New 
Zealand, Canada, Yugoslavia. 

The estimates of regression coefficients involve 
the theoretical estimates based on the ft 1 it-round 
regression equations for the mining countries, 
which are: 

» Burma, Portugal, Greece, Austria. Belgium, 
Italy; 

» Austria, Belgium; 
'' Ceylon, Portugal, Guatemala, Burma : 
'' Burma, Ceylon, Portugal, Greece, Austria. 

Belgium, Italy, Norway; 
* Burma, Denmark, Norway: 
' UAR, Morocco, Austria. Ireland, Norway : 
' Burma, Ceylon, Philippines, Kenya. Ecuador. 

Guatemala, Ireland, New Zealand; 
» Burma, Ceylon, UAR, Portugal; 
' Burma, Portugal, Greece, Spain. Austria, 

Belgium, Finland, France, Ireland. Italy, Nether- 
lands. New Zealand. 
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¡ablf   I-IO 

1953-58  COMBINFD  CRONS-SfCIION   RLORISSIONS 

Manu- \umber * . 
K 

UH luring of 

"'' "" 
observations i /«.«.'' / '>.'.* i 

0 95 — 11.5321 - 11.4749 1.3639 1 1224 .0(,S<l 

(.0400) (.0303) |.'H-t| 

1 95 8.3206 •   8.2855 0.9758 0 8607 0.8869 .9 IM) 
(.0459) (.0348) (1240) I.87KI 

2 95 15.0880 -15.1208 1.2096 1.3307 09668 .«HWI 
(.0722) (.0547) (.1952) |.79801 

3 89 12.8917 12.9167 1.3631 0.9628 0.8812 .92'«) 
(.0551) (0417) (.1488) 1.87521 

4 93 14.6986 14.7314 1.5335 1.0306 1.0228 .^272 
(.0618) (0468) (1668) 1.87751 

5 85 19.1645 —18.9148 2.0151 1.1085 1.6621 .8932 
(0919) (.0696) (.2482) 1.8621 | 

6 87 -16.1974 —16.0812 1.7086 1.0378 0.8654 .9671 
(.0432) (.0327) (.1167) 1.9431 ¡ 

7 91 -10.9175 -10.9888 0.8988 0.8593 1.2553 .7900 
(.0826) (.0626) (.2234) 1.60771 

8 85 —17.8717 -17.7403 1.5717 1.1967 02553 .9074 
(.0746) (.0566) (2017) 1.83371 

9 95 —17.6061 -17.4905 1.5377 1.3911 0.7037 .94601 

(.0609) (.0462) (.1645) | .89411 

IO 93 -12.1572 -12.0078 1.1452 1.0095 1.0848 .9206 
(.0559) (0424) (.1512) [ 8469| 

II 76 —23.4075 -23.0334 1.9610 1.6375 1.8999 .7497 
(1720) (.1303) (.4648) | .62011 

12 91 -11.6540 -18.5777 1.9778 1.3097 1.5716 .9680 

(.0518) (.0392) (.1399) | .94681 

13 81 —20.4440 -20.4976 I.8S2I 1.3341 1.0784 .9122 

(.0850) (.0644) (.2295) 1.85741 

N.B. See tables I-I and 1-9 for «ample countries. 

(a) Combined time-serie»: 
log V(>, ~ a„ -í- A, logyi( -I- r, log ?„     «„„ 

where 

and 
log \„ — ft, log y, ft log ?„ 

(ft) Cross-section of period averages: 
log V„ - a, + ft,' log ~>j  í  c', log P, •!• H'U. 

where 
a, -= log V, - ft,' log y - c't tog I». 

The cross-section of the period average* is an entirely different 
concept from the "over-all regression" in table l-l I, which involved 
both cross-country and over-time variations. The new cross- 
section is simply based on the average valoes of the observed 
variables for the time period considered. In the combined time- 
series equations, ft, and c, arc common to all countries, whereas a„ 
varies from country to country; so the parallelism among 
various countries' time-series regression planes arc already assumed, 
while différent countries are assigned different intercepts in accor- 
dance with the over-time means of their own value added, per capita 
income and population. The third explanatory variable, D, is 
not included here, for simplicity's sake. The results are shown in 
tabfr 1-12. 

The pattern of response of manufacturing output to changing 

income and population appears to be appreciably different between 
the two types of regression. It will be observed that in general 
the response to variation in income is lower and the response to 
variation in population significantly higher in the results obtained 
by the combined time-seiics analysis, as compared with those 
obtained in the cross-section analysis. 

Such differences could to some extent be expected on n i»imi 
considerations: for example, in the between-country response 
pattern, the income elasticities will reflect, among other lactors, 
the differences in comparative production advantage. In the over- 
time variations, all countries tend to increase their nef eapita 
incomes, though at varying ratcs;owingtothissimultaneous upward 
movement of the per rapita income, the differences in comparative 
production advantage between countries can be expected to remain 
relatively stable. 

There pre also statistical considerations that may account for 
the differences between the results obtained in the two regressions 
For the over-time variation the explanatorv variables tend to 
move in the same direction, and hence their time-series behaviours 
tend to be inter-correlated which is mil the cave in the cross-country 
analysis; this makes it difficult to separate the true income effects 
from the seeming population effects Moieovcr. while the annual 
growth in population is usually of a steady magnitude, the inter- 
dependence between annual changes in national incoine and annual 
changes in manufacturing output   should  involve  some  time-Ian 
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Tahle I-11 

OMK-MI   « «oss-si ci ins KIOKISSIOV,: WITH 

ll>S(   AM)    1958   COMMINI l>   SVMIMI 

Vuttu- „ * 
fin tnrinn ', 

• 

1 

0 11.5327 1.3685 I.I24I 

i 8.3308 .9784 .8618 .8836 
-> 15.0498 1.2049 1.3292 .9638 

i 12.8827 1.3608 .9620 .8767 

4 14.6868 1.5306 1.0296 1.0076 
S 19.2401 2.0352 I.II62 1.6991 

6 16.23 l'i 1.7178 1.0414 .8730 

7 10.8947 .8928 .8572 1.2511 

8 17.9114 1.5822 1.2008 .2800 

9 17.6408 1.5468 1.3948 .7123 

lU 12.2027 I.I57I 1.0142 1.1160 

II 23.5222 1.9911 1.6492 1.9145 

12 18.6759 1.9837 1 3121 1.5665 

i.i 20.4255 1.8474 1.3325 1.0528 

estimates arc based on the same as thai are involved in the estimates 
in table I-11, except that Di's are measured from the over-all regression 
normal of V„/s instead of each of the 1953 and the 1958 regression 
equations. 

The sume tabic is reproduced in the text as table 1, in which constant 
terms (i* ) arc expressed in common-logarithmic values, instead of natural 
logarithmic, und also adjusied for the unit of measurement of population 
which is changed to millions in the text instead of thousand!. 

complications, which arc beyond the scope of the present 
study.• 

Secondly, there is the difference in the degree of variation of per 
capita income and population between the two sets of data. Whereas 
the between-country variance of the she of population is signifi- 
cantly greater than the between-country variance in the level of 
per capita income, the reverse is true with respect to the growth 
rate* of these variables. Since in this type of regression analysis 
a greater stability of one variable — as compared with another 
one tends to entail higher values of the regression coefficients 
corresponding to the former, this factor may contribute to explain 
in part the differences in question. 

I ¡mlly, the "combined" time-series equations assumed a paral- 
lelism among its regression surfaces of various countries; the 
validity of such assumption has yet to be examined. The regression 
coefficients in the new cross-section as defined above are generally 
very low compared with those derived from the cross-section data 
lor a given year (for example, those shown in table l-4\ This is 

• The disturbing effect of these annual fluctuations in the expla- 
natory variables (which arc in themselves only of secondary importance 
in i he over-time analysis) could be avoided by carrying out, instead 
of the combined time-scries analysis described in this s. :tion, a cross- 
section analysis in which the between-country variatioi . of the trend 
rm,s of ¡torease in industrial output are studied in contrast to the 
between-country variations of the trend rates of increase in per capita 
income and population. 

most likely due m the nature of the sample — especially the arith- 
metic feature of the "geometric means" of annual data on which 
the former analysis was based 

(2) To avoid the pitfalls in multiple regres-ions. it was decided 
not to introduce the third variable. 15, into the time-series equa- 
tions." Instead, further -amplifying assumptions were introduced 
in favour of a tentative analysis based on simple regressions. Namely, 
it was assumed that there should be no appreciable "size" effect 
on the year-to-year variation of industrial output, and also that 
the effect of "time" factor or "autonomous trend", if any, should 
be negligible or not isolated as such from the Income effect. Thus. 
the simple regression equations: 

.     ., „      .., , ..      k i     0.1 13 iogv„,   «,,   /..log.,,,   „„. ;.. coumry 

were estimated from the time-series data for each country. The 
resulting estimates of income coefficients for individual countries 
are shown in table 1-13. Figures in brackets indicate the coefficients 
of determination (Äa). 

The goodness of fit widely varies among different countries. 
Generally speaking, the fit is tolerably good in those cases where 
the regression coefficients appear to be more or less of a magnitude 
comparable with those obtained in the cross-section analysts; an 
extremely poor fit appears mostly when these coefficients turn 
out to be very small or even negative. A cross-country comparison 
would indicate that the regression coefficients are fairly stable, as 
among higher-income countries; the coefficients appear quite 
erratic and almost meaningless in countries with less than S100 
per capita income (as in 1953) and also in those where per capita 
incomes (at constant prices) tended to decline during the period 
observed. 

(3) Excluding those countries, a test of the differences of regres- 
sion coefficients is applied to the two groups separately: high- 
income group f nd low-income group, the dividing line being $300 
per cpita income (in 1933). 

The results are presented in the columns for the analysis of 
variance in table I-14. The differences of regressions are on the 
whole much larger among low-income countries than among 
h.gh-income countries, and they arc quite significant in both cases. 
The combined time-series equations are thus not strictly meaningful 
as such. 

The income elasticities in the combined time-series equations 
(table 1-14) bear, nevertheless, a rather striking resemblance to 
those obtained from the cross-section data. The high elasticities 
for low-income groups relative to those for high income groups 
conform, in general, to similar findings from the cross-section 
regressions (see table 1-5). Of course, the time series coefficients, 
thus obtained, are not directly comparable with the cross-section 
coefficients, for the former should reflect not only income effects, 
but what could be isolable as population effects, if any, and other 
unspecified factors which could be treated a /ariabks over time, 
but are constant in terms of cross-section. 

11 Because "D" is, by definition, a long-run . Tiable that changes 
only slowly over time, it should not be introduced as an annual 
variate in the time-series analysis. 
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Table 1-12 

PtRIOD-AV.RXnr   CROSS-SECTION  ANI,  COMBINI O   TIMÉ    SIKHS  <1950-57, 

firn <-!.. tum < •••libili,,! /;..:,    , .... 

Marni- 
tít tur mg 

t un ir. 

Rt-xr. 
'•"If. 

...I /.., y 

Ki-fr. 
. o. lì. 

im /..* P 

Ä, Hr. 

a-i tt 
un l.v   r 

/>, ,:•.. 

't.iii.l. 'tiitnl. 
•i t.. \t,ir„l. 

,T::! 

0 - 9.07 1.22 .95 .888 1.03 1.71 ( 1 I1) 

i -  7.67 
(.133) 

.97 
(.076) 
.7') 

(38) 
.884 

(.050) 
.74 

(.1061 
1.27 ( ,4,l 

2 9.12 
(1321 

.77 
(.075) 
.99 

(38) 
.784 

(.04'» 
.72 

i 104) 
.40 (,4^i 

3 

4 

5 

6 

— 11.78 

- 10.19 

-13.90 

-10.27 

(.lf>9| 
1.34 
(.248) 
1.18 
(.175) 
1.66 
(.248) 
1.47 

(.099) 
.85 

(116) 
.81 

(.089) 
.80 

(130) 
.82 

(38) 
.833 
(23) 
.852 
(27) 
.755 

(31) 
.854 

(.099) 
.84 

(.I'«) 
.75 

1.082) 
1.03 
(128) 
.89 

(.209) 
1.23 
(374) 
.92 

(.173) 
3.22 
(278) 
2 II 

(1541 

(1801 

(2031 

7 -13.87 
(.227) 
.92 

(106) 
.91 

(21) 
828 

(.0991 
.72 

(199) 
35 

(142) 

(1911 

(172) 
8 —15.43 

(173) 
1.20 
(178) 

(097) 
.95 

(098) 

(29) 
.854 
(26) 

(III) 
1.31 
(107) 

(.242) 
1.69 
(222) 9 —9.94 1.19 1.05 .856 1.06 2.92 (231) 

(2381 
IO —12.66 

(.166) 
1.08 
(144) 

(095) 
.86 

(.084) 

(36) 
.842 
(37) 

(.087) 
.83 

(.089) 

(.188) 
222 
(.190) 
2.13 
(427) 
2 22 
(198) 

95 

II 

12 

13 

— 14.07 

-10.14 

— 15.04 

1.41 
(270) 
1.49 
(248) 
1.58 

IOS 
(160) 
.98 

(117) 
.95 

.752 
(29) 
.830 
(26) 
.748 

1.24 
(193) 
1 41 
(.088) 
1 36 

(189) 

(175) 

(87) 
(.571) (219) HD (.141) (262) 

Samóle countries arc those shown in table 1-14. so the USA is im;lu<fcd. 
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Appendix II 
Statistkai data 

The following notes on the statistical sources deal only with 
predominantly free-enterprise economies (which were used in 
the regression analysis)." 

A. Vatae 

The value added in manufacturing censuses is computed as 
value of gross production minus raw materials and contract work ; 
it includes depreciation and rental costs (rent, patent fees, licences, 
etc.). In most cases, value added is evaluated at market prices 
(including indirect taxes). It thus is not always comparable to the 
concept of "gross domestic product originating in manufacturing 
industry" in National Account Statistics (United Nations). 

1.   1953   »ALUE  AUOÏD 

The data used in the 1953 crow-section analysis were derived 
from national manufacturing censuses of similar inquiries, compiled 
and adjusted to international comparability by the United Nations 
Statistical Office. For a detailed discussion of the methods used in 
making these adjustments, see Patterns of Industrial Growth, 
W38-1938, appendix III.* The most important adjustments are 
as follows. 

?) National raw data were adjusted, if necessary, for the Inter- 
.,tonal Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC)' codes. Since 
it did not prove practical to establish comparability for each of 
the twenty major (2-digit) group» of manufacturing (ISIC 20 to 39). 
some of the major groups were combined. The regrouping resulted 
in the " irteen "sectors", as shown in table I in the text. For a 
number of countries, regrouping frequently involved shifts between 
ISIC 23 and 24, 24 and 29. or 34 and 35-38; total value of manu- 
facturing was rarely affected except.: the few cases where national 
raw data did not separate certain mining activities from processing: 
e.g., stone quarrying (ISIC 14) from non-metallic minerals pro- 
cessing (ISIC 33) and coal mining (ISIC II) from coal processing 
(ISIC 32). 

(*) Certain censuses or related inquiries do not provide value 
added data, but only the value of gross production (Thailand, 
Republic of Korea, Dominican Republic) or quantity of physical 
output (Indonesia); in such cases, the value added had to be 
approximated by c.^nin reasonable methods. 

(f) The insufficiencies in the coverage of censuses and related 
inquiries had to be filled by various methods of approximation. 
The coverage of raw data widely varies among countries, especially 
with regard to small-scale industries, including handicrafts and 
repairing services which, by the ISIC standards, arc considered 
as manufacturing.4 The size criterion which is most commonly 
used is the number of persons employed: for example, establish- 
ments employing less than twenty persons and using no power, 
or less than ten persons even when using power, are excluded in 
the Indian inquiry; for Pakistan, the cut-off point is twenty persons 
and no power; for other countries it is four, five or six persons 

» The data on centrally planned economies used in the analysis 
of residuals (part III, section 3, of the tent of the present study) were 
taken from the source which had been prepared on other occasions. 

'• United  Nations  publication. Sales   No.:  59.XVIII.6. 
' United Nations, International Standard Industrial Classification, 

Sales No.: 58.XVII.2. 
J For inclusion of manufacturing units, see International Standards 

industrial Classification. 

employed (kcnva, Rhodesia and Svasaland, Philippines, lesion. 
Brazil, etc.). As a result, the estimates of v iluc added compiili 
from those raw data (end to fall short of those' compiled for tin- 
purpose of national accounts statistics: cens»' salue added as per 
cent of liDP originating in manufacturing w. < Uss than *0 per com 
for Burma, less than 40 per cent for India. ION than  <i> per cent 
for Pakistan: in latin America, the cose...... »... in general more 
satisfactory about 90 per cent in Rra/il. and less than "0 per cent 
in Mexico and Peru, though less than 50 per cent tn Guatemala 
and Fcuador. The undcr-covcrric was most l'icquc-nily observed 
in the following sections- ISK 20-22 (Hra/il. I cu.ulor. Mesuo. 
Burma, Philippines, Türke, and India»; ISK' 2V2(. (I gypt. Hta/il. 
Ecuador, Burma, and, in particular, Pakistan and India); ISK 2*» 
(Guatemala. India); ISK' 35-38 (UAR. I cuador, Guatemala. 
Mexico. Peru, Ceylon, Pakistan. Ci recce». Ine data lor the coverage 
adjustment were mostly supplied by the united Nations Statistical 
Office. 

In a number of cases, important industries had Kin altogether 
omitted from the raw data for example, petroleum rvtining (lr.ui. 
Venezuela, Peru, Mexico), copper refining (longo-lcopoklvilk-, 
Rhodesia and Nyasaland, Chile), tobacco manufacture (Japan. 
Republic of Korea, Peru, etc.). 

(**) Where a national census or similar inquiry did not relate 
to 1953, extrapolations had to be made, etther forward or backward 
(Mexico from 1950. Peru from 1954. Paraguay from IMSS, < osta 
Rica from 1951. Burma from 1952, Philippines from 19**, I AH 
from 1950, Federal RepuWw of Ciermany from l'»*0) 

Some countries offered the value added evaluated only al factor 
cost (i.e., excluding indirect taxes and subsidies) the differences 
between factor-cost estimates and market-price estimate, an 
especially important in the case of ISK' 20-22. which mchiik 
tobacco and liquor Adjustments for changes in inventories "I 
semi-finished goods are another important source ol dinVullics 
Ifor example, the 195} censuses for Canada and the I nited States 
were not adjusted for other inventory changes) Moreover the raw 
data for some countries happened to include nati ol the trade 
income — i.e., income accrued from ' goods sold in the saint- condi- 
tion as purchased Those types of conceptual gap are ratto i 
difficult to be discerned as such. As a rule, no adiusiiiK-ni «as 
applied to them. Thus, the adjustments made by the I mied Nations 
Statistical Office were, in most cases, to raise the level <>f value 
added by manufacturing and to correct the structure of industrie« ' 
For most countries, total value added was MIMI! IO agree with 
the level of GOP originating in manufacturing Hut details, sie 
table ll-l). The corrected structure can be seen m the country 
weights used by the United Nations Statistical (Mine lor the compu- 
tation of the world production indices.' 

2.   I XIRAPOI ATK)NS  Ol   VAU I    MH»II> 

The 1953 value added was'extrapolated hi a number of purpose- 
In the time-scries analysis 1950 to 1957 coveting lorty-«>nc countries 

" Original uncorrected data arc given m l'ait, rn 
I938-I95H, pari II 
• See the table on percentage distribution ol i 

by country and region lor mining and nianul.» 
Supplement to Ihr Monthly Bulletin uf Statista \ I 
naturi Notti, fourth issue, ISJ60 »United Nanni 
tabic- does not include data lor Algeria, lra<|  Israel. 

" huh Until drt H/.'l, 

,, ne   a lil.-il   ii' V i 

u! • '•Hg inclusirit .  Ill 

>• III!,lilt ns tinti 1 pit, 
,„1.1 I .llMHO this 

K •ni MOK ico 
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•HBSBBI 

(sec tabic I-I4 m appendix II >, fur the I95S cross-section analysis 

•-•nvcrintt forty-two countries (see appendix I.D.) and fur the analyse 
ni long-term variation-» covering seventeen, mostly advanced, 
countries (see tesi: IV *). I hose extrapolations were earned out 
by applying lo the I9M dala the seetoral indices ol industrial 
production compiled by the United Nations Statistical Ottici;. 

B. National income 

I.   1951 I>-\I\ 

The rciercnc.' period ol the national income data for the 1953 
cross-secli-vi analysis is the; average for the i^-riod lu^2 to 1954. 

Data m lo.'al currency of current prices were derived li.mi Uar- 
h',.>k\ o/   Saturnal Aaounts .S7(i//»//cv.* 

2.   I XIRAPOI AtlONS 

lor backward e M rapotat kms to I93H, the index numbers of per 

capita prode l at constant prices, as available in the United Nations 
publications," were used. Where such indicators were not available, 

the estimates of national income at current price-, were deflated 
lo 1951 price levels by appropriate price indices especially prepared 

for the purpose. 

'   United  Naomi* publications. Sales Nus.   5S XVII.3 , 59.XVIU., 
H) XVII V and M XVII.4. 

"   United  Na.ioiis, Stamina!   Yiarh,ntk,  I'MN, especially tables |f>l. 
IM) and I5K. 

C. CowvcnftoH rates 

The conversions of value added and national income data from 
l»x;al currencies to I S dollars were made at 1951 purchasing power 

parity rates The rates and method of estimation were taken from 
Patterns of Industrial (,row/ft. I91H-I95N,' except for the countries 

listed below Taking into account the Ol I C s'udy on t omparati*e 
National Product,,' I Cl A publications, as well as official 
exchange rate>. it wai found preferable to ,uhstitute the IN Patter» 
rates in a certain number of cases Table 11-2 indicates the rates 

usual in these cases. 

Population data used in the present study are nmi-yeai estimates, 

currently nuMished by the United Nations 

E. Owe» tarlaMrs 

The data for the otlicr variable* that »ere tested but toter excluded 

from the 1951 regression analysis (tee aprendix I.A), were compiled 

from various United Nations publications 

' Op. rit., p. 444. 
I Milton Gilbert and Associate*, lemparmtiie Salumai PrvJutt* 

ami PTH? I.et eh, Paris, 1951. 
» Eeomnmc Smwy of Latin Am,ru«, 1*31-1*52. EC N.I 2, »J, 

Rev. 2, p. 33. 

Table il-l 

CHARACTERISTICS Of THI  DATA  UN   1953  VALLI  ADOtD »Y  TOTAL  MANL'fACTUWNO,   »V   (XHJNT«V 

I. Total value added by manufacturing was not adjusted and i» «tinter to orignal emana or 

related inquiry for the following countries: 

Afrit« Atkt Citrope 

Algeria China (Taiwan) Austria 
Kenya Japan Franse 
South Africa Israel (1936 dato) Italy 

United Kingdom 
Yugoslavia 

LtHm Americm Sortii Amerii m Oirmmm 

Argentina Canada Australia 
Colombia 

Honduras 
Paraguay 

Puerto Rico 

United States 

2. Total value added by manufacturing from the census or related inquiries wat 
•o agree with national accounts data on GDP originating in manufacturing for the following 

countries: 

Ajrtiu 

Morocco 
l AR (NDP at factor cost; census at market price extrapolated from 1950). 

lasim Amrrum 

Costa Rica 
Ecuador 

Peru 
Venezuela 

.4 if,j Curept 

Burma Belgium 
Ccy Ion Denmark 
India K inland 
Korea (Rep. of) Germany (led 
Pakistan Ireland 
Philippines Portugal 

Spain 
Tui key 

Rep. of) 

3. Value added by manufactur'ig from the census or related inquiries was adjusted to agree 
with the coverage of ISIC codes for the following countries; but the result does not agree with 
national accounts dala on <JPD originating in manufacturing, because the laller involve no such 
adjustments, or involve different adjustments: 
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Chite 

Rhodeua ami Nyawland 
Brazil 

Norway 

dapper-refining J.tsMttcd «¡ih rumili 
and tiDPJjM 

I iKHl-priicwin» m   rui.il .IUM« J.OMI.OJ „,„.    .1*1 wi.ti..r. 
in national awns ami < • | >t* J.111 

»iNh-pr»ic«MmieclaMitK-dwith    nn„,ilur( • „, „_ ,|Uïi( ( ^ 
and tiDP dala, 

GrWCC t,DP ""iwat.in in manuf.K, ,nng nu> fv ti.ukr.i.iud 

4   Val« ad4fcd by manufacturing from the «»„» „r Mated   „N„,,^ ,,,„„,„  K. vHl.lkl.., 

wî T/MT!:: IXmw,,can •^H*,,c-t,ua,tfm-,!j- ,r'a— "••*•• "— i'u.„.,,,t Sweden and Switzerland. UK 

,W1
  «««HAatMt, FOWf« r*BITY  MUM l*u IH   rill  ri|«M  ,,, ,,., 

(THOM  MttrWNT  »RUM THf I WW NMNm  Pall, t» KMIH (»sm  1 

I'mtedj Kingdom  
Ireland  

South Africa  

Rhodesia and Nyntaiand 
Auwraha  
New Zealand  

Belgium  
Italy  

Norway  

t V terns p 
vmt ,,t l¡H ai t u 

»21 71 
:m.m 
.»23.50 
127 71 
22»#»l 
2K4JO 

200 
Old 

15 20 

•^rgt'nlin.i . 
Hr.i/il  .   . 

Parafila 

Phil»r>r»tiH"> 
*.!§eria    . 

Morueco 
Kenya .     . 
Ira»!  
Krael  

Im UM conversion faeton imcil for cowmr«* nei mmtmnnd 

•1 >» 

: '»' 
> n 

I' Ml 
« :»*, 

'Midi 
:m <*» 

S* *i 

•&•»«,  HC PaMtrm ni Imhtslrml (,r,.m), |i#i* |.#<H   p   4jj 
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WHERE      TO       JUY      UNITED      NATIONS      PUBLICATIONS 
AND     T M f    PUSLICATIONS   Of    THE     INTERNATIONAL    COURT    OF    JUSTICE 

AMICA 
UWflOOH 

'"I»  "   --»-A       t 

ftl*rA      'wf    f       «     *.   • ,, >pr ,f       ...    |. %f 
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KHJfM   **»1< A      . A^    .!  M*  *  S   |t> •* 

!N*    „.KHI F >- » »*       f   -*•    V,BI..      %„=   *b-   --», 

«•lifte   A***   ».»UtUC     ,.  MAit» 

. *   t*N*   :-SâNi f   I   ff-tPlt 

» '*+-    Adi»  HTJ«»-^    f .,    -> 

ASIA 
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